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This Leadership Application Project outlined various aspects of youth service

learning- This proiect included information about the history and evolution of service
learning, included definitions and examples of service learning, and differentiated
service learning from community service and experiential education. Emphasis was
placed on the importance of reflection in service learning and on the expected positive
outcomes for students.
Based on interviews with colleagues, a teacher handbook was developed to

accompany the research about service learning. The handbook included general
information for teachers about youth service learning, as well as examples of lessons

and service learning units.
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When I was a high school student, I spent hours
collecting cans for a food drive. I know now that we
helped many hungry people, but all I remember is
stockpiling cans and trying to outsmart other classes
so we could win the prize. I don't remember where
the cans went; I just know that a truck came to pick

them up.
Another school approached the same task
differently, A senior contempo rary problems class
discussed a variety of community and global issues,
exploring several in-depth through agency visits,
videos, simulations and discussions. When each
class chose an issue they cared about, one class chose
to address hunger. They organized a hunger day
including a lunchroom simulation of unequal food
distribution to educate the school about the issue.
They also held a schoo!-wide food drive for a local
food warehouse, picked uB excess garden produce,
and volunteered at the food bank. Students
reg ularly discussed their experiences, examining the
causes of hunger and ways they could make a more
enduring impact.
Though students in both activities collected fooci,
their experiences were significantly different. ln the
first, the focus was only on the task, not the service.
ln the latter, good program design prompted students
to act out of a desire to meet a genuine human need.
Even though the learning process is complex and
rarely neat, conscious planning and purposeful
thinking can maximize the outcomes of the
experience.
Kate McPherson

Service Learninq forthe Sheridan S chool
Communitvand Be vond
lntroduction
The first section of this leadership application project is mainly devoted to
research related to service learning. Service learning might be viewed as

the offspring of a marriage between community service and experiential

education. Another way to view the relationship between community
service and experiential education is to compare them to rivers that run
together at a particular point. Each river has a separate history, and may
have approached from a different direction, but they have crossed paths
and have begun to travel together. When the rivers join forces, they
become more powerful than either was alone. The first section of this paper
examines the individual histories of community service and experiential

education. These combined histories lead to the study of service learning.
The following research will include definitions and descriptions of service
learning, and provide information about its effects on students. A portion of
this section will include methodology and personal motivation for working
on this project.
ln addition to literature research, survey data from Sheridan School
staff and students will be reviewed. The analysis of this information will

produce a picture of the current status of service learning at Sheridan
School.
Based on survey findings, recommendations are made about service

learning. This is included in the final section of this prolect which is a guide
2

to service learning. lt includes brief references to literature and historical
information relating to service learning. This section is a practical resource
for teachers who would like to learn more about implementing service

learning into their classrooms, but do not wish to pour over volumes of
research that is technical or not applicable to classroom teachers. This

teacher section will include resources, community contacts, and ideas for
getting started. Reflection is also a critical piece in service learning, and

this section offers useful tips for the implementation of reflection.
The teacher section can also be used to educate parents about the
importance of service leaming. When parents are informed and supportive,
they can provide many valuable resources and contacts. At the very least,
parents will understand a teacher's rationale for incorporating service
learning into his/t'rer classroom, and would feel comfortable that their child
is receiving a high quality education through service projects and reflection.

3
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We make a living by what
we get,
but we make a life hy
what we give"
Winston Churchill

Cornmunity Service
Service
What is service? What is community service? What kind of history does
community service have in the larger context of American history? ln a
dictionary, 'service' is described as the -'performance of work done for

anothei'for hire" (New webster's Dictionary, 1984, p. aSg). Without
question, this type of service is seen in nearly every aspect of daily life in the
United States. When a person is hired at a job, she is performing a service
for hire. When one has a car repaired or eats in a restaurant, he is paying
for a service. People with particular skills offer their expertise, for a price, to

others. ln the past, people often relied more on a barter system for
services. Services rendered may have been paid for with a reciprocal
service or needed supplies. ln all of these cases, however, the party that
performs the service receives some form of compensation for that service.
Another definition of 'service' relates to a per{ormance of duty in the
Army or the l-lavy, or in the civil service, an organization whose members
v,rork for

the public. Again, these service workers are employees, paid for

the work that they do. The mission of the organization is to serue the public,
and the servrces may be free to the public (if we don't think about taxes).
But the employees are not working for free.
Possibly the best description of seruice may be the one-word definition:

assistance (New Webster's Dictionary, 1984, p. a59). This definition
states that seruice is equated with help or aid. There is no mention of
5

payment or compensation, it may or may not exist. This assistance could
be temporary or it could be permanent. Assistance might come in a variety
of forms, and it could come from individuals, families, churches, business

or government. At particular times in history, there have been governments
around the world that have been unable or unwilling to give assistance to
their citizens. ln such situations, help must be found in other ways.
Community service often fills a need in a community through volunteer
efforts.

Community Service
ln the U.S., the tradition of community service is seen throughout early

American history. ln all civilizations, the survival of a communities has
depended upon the cooperative efforts of the community members. There
is safety and protection when individuals are involved in an interdependent

relationship with others. For example, who could kill a buffalo or fight off
enemies alone? A temporary form of community service rnay arise out of

the need to address a particular societal problem. lt is often at times of
personal or natural disaster that community service efforts are most

apparent. After a tornado, community residents can be found assisting in
the clean-up effort or volunteers are seen filling sandbags to shore up a
flood wall.
ln most communities, examples of ongoing community services are

quite easy to find. Big Brothers/Elig Sisters, Meals on Wheels, Toys for Tots,

and Food Shelves are recognized agencies that utilize volunteers to meet
the needs of residents in particular areas. There also appear to be pockets
6

of people working individually across America to perform largely
unrecognized acts of community service. There is the man who mows the
yard for his senior-citizen neighbor, there is the woman who watches the
children of a friend who is going to school, there is a church congregation

that raises money for someone's medical bills, there are the children who
clean up a park. These acts, while often overlooked, are the heaft and soul
of community service. These are citizens that take action when they see a

community or an individual need. From this point forward, for the purposes
of this paper, community service will refer to the "voluntary acts of

individuals and small organizations that address a temporary or ongoing
community need" (Kinsley and McPherson, 1995, p. 3). Government and
governmental agencies are expected to provide assistance to those in

need. Community service may seem optional because it's easy for the
public to assume that our government will take responsibility for meeting
basic survival needs for all its citizens. Community service may not appear
to be a matter of life and death. A person could argue that society as a
whole would survive without community service, but some might contend
that the benefit to society is greatest when citizens are willing to work
together for the welfare of all (Kendall, 1991 ).
Although community service is performed by a wide variety of
community members, the focus of this paper will be community service
performed by students. The participation on the part of the students is
sometimes voluntary, and sometimes mandatory. I will examine the effect
that youth/student community service has on the recipients of the service
and also what effect community service has on the providers.
7

It is a generally accepted principle that the whole is greater than the

sumof its parts. As more and more young people become involved in
community seruice, the value of the service isn't measured simply by
multiplying by the number of volunteers. The result of a unified action, even
in small numbers, is an outcome of exponential proportions. Cynthia

Parsons suggests that geese recognize the importance of community spirit:
Geese, as we all know, fly in a V-like formation. Scientists,
studying the flight patterns and behaviors of geese, have
learned that as each goose flaps its wings, it breates an uplift for
the bird following behind it and just a little to one side, Scibntists
estimate that flying in this formation, geese add some To%
greater flying range than if each goose flew on its own.
Hence: People who share a comrnon direction and sense
of community can get where they are going more quickly and
easily because they are traveling on the thiust of each other.

lf

? goose falls out of formation, it immediately feels the drag
and resistance and quickly gets back into formation to take
advantage of the lifting power of the bird in front.
Hence: lf we have the sense of a goose, we'll stay in formation with those who are headed in the same direction we are.

When the lead goose is tired, it rotates back and another
goose flies point.
Hence. lt pays to take turns doing the hard jobs.
Scientists have determined that the reason the geese in the
rear honk is both to encourage the geese up front and to let
them know where the tail end of the formation is.
Hence: We need to be careful when and at whom we honk.

when a goose is sick or wounded and goes down to the
ground, two geese pull out of the formation and join the one
in trouble, staying until it is well enough to fly or until it is dead
Then the two ( or three) go forward on their own until they join
another formation.
Hence: lf we have the sense of a goose, we'll stand by each
other just like that (Parsons, 1996, p. Sg).

I

We could learn a lot from

geese. ln 1830, Alexis de Tocqueville noted

the amazing voluntary civic and social support that citizens gave to this
young nation, and he called these actions "habits of the heaft" (Parsons,

1996). Through community service opportunities, hopefully the youth of
today can begin to value "habits of the heart" and continue to use them as

they become adults.
However, it may not be enough to give students oral or written examples
and then expect them to act as geese. As community members, as
parents, and as educators we must provide students the opportunity to

experience life as a goose. This is the place where the rivers of
community service and experiential education begin to run together.

I

You cannot teach a
man an$hing.
You can only help him
discover.
Galileo

Learning and Experience
The Mission of Schools
ln the previous section, community service was examined. lf it is the

hope of society that juveniles grow up to be active, contributing members of
society- then society must take responsibility for finding ways to show
students the importance of community involvement. lt is no longer a safe
assumption that churches and families can or will provide opportunities for
children to participate in service activities.
Adults can often be heard complaining about the youth of today. lt is not
difficult to find news accounts of youth gang crimes, juvenile violence,
truancy, disappointing test scores, or repofts of behavioral problems in

schools. "Youth are believed to make extensive use of various drugs,
including alcohol; become pregnant at rates that have been described as
epidemic; and consistently maintain the lowest voting rates of any group"
(Kielsmeier and Nathan, 1991 , p. 2). Some people conclude that rising
crime rates are due to the lack of ethics education (Boss, 1995). Some
adults feel that recent high school graduates are ill-prepared to become
productive members of society. Harold Howe stated that, "We have no use
in our economic system for young people between the ages of twelve and

eighteen, and precious little use in our community affairs. So we suggest
that you sit quietly, behave yourselves, and study hard..until we are readyto
accept you into the adult world." (Howe, 1995, p. 4). Parsons, quoting
Lamm, states that youth of today are considered by some to be "ethical

t0

illiterates..., unprepared to cope with ordinary life experiences" (Parsons,
1986, p. 35). ln fact, a 1994 survey noted that "lack of morals was
considered second only to the problem of crime and was regarded as a
more serious problem than the economy, lack of employment, politicians,
and the budget deficit" (Lacayo, 1994, p. 52). Boss reminds us that young
people "often feel powerless as well as alienated from society and the

traditional ...curriculum" (Boss, 1gg5, p. 20).
Schools are faced with a daunting task, to prepare students for life.
Without sacrificing any of the "basics", schools are increasingly expected to
provide morality education and life skills for students. Where do we begin?
As a start, educators should reject the often-stated assertion that the

fundamental task of school is to prepare students for the work force.
More accurately the role of the school is to prepare students for the "life

forceo'. ln a democratic society, the basic purpose of public schools

is the

preparation of students for active, informed citizenship. "Today more than
ever, schools need to help young people develop the skills and attitudes
required to work for justice, not just those needed to pass a basic-skills

examination" ( Kielsmeier and Nathan, 1991, p. 4). Life skills and basic
skills need not be mutually exclusive. Perhaps the greatest mistake that
has been made in education is to believe that a person learns ONLY the
particular thing that he/she is studying at the time.

Experience- Traditional Schools
Every experience is a moving force. There is a basic and undeniable

relationship between education and personal experience. Every
11
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experience changes a person in some way. Dewey states that every

experience both "takes up something from those which have gone before
and modifies in some way the quality of those which come aftef' (Dewey,
1963, p. 80). The content and character of a person comes about as a
direct result of the life experiences of that person. A person is shaped by

experiences. lt would seem of vital importance for all adults to pay attention
to the quality of experiences that are provided for children. ln terms of

education, Dewey states, "The belief that all genuine education comes
about through experience does not mean that all experiences are
genuinely or equally educative. Experience and education cannot be
directly equated to each othe/' (Dewey, 1963, p. 25). He further states that,
"Some experiences are mis-educative. Any experience is mis-educative

that has the effect of arresting or distorting the growth of fufther experience.
It is a great mistake to suppose, even tacitly, that the traditional schoolroom

was not a place in which pupils had experiences" (Dewey, 1963, p. 26).

The proper line of attack is that the experiences which were had, by pupils
and teachers alike, were largely of the wrong kind. ln traditional schools,
teachers have been expected to focus exclusively on the transmission of a
prescribed set of subject matter. Therefore in a strictly traditional
approach, what is taught is static. It has become increasingly apparent that
the acquisition of skills in isolation has Iess meaning for students than skills

taught in real-life situations (Boss, 1995). Classroom learning without a
community-based experiential component seems "...strictly bound to
school settings. When confronted with moral issues outside the classroom
students simply revert back to their earlier modes of moral reasoning"
(Gardner, 1991 , p.

1

19).

12

Experience - Progressive Schools
Instead of viewing young people as passive recipients of education, as

clients or consumers, a more progressive approach suggests that we view
young people as competent, capable producers and willing contributors in
education and in society. Some researchers are asseiling that subject
matter can be taught within an experiential framework. For example,
Dewey suggests that "..we all Iearn through the combination of thought and
action, reflections and practice, theory and application. The complimentary
elements of learning are part of the larger experiential learning cycle"
(Dewey, 1963, p.

6).

lt should again be noted that this does not mean that

the young people who attend traditional schools do not have experiences.
In identifying a major shortcoming in traditional schools, it is not the

absence of experiences, but rather a shortcoming in the type of

experienoes. ln a more experiential/progressive approach, it is not enough
to insist upon the existence of experiences, nor even of activity in

experience. Everything depends upon the quality of the experience which
is had. "Hence the central problem of an education based upon experience
is to select the kind of present experiences that live fruitfully and creatively

in subsequent experiences" (Dewey, 1963, p. 27). Each experience is

important because it lives on a person's memory. For better or for worse,
each experience will shape the experiences that follow.

Experiential Education
Let us turn to the role of the educator. "lt is then the business of the
13

educator to see in what direction an experience is heading " (Dewey, 1963,
p.

38). So, begin at the beginning. What we learn in elementary school sets

the foundation for a life of learning. With this in mind, certain school
reformers (Wood, 1992) see this period as a time to cram kids' heads full of
facts, figures, and

rules

But there is another way. "Elementary school

can be a place where, in addition to and beyond the mere memorization of
facts, children learn to think, to cooperate, and to be actively engaged. lt is

the place where we can lay the foundation upon which democracy is built"
(Wood, 1992, p.

9). Educators are eagerly looking for ways to make each

school day more meaningful for students. Kinsley quotes Tyler's assertion
that learning occurs "through the active behavior of the student; it is what he
does that he learns, not what the teacher does" (Kinsley, 1995, p. 4).

Dewey notes that in order for an experience to be educative, it should lead
out into an expanding world of subject matter- a subject matter of facts or

information - AND of ideas.
It is essential that the new objects and events be related

intellectually to those of earlier experiences, and this means
that there be some advance made on conscious articulation of
facts and ideas. lt thus becomes the office of the educator to
select those things within the range of existing experience that
have the promise and potentiality of presenting new problerns
which by stimulating new ways of observation and judgment will
expand the area of further experience (Dewey, 1963, p. 75).
This condition is satisfied only as the educator views teaching and
learning as a continuous process of the reconstruction of experiences.
Subject matter is conveyed through meaningful experience. The "static" set
of information is not obsolete, but finds new meaning as it relates to
14

particular experiences. Dewey notes repeatedly that the traditionaf vs.
progressive school approach cjoes not have to be an either-or proposition.
As teachers begin to construct a scaftoid of experiences for students to

build upon, teachers will expect students to demonstrate understanding of
skills in new and innovative ways. The methods of intelligence manifested
in the experiential Iearning method demand keeping track of ideas,

activities, and observed consequences. Keeping track is a matter of
reflective review and summarizing, in which there is both disciimination and
record of the signiTicant features of a developing experience. "To reflect is

to look back over what has"been done so as to extract the best meanings,
which are the capital stock for intelligent dealings with further experiences.
Reflection is the heaft of intetlectual organization and of the disciplined

mind" (Dewey, 1963, p. 44). ln experiential education, students are
expected to take a more active role in their own education. Participation is
expected and invited. Experiential learning rekindles an idea brought alive
by John Dewey in the 1930's, that schools should be democratic

laboratories closely linked'to community need, Key ingredients in these

laboratoiies are new roles lor students and teachers, action-based
instructional methods and meaningful, real-world content. Wood proposes

that classrooms should look and operate more li]<e laboratories rather than
museums (Wood, 1gg2).
The rolb of the teacher also changes in this experiential learning model.
A teacher is viewed more as a tacilitator of

experiences.

In order to

provide experiences that are most meaningful, "...the teacher should
become intimately acquainted'with the conditions of the local community,
r5

physical, historical, economic, occupational, etc., in order to utilize them as
educational resources" (Dewey, 1963, p. 40). " Above all, educators

should learn how to utilize the surroundings, physical and social, that exist
so as to extract from them all that they have to contribute to building up

experiences that are worthwhile" (Dewey, 1963, p. 40). Researchers have

found community service, or service learning, to be an excellent tool in
providing experiences of educative value for students. The importance of
meaningful experiences has been established, and although there are
many types of worthwhile experiences, wB will focus on experience$ related

to community service and service learning. "Combining classroom work
with seruice learning and social action means learning by doing and giving.
It's the giving part that answers the "why' questions students often ask

about school" (Kielsmeier and Nathan, 1gg1 , p. 4).

Life Skills
ln a society based on the work ethic, work helps to define each one of us.

"To the extent that we do something useful to the society, we gain a feeling

of belonging and contributing that sustains us even when the work we do is
difficult or dull.. Youth has been progressively denied the opportunity to be
engaged in work that is important to others, and therefore, denied the
rewards such work produces" (Howe,1992,p.7). lt is time to give students
the privilege of feeling a deep sense of fulfillment and accomplishment. As
stated, a person is formed by experiences. As caring adults, we must lead

students toward rich experiences.
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Thg Hivers Cross...,.
Community Service
Meets
Experiential Learning
What is Youth Service Learning?
AII previous inforrnation presented leads us to the point in which

community service joins experiential learning to become seruice learning.
This project is called Service Learning at Sheridan School, so it is here that
seruice learning will be examined closely. But what exactly is service

learning? The intent of this paper is not to narrow the definition of youth
service learning into one single cover-all-bases definition. The following
information is meant to expose readers to a range of definitions and
explanations of youth service learning. Readers are encouraged to take
note of both similarities and differences in the descriptions. Hopefully, it will
be adequately clear that service learning incorporates elements from

community service and from experiential learning. Community service can
be performed without experiential leaming, and vise versa, but when
combined they become service learning. Although service learning can
vary widely in terms of implementation, there are certain characteristics
evident every seruice learning program.

Even with examples, it would be impossible to create

one single picture

in the mind of all readers. Of course, this is because each reader will shape
17

hisitrer own mind's picture according to past experiences and knowledge.
ln the same manner, fl reader will interpret each definition of service

Iearning in hisfter own

way.

Even among definitions that seem quite

similar, a certain point may be of greater or less importance to a person
because of that person's personal history and purpose for reading about
the subject.
This first definition is precise and academically focused;
The

a.

term

'*service learnin

,l

means a method:

under which students learn and develop through
active participation in thoughtfully organized service
experiences that meet actual needs and that are
coordinated in conjunction with the school and
community.

b

that is integrated into the students' academic
curriculum or provides structured time for a student
to think, talk, or write about what the student did and
saw during the actual seMce activity.

e

that provides students with opportunities to use
newly acquired skills and knowledge in real-life
situations in their own communities.

d.

that enhances what is taught in school by extendin
student learning beyond the classroom and into the
community and hetps foster the development of a
sense of caring for others.

(National and Community Service Act of 1990, p. 17)

18

ln another account, emphasis is placed on the internal and external aspects
of service learning:

Service learning is a powerful educational experience where interest
collides with information, values are formed, and action emerges. The
learning part has two dimensions: an inner dimension; learning about
urself, your motivation, your values, and an outer dimension; Iearning

the world, its ways and the underlying cause of the problems that
service work addresses (Sawyer, 1gg1 , p. 1).

Other definitions

:

Youth seruice-learning: Youth service learning means the integration
into the curriculum of study and reflection on the experience of youth

service activities. Youth service-learning must be designed to enhance the
student in such areas as citizenship, social science skills, and
communications skills (Minnesota Board of Education, 1989, p. 17).

Service learning is a unique form of experiential education in which
making a positive difference becomes an essential part of the process or

leaming. Young people give of their time, skills, creativity, talents,
enthusiasm and other gifts to meet basic human and environmental needs
( Keilsmeier and Nathan, 1991 , p. 18).

19

ice learning is more than a methodology that benefits individual
youth. lt is a movement that calls for a shift in society's view of the nature
of young people. lt requires educators to recognize that young people's
capacities for curiosity, playfulness, open mindedness, flexibility, humor,
sincerity, creativity, enthusiasm and compassion uniquely qualifies them to
address many critical unmet needs in society (Kurth-Schai, 1991 , p. 1 18).

Community service learning is an instructional strategy in which
students are involved in experiential education in real-life settings and
where they apply academic knowledge and previous experience to meet
real community needs (Minnesota Dept. of Education, 1992,

p

7).

Service Learning vs. Community Service
Service Learning vs. Experiential Education
ln all of this, the goal is to help students consider the connection

between what they learn and how they live. Service learning , a subset of
experiential learning methodology, uses service to engage youth with their
school or community. "Service learning is a unique form of experiential
educatlon in which making a positive difference becomes an essential part
of the process of learning. Young people give of their time, skills, creativity,

talents, enthusiasm and other gifts to meet basic human and environmental
2A

needs," (Caskey, 1991, p. 1B). Service learning has it's roots in both
experiential education and community service.
Community service is also described as youth seruice activities. Youth

service activities mean curricular or co-curricular activities performed by
elementary or secondary school students that meet the needs of others in

the school or community in such areas as peer tutoring or cross-age
tutoilng, work with children or seniors, and environmental or other projects
(Minnesota Board of Education, l

g8g).

Note that the transition from

traditional community service to service learning occurs when there is a
deliberate connection made between service and learning oppoftunities,
which are then accompanied by conscious and thoughtfully designed
occasions for reflecting on the service experience (Alliance for Service
Learning in Education Fleform ,1993). Thus community service without

the academic element is not service learning.
ln the same way, experiential education in isolation is not without value.

Kinsley quotes Tyler who maintained that learning occurs "through the
active behavior of the student; it is what he does that he learns, not what the
teacher does," (Kinsley, 1995, p. 4). Educators can use participatory,
experiential methods of education to teach a wide variety of skills. If the
teacher has given careful consideration to the type of experience that will
be available to students, meaningful learning can be expected to take

place. For example, math skills could be taught while a class plays a
softball game. The student will learn the "static content" of math, but will
also enjoy learning a rnultitude of social skills, problems solving skills, and
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will gain experience in making moral choices. No doubt some type of
reflection will take place after the game. Thus, when a teacher provides
students with an experiential learning opportunity that focuses on service,
including reflection, the result is service learning.
Few people would argue against experiential learning, and fewer still
would argue against community service for students. Flesearchers such as
Kendall would argue that these models, used in conjunction, constitute
another example of the whole being greater than the sum of its parts. This
was evidenced by his quote, "Service, combined with learning, adds value
to each and transforms both," (Kendall, 1990, p. 95). ln a following section,
outcomes for students will be examined indicating the benefits to students
and society.
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How Did Service Learning Begin?
ln the past, young people gradually assumed increased levels of

responsibility as they became adults. Before entering the work force, young
people often worked as apprentices or interns. For reasons that are not
obvious, these traditional models of apprenticeship/mentorship are slowly
disappearing, leaving too many youths without direction and at-risk.
Society has become increasingly concerned about the lack of community
awareness and involvement on the pail of youths. A 1985 Minnesota
Youth poll conducted at the University of Mlnnesota indicated that 66% of

the Minnesota young people polled believed that adults had a negative view
of them (University of Minnesota,

1985). Part of the reason for these

problems may be the way adults view youth. Rather than being seen as the
active, productive and needed members of the community as they were in
earlier generations, young people today find themselves treated as objects,
problems or recipients. Youth are a separate group of society, isolated in
age-based institutions, heavily marketed to, but otherwise not often
recognized or treated with respect. As problems, youth are feared and
criticized, the focus of remedial programs. As recipients, they are people to
the treated, pitied, "fixed", educated and controlled (Kielsmeier and Nathan,
1es1)
At the same time, citizens have been searching for ways to improve the

educational system. ln recent years of school reform, educators have
increasingly seen service learning as a tool to restructure and improve
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school programs. Traditional education is simply not meeting the needs
and holding the interest of contemporary students. John Dewey, Ralph

Tyler and other educators stressed the impoftance of experience in relation
to education. They have long urged educators to teach through
experiences (Kinsley and McPherson, 1995).

A

more modern version of

this theme suggests that "people are not recorders of information, but
builders of knowledge structures" (Resnick and Klopfer,l 989, p. 4).
lf it is accepted that community service is valuable and that experiential

education is valuable, then seruice leaming provides an opportunity to link
these two ideas. Not surprisingly, the advocates of service learning and the
proponents of school reform have become natural allies who share an
understanding about what is impoftant in the development of a strong
educational system. Though the two movements developed
independently, their goals have converged, and they join forces in a
common effort to improve education and increase civic involvement.
"Unlike most school reform initiatives, the new interest in service learning is
arriving on the scene without top-down pronouncements from high level

committees. Service learning is bubbling up, rather than trickling down"
(Nathan and Keilsmeier,1991, p. 4).
The following timeline identifies major events in the documented history
of service leaming. lt is important to remember, however, that service
learning took place before 1906 and will continue into the future. This
timeline highlights the dates when the nation focused on service learning,
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but service learning was and is ongoing at the grass roots level. lt is helpful

to leam about the big turning points, and also to remember the individual
turning points.

Milestones on the Road to National Seruice

1906: Th e Moral Equivalent of War
ln a speech at Stanford University, Harvard Prolessor William James called for a moral equivalent

of war in which young men would be drafted to do the tough work in society, such as mining coal
and working in foundries. His idea was that young men have more aggressive tendencies, which
they tend to express in street-comer gangs and in military conflict. His kind of constructive service
would enable them to demonstrate their manliness in a peacelul way and as a result "they would
tread on the earth more proudly;the women would value them more highly...'

1933: Th e Givilian Conservation Corps
The CCC legislation passed a few weeks atter Franklin Floosevelt's inauguration as President on
March 4, 1933. There were 250,000 young men at work in the CCC by July 4 of that year. The

Army handled the logistics; the lnterior and Agriculture Departments supervised the conservation
work. SomeS million young men served intheCCClrom 1933to 1942when it quietly expired.

!.913: The GI Bill
Military and educational otticials alike predicted that from 640,000 to 1,000,000 retuming veterans
would pursue fufther education and training on the Gl Bill. The actual number was 7.8 million.
Millions ol Gl's who would not otherwise have considered Iurther education tiad their educational
appetites whetted by the service experience.

1961 :The Peace Gorps
President John F. Kennedy created the Peace Corps by executive order a tew weeks after his
inauguration on January 20, 1961. lt captured the imagination of a generation of college young
people and isviewed by manyof theworld's people as America's best program. Some 125,000
Americans - most of them young adults - have served in the Peace Corps to date.
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1 964:

The War on Povertv

The War on

Povefi gave

birth to several programs with strong national service features. They

include Volunteers in SeMce to America (VISTA), the Job Corps, the Neighborhood Youth Corps
(NYC) and the College Work Study Program. All survive, although the NYC has undergone
several name changes.

1

977: The Youth Emplovment and Dem onstration Proiects Act
This initiative of President Jimmy Carter established the Young Adult Conservation Corps
(YUCCA) and several other programs that have helped to inform thinking about youth programs

1980's Youth Service Mov ement
Several dozen states, cities, and c-ounties have established their own youth service and

conservation programs because a) they wanted to continue to ofler young people conservation
opportunitiesmodeled after YUCCA ( which came to an end in 1982), b) the social service
cutbacks of the Fleagan years forced state and local officials to devise new measures to deal with
problems and, c) a number of otficials are in favor of the national service idea and decided to
implement it at the local level.

1990: National and Commun itv Service Act
Based on state and local etforts nationwide, including the comprehensive youth service model in
Minnesota, Congress passed the National and Community Service Act of 1990. The Act,

spnsored by Sen. Ted Kennedy, creates a Nationa! Commission on National and Community
Service and tunds programs of school-and college-based service, fulltime service corps, national
service demonstration projects, Youth Build and President Bush's Points of Light Foundation.
While the 1990 Natlonal and Community Service Act as well as elements of the National
Educational Goals do provide incentives and endorsement for s-1, the growing acceptance of this
idea is more a product of successful programs and efforts by small national and state resource
organizations that provide networking, materials and technical assistance to interested educators.

(Eberly, 1991, pp. 9-10).
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Minnesota:
The comprehensive Minnesotayouth service initiative began in 1984when the National Youth
Leadership Council launched a series of meetings and state conferences leading to a 1986
Governor's Task Force on Youth Service and Work and the grass roots Minnesota Youth Service
Association.
Beginning in 1988, the NYLC organized a series oI workshops and week-long graduated ServiceLeaming Teacher lnstitutes in cooperation with the Minnesota Department ol Education, the
Minnesota Community Education Association, the Minnesota Office on Volunteer Services and

the University of Minnesota. ln 1991, the Center for School Change, Humphrey lnstitute, and the
University of Minnesota began a series of training sessions linking servic+learning and school

change efforts.
National experts have called the existing Minnesota model "the most oomprehensive state youth
seruice program in the Nation" and a major influence on the final shape ol the National and
Community Service Act ol 1990 (Eberly, 1991, p.11).
After a concerted 5 year effort, the Minnesota Legislature and Board of Education passed
landmark legislation in 1989 providing support for schools and colleges to develop community
service and leaming programs.

The history of service learning can be well-documented and reviewed.
However, the future of service leaming depends less upon the government

than it does on the commitment and efforts of individuals at the local levels.
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Outcomes-What to Expect
The expected outcomes for students involved in service learning are
almost innumerable. Kinsley and McPherson cite Conrad and Hedin's
claim that a well designed service learning program would have a positive
effect on youth in the following three areas:

Personal Grourrth and Development

lntellectual Development and Academic Learning
Social Grouvth and Development
(Kinsley and McPherson, 1995)

Personal Grovyth and Development
"Service is the entry point to a journey of awakening and self-

discovely," (Keilsmeier and Nathan, 1991, p. 4). Through service leaming,
students feel a sense of self-worth and accomplishment. To know there is a
need, to know that one is capable of responding, and to know that one's

response will make a significant difference - these are the roots of service
and the beginnings of leadership. Students may develop new interests, try
new things, and take on new roles. Community service learning exposes
us to new and different situations which in turn can help facilitate our

personal growth and moral development. Possibly for the first time,
students are called upon to accept positions of leadership, and make
decisions for themselves. An important aspect of moral development and
maturity involves taking responsibility for the consequences of these
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decisions. Right or wrong, these real-tife decisions are ultimately more
meaningful to students than any textbook. When educators raise the
standard and expect students to be a contributing paft of the service

learning process, we are guiding those students on a pathway of
confidence and caring.
By reflecting on their experiences, young people create personal
meaning, develop and deepen empathy with others and identify values
achieved and skills to be learned. They learn to implement their ideas and
to test them against real-world experience. As they learn to learn from
experience, they gain the capacity to assess and direct their own personal
development throughout the rest of their lives.

lntellectual Development and Academic Learning
Students participate in many tlpes of activities and experience them in
different ways, and it is often difficult to measure growth and development.

A

1993 study in the Springfield Public Schools suggested that service

learning is a powerful motivator for learning. Two control groups were
surveyed to determine the effect of community service learning on learning.
Of the students surveyed, 90.5% responded that they enjoyed learning their

topic when community service learning was part of their work, in contrast to
67.2% of the group not participating in service learning (Kinsley and

McPherson,l 995).
Students that enjoy leaming are naturally more curious and motivated to

learn. Additionally, the more significant young people believe
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their service work to be, the more important they feel themselves to be, and
the more they learn. Learning does not necessarily come from the
experience of service alone, but from reflection on dnd creating meaning
from that experience. The more students learn and grow by reflecting on
their actions, the more relevant and helpful their future seruice will be.

Learning results from the interpretations given to the experience by the

student. Through reflection, students develop a habit of critical reflection
on their experiences, enabling them to learn more throughout life. These

habits are often referred to as intelligent behaviors, the skills that are
applicable in lifelong learning.
ldeally, service activities become integral to classwork, and are treated
as curriculum and processed interactively with the class. Academic skills

take on increased relevance. When teachers integrate seruice and social
action into their academic programs, students learn to communicate, solve
problems, think critically and exercise their "higher order'' thinking skills.
"They are deeply immersed in a consequential activity- not a metaphor, not
a simulation, not a vicarious experience mediated by print sound or
machine," (Kielsmeier and Nathan, 1991 ,p.

2). Students are able to

understand problems in a more complex way and can imagine alternative
solutions.
As a result of the services performed, students are also able to develop

specific skills and knowledge related to each service area. For example, a
student providing service in a hospital setting will certainly broaden his/trer
vocabulary of medica! terms and is also likely to learn skills related to
particular health care professions. Thus, service learning provides
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students with a unique opportunity to explore pafticular occupations and
seek out areas of interest for further study.

Social Growth and Development
Community service learning has been shown to promote awareness of
social issues and to help develop a sense of civic responsibility by
encouraging students to assume meaningful roles in the community where

they are called upon to respond to the real needs of society as well as their
own need to be paft of the solution (Schine, Piera, Rutter, Newman, 1gg0).
Service-learning can help young people grow from the natural dependence
and egocentrism of childhood into mature personal interdependence and
engagement in community. Students realize that their lives can make a

difference. Students develop an increased capacity for action, because
they recognize that their actions meet real community needs. Young
people become more willing to give of their time, skills, creativity, talents,
enthusiasm and other gifts to meet basic human and environmental needs.
By their own accounts, they have

an improved self-concept and a deeper

understanding of themselves and the world around them. Youth engaged
in seruice learning also report an increased feeling of connectedness with

schools and communities, and are more committed to addressing the
underlying problems behind social issues (Kinsley and McPherson, 1995).
Service learning strengthens their ethic of social and civic responsibility.
Students begin to demonstrate more sensitivity to how decisions are
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made and how institutional decisions affect people's lives. As a result of

service learning, students gain a greater respect for other cuftures and are
better able to learn about cultural differences (Kinsley, 1gg2). Service
learning helps youths learn how to work more collaboratively with other
people on real problems (Kinsley and McPherson, l ggs).
ft

was stated earlier that the mission

of schools

is to help students

prepare to become productive members of society. Through service
learning, it is no longer necessary to wait for graduation, send students into

the world, hold our breath, hope for the best, and wait to see what they do.
By incorporating service learning programs into our schools , we are
providing an opportunity for students to become productive, involved
citizens

now. Why wait? lt seems that expecting youths to wait until

adulthood to become active in our communities only deprives all parties of a
wonderful experience.

All pafticipants in the service learning process have the potential to

benefit. The quality of learning is enhanced for the student. Students often
feel empowered and become more engaged learners, taking responsibility
for their own learning. Teachers can develop stronger ties with students

and see significant results for their efforts. Teachers are more likely to feel
that their classroom curriculum has been enriched and that they are
working toward educational excellence. Service-learning, partly because of
its highly collaborative nature, stimulates personal and institutional
growth and renewal. Students, staff , and community members work as
paftners to meet previously unaddressed needs. Students become active
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as community stake holders, now and in the future.
Learning from service is, like any real learning, highly personal and

idiosyncratic, reflecting both the potentialities in the learning environment
and in the learner themselves. The power of service as a path to learning is

that it places young people in a context in which the learning is real, alive,
and has clear consequences for others and for themselves. lt does not
reach everybody, but it reaches a far higher percentage, more deeply, than
any other method that has been tried (Hedin and Conrad, 1991).
Perhaps the best way to assess the effectiveness of service learning

programs is to ask the students. When Diane Harrington interviewed
students, she asked, "Does this time take away from what you should be
learning in school?" "Oh, no!" said the students immediately and almost in
unison, "You learn more from life, not from textbooks!" (Harrington,19g2,
p. 43)

While "leaming more" is clear, its actual meaning is not so obvious. ln
analyzing data from service programs, we have concluded that the "more"
attested to is not so much a reference ta amount as to significance, not so
rnuch to more information but to more important insights, wisdom, and

knowledge. The excerpts from the following article 'service: A Pathway to
Knowledge' gives touching examples of some of the effects of service
learning.

ln Their Own Ulfords.,..
ln acting as the providers of service, young people shed the
Iimiting definitions of themselves as immature teenagers, and as
passive,dependent students.
As I walked through the hallway of the elementary school on my first day
in theater experiences, I realized what I had gotten myself into... a challenge.

But as I step through the door I transform from student to person.The first day
went extremely well, but l'm glad I don't have to go through it again. Now I
return to school and become a student again.

They assume roles of significance.,.altd affirm this new role
through meaningful interactions with others.
What's kind of neat is that l'm treated as a teacher. That's something that's
kind of weird to me because I've always been the kid and suddenly l'm put
into someone else's shoes.. lt's not like l'm working under the teacher because
I AM the teacher!

They broaden their world, increase the range of places and
people they knouu about and with whom they feel a connection.
I have come a LONG way though. I remember my first few days at Oak
Terrace. I was scared to touch people, or the doorknobs even" And I
used to wash my hands after I Ieft there EVEHY SINGLE DAY! Can you
believe it? Now, I go and get big hugs and kisses from everyone. Get
this- I even eat there! That's a horror story for some people.

They not only serve others but gain insight and affirmation.
Maggie knows iust what to say. She really picks me up. We came
here to volunteer Maggie, but she volunteers us!

Acts of service often allow- even demand- that individuals act on
parts of thernselves previously underutilized, perhaps even
barely recognized by themselves or others, but affirmed and
strengthened through practice. Affirming these hidden parts of
the self can be perplexing to peers- and may be met with
disbelief

.

( A hockey player with the league record for most penalty minutes in
a season also worked with Down's syndrome children. His peers reacted)
You can't mean Gilly? Have you ever seen him play hockey? He's the
meanest dude in the league.
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The result may be a subtle distancing- a leaving behind of onens
peers and one's former, more limited self.
I have learned so much about myself and life and God from going to
Oak Terrace. I hate to think what my life would have been tike if l'd never
been working there. I'd probably be as prejudiced as the rest of the
people.
People die there, of course. Everybody dies, so what makes one
human greater than another? We are all the same. Old people at Oak
Terrace are the same as me, I am no better than them. Maybe that's
the whole meaning for me going there. I just wish I could explain to
others what I mean, make them understand. lf they only knew.

ln giving service to others, one travels on a road that brings one
into contact with life's difficult situations.
(On being needed) Kids really notice when you've been gone a few
days. When I walked in the door they went totally wild and started yelling.
"Susan's backl Susan's back!" and jumped all over me. I thought they were
going to smother me and I had a time calming them down. But Laura (her
special charge) just sat there. I went right over there and asked what
was wrong. She didn't even look at me. I didn't say a thing. I just
hugged her. She had tears and so did L

(NOTE: The above accounts take on added poignancy with the
additional knowledge that the writer's having been "gone a few days" was the
result of a hospitalization from an attempted suicide.)

Seeing life more wholly, and more of it, may cast a ditferent and
more intense light on one's own life.
I cannot even begin to count the number of days that I trudge
into Glen Lake, thinking about all the "huge" problems in my life
I was facing: Homework, fights with my sister, money for college,
the right guy not calling my house, gaining too much weight, missing
a party, and the list goes on. I cannot think of a single time where I
came out after class not feeling 100% better about life, and also feeling

guilty about only thinking negatively about things that are so trivial
in my life.

Service provides a new perspective from which to analyze
critically their own world, to notice hitherto hidden peculiarities
within the more familiar.
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My kids have so much loving, touching, caring, atfection towards
me and one another. lt's amazing how much better you feel about
yourself after getting all of this loving affection atmosphere. lt makes
me wonder where, and when, we lost all that loving and atfection?
You never see it in high school. ln what grade does this stop? Why
does it stop? Does it have to stop? Does our society put such
pressure on us that if boys hold hands in elementary school they
will be laughed at and get the image of fags? Do parents, teachers
stop this relationship? or is it the whole environment in which we live?

The path of service, as a journey of auuakening, opens one to
truths both joyful and disheartening. lt may reveal beauty where
ugliness was expected, friendship where there was fear. But it
may also revea! superficiality in what had been meaningful and
add confusion to what had been easily understood. lt may
underscore sadness, iniustice, and pain. The greatest power of
service is that is reveals that one is not powerless, that a
contribution can be giver, a difference Gan be made: "l can do
something, I am significant."
I never knew that a person could give so much to another by just
plain being there. Those people needed me, I've never totally been
wanted like this before. I can tell by their daily hugs and smiles that
spread over their faces.
Before, I used to want to go into business, but now l'm thinking
of going into physical therapy. lt always interested me, but I never thought
that I could do it. After this semester I really found out what I can and
can't do. And, I think I can do it!!! (Hedin and Conrad, 1991 , p. 38).

This afticle points out some of the joys and the difficulties involved in
service learning. Some might argue that it is not appropriate to put
students in situations where they are likely to encounter such a range of
experiences, both happy and sad. lf the purpose of service learning is to
better prepare students to handle real-life, then they should have the
oppottunity - in relatively controlled conditions - to practice for the future.

The real world is not easy and simple every day. Service leaming imitates
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real life.

Finally, it is important to emphasize the reciprocal nature of service

learning. As stated earlier, there are many benefits to students involved in
service learning activities. These benefits are not derived solely from the
act of serving. lt is sometimes forgotten that the service recipients have
much to offer the service provider. Thus, it may then be beneficial to look at
service learning as a partnership in which each person is respected and
viewed as a valuable contributor. Service learning is
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not a one-way

street.

The Flole of Reflection

Reflection is the act of reviewing events with an eye to extracting
meaning. lt is a quintessentially human activity, grounded in the idea
that our actions are guided by free will and that our experiences can
and should be mined for information, both factual and.emotional, that
we can use to shape our future actions, goals, and beliefs
(Goldsmith, 1996, p. 1).
ln any situation, the purpose of reflection is the

same. lt is an

opportunity for people to examine their thoughts, feelings, and insights
related to a pafticular experience or series of experiences. The term
reflection evokes an image of a person staring into a mirror, looking for

answers. As it happens, this image is quite accurate. The act of reflection is
introspective and personal. ln this section we will focus on reflection in the
form of journal writing, and specifically note its importance in service
learning programs. ln the best service learning programs, students have
the opportunity to reflect as well as to serve. lt is a basic principle of
experiential education that learning comes with reflection upon significant

actions. lt is crucial that service toward the common good be combined
with reflective learning to assure that service programs of high quality can
be created and sustained over time, and to help individuals appreciate how
service can be a significant and ongoing part of life.
Service learning experiences create a wide variety of emotional reactions

lrom students/participants. These feelings need to be acknowledged and

expressed. ldeally, a classroom discussion time should be made available
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for students, but often there isn't adequate time for all students to
completely share their feelings. Also, service learning often requires a
student to confront difficult situations involving pain, sadness, or injustice.
Some students simply would not feel comfortable sharing their feelings with

others. A journal offers a chance to explore the reason behind these
emotions, for students to analyze the appropriateness and effectiveness of

one's responses to these feelings, to imagine and test possible ways of
responding in the future. When service participants take the time to
examine their service experiences closely, they gain a deeper and more

thorough understanding and accounting of the events than when they
simply perform the task without reflection. Recognizing one's own
emotional and academic grov,rth provides encouragement to continue on a
path of self-discovery. Recognizing one's own mistakes makes it easiei'to
leam from them.
Reflective writing also helps service participants evaluate the projects of
which they are a part. Maybe they see ways the project can be changed or
improved.
Although the primary focus of journal writing is on reflection, many
educators find it to be an effective way to improve reading and writing skills.
"Writing may itself be seen as a form of experiential education; the joui'nal keepers learn to be writers by writing rather than by studying writing. They
benefit from practicing their writing skills without feai'of evaluation"
(Goldsmith, 1996,

p

6)

Service builds citizenship, often by fostering feelings of pride, love, and
effectiveness that the server will want to experience again and again. The
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iournal gives the the service pafticipant a chance to acknowledge, embrace
and explore these feelings, to record them, and to go back and remember

them. ln remembering, the feelings are re-ignited (Goldsmith, 1996). lt
rewards good citizenship by making sure that is is not forgotten by the most

impoftant person of all: the server himself.

Getting Started VVith Joumals
Attitudes toward journal-keeping will reflect the way they are introduced
and will also show the extent to which journals are viewed by students as
integral to the service project. Students will take the task as seriously as the
teacher does, following suit with teacher attitudes about journal writing.
As a class begins a service proiect, begin the journal process. Some tips

for getting started:

1. Start Early - Capture the initial emotions, the first memories and
reactions to a project. These can provide topics and inspiration for
reflection later on.

2.

Explain the Benefits - Let students know the purposes of the journal

and how it will be used. Explain that is a storehouse for their thoughts and

teelings. Explain that reflection will help them examine their actions, and to
make informed choices in the future.

3.

Provide Examples - ldeally, have a former student read from his/lrer

journal, or share passages from a published journal.

4.

Start with some Fun Exercises - Fun activities show students that

writing can be enjoyable and encourages them to overcome initial
resistance to journal writing.
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5.

Encourage "Buy-in" - Give students adequate time for writing, ask

students to take responsibility and to show commitment.

6.

Show Your Commitment - Keep your own journal, "walk the talk",

give students consistent time for writing, be seen writing, show enthusiasm

(Goldsmith, 1996).

Type ol Journals
There are several good and appropriate choices for journal writing. Each

type of journal fills a different need, and produces a different type of
response and growth.

Personal Journals
The personal journal is the most common approach to journal writing.
Each student keeps his/lrer own book in which to record activities,
observations, thoughts, feelings and questions. There is no particular
format, and the writer is in control of the journal contents. ln this type of
journal, the teacher would not read the student writing.

Dialogue Journals
ln this type of journal two people engage in a written conversation on a

regular, continuing basis. This writing can take place between two service

learning students, a server and a person he or she is serving, teacher and

student. This type of journal builds relationships, allows servers to receive
feedback, and for both parties to freely express themselves.
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Team Journals

A team iournal is a cooperative reflection

prolect that allows an entire

group of service participants to take turns recording shared and individual
service experiences, reactions and observation$, and to respond to one
another's entries. A team journal fosters team spirit and increases
awareness of the feelings of other students.

Gollection Journals
A collection iournal is similar to a scrapbook. lt is a good way to

remember events by collecting artifacts and mementos. Collection itself

does not constitute journalling, but explaining the meaning of the items
transforms the scrapbook into a journal.
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Methodology

My interest in service learning began during a class taught by Patricia

Hauser at Augsburg College. During this class, we were required to make
an action plan for implementing service learning into our own classrooms.
The paper (See Appendix A) documents my ideas and the process for
beginning servrce learning in my classroom. This class assignment
sparked an interest in service learning that still burns brightly within me. As
paft of the project, I designed and implemented with my class an
interdisciplinary cross-age service learning unit. We paftnered with
younger students and also with senior citizens, allowing my Sth graders to
gain insights into both age groups. Even though there was much room for
improvement, students were engaged and enthusiastic.
Understandably, I became very excited about this project and was
anxious to explore other possibilities. When it was time to begin thinking
about a topic for my thesis, several ideas Game to mind. For me, it was of

vital importance to have this thesis prolect be useful and practical. I didn't
want a paper that sat on the shelf and collected dust. Since this first service

leaming proiect in my class, I have continued to participate in these same
service learning projects. My class still partners with the same 3rd grade
class every year, and we collaborate in many ways. My ctass still goes to
visit a nursing home, but I no longer have a student in my class whose
mother works at The Friendship Center. For a time, I was concerned that
would lose my connection to nursing home residents. I started doing
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some exploring in the neighborhood around my school. I found another
nursing home that was happy to partner with us, and was even within
walking distance. I am happy to say that this is my fifth year of a nurturing
and wonderful partnership with the residents at Catholic Elder Care.
During the years, I talked frequently to my colleagues about my service

learning activities. Sonretimes they would share ideas and we would talk
about possible projects. We talked about what worked and what didn't.

Slowly, I realized that it could be valuable to collect ideas and resources in
one central location so that teachers could learn and share with one

another. Thus began the idea for a thesis application project. I envisioned
a handbook filled with ideas for projects that have worked, resources and
contacts, time-saving tips,

etc. I also wanted to interview students

(particularly my own) to see how they felt about different service learning
projects that they had been involved

in. I felt that by interviewing

students,

we could find out what made certain service learning projects meaningful to
OUR Sheridan students. This research from students could help teachers
make future service learning projects richer for students.

Sheridan School and Service Learning
My school, Sheridan Global Arts and Communications School is an

urban magnet school in the Minneapolis School District. We have
approximately 750 students, and 33 classrooms, with a total staff of about

100. Sheridan has about a70"/o students of color (about 20"/" Hmong ,35"/"
African-American), and about 7lo/o of the students receive free and
reduced lunch. Because Sheridan is a fine arts magnet program, students
are involved in numerous activities such as Russian language classes,
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violin lessons for all students, dance class, drama class, and a variety of
guest artists and performers. This fact turns out to be both an asset and a
liability when attempting to propose service learning pro1ects. Parents and
community members often lear that when "new" ideas such as service
learning are incorpor:ated into a school's curriculum, students may miss out
on basic subject matter. Teachers are often tired of trying to squeeze any
more into an already overwhelming daily schedule. Students may not know
what to expect from service learning and are apprehensive or worried that it
will involve a lot of extra work for them. Everyone worries about test scores.
However, Sheridan School embraces wholeheartedly the idea of multiple
intelligences and we emphasize the "many languages of learning". We
have had to find creative ways to fit everything into the busy school days.
Therefore, the Sheridan staff is already amply qualified to irnplement
service learning into its curriculum. I knew from talking to people that there
was not a widespread consensus to adopt service learning as an entire
school, but I knew that there were pockets of motivated, interested, but
hesitant and unenlightened teachers. There was a lack of practical,
accessible information about service learning. ln places where information
was available, it either seemed too ovenruhelming for teachers to pour over
voluminous stacks of dry research before beginning, or the information
didn't seem to be relevant to our school and our population. lt was then that
I realized that I could be the one to sift through the voluminous information,

collect ideas from teachers about ongoing and previous prolects, interview
students, and organize resources. This handbook of service learning
information will be available at Sheridan for any teacher interested in
+5

finding out more about service learning in histtrer own classroom.
At a staff meeting in the fall of 1996, I passed out an informal survey to
the entire staff (Appendix B)

. The purpose of this survey was to get

information from teachers about what types of service learning projects
were already taking place at different grade levels, so that I could begin to
compile the master resource list. I also felt that the response to this survey
would help measure the general interest level of the staff, and point out staff
members that were especially interested in learning more. Approximately
40-50 survey were distributed and I received 7 written responses. I also
received about 10 verbal responses or invitations for discussion. With each
respondent, verbal or written, I arranged for a meeting time. At these
preliminary meetings, I simply asked each person to tell about service
learning projects that he/she had done in their classrooms, or ideas that
he/she had for service learning projects in the future. I compiled this list
and saved it to use as a section in the handbook.
Later in the year, I felt that it was time to collect some information from

students. I focused primarily on 3rd, sth, and 7th grade students to get a
cross-section of ages. My intention (Appendix C) was to ask students
about what seruice learning projects that they had participated in at any
time at Sheridan School. After listing the projects, students were asked to
tell which projects they liked the most, the least, and why. I was hoping to
find out what type of projects meant the most to students, and if certain
projects were more or less meaningful to students at different ages. I also
asked students to volunteer to be interviewed further if necessary . I
received 49 responses from approximately 200 surveys given to students.
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As I began to look over the information that I had received, one thing
became clear to me. Both the teachers and the students at Sheridan school
had provided me with lists of community service activities. Very seldom did

anyone mention a connection to academics, even though many students
said that projects were "ful'r" and "they liked helping others". As I reviewed

the list that the teachers gave ffie, the proiects all seemed to be lacking
intentional reflection. ln fact, when I mentioned this to a colleague, she
.Oh,
said,
I didn't realize that reflection was part of service learning. Tell me
about it." She was genuinely interested in helping her students get
maximum rewards through seMce learning.
Here, my focus began to change. I realized that rather than interviewing

students about the meaningfulness of projects that effectively were
community service projects, that I should set out to inform teachers about
what a service learning activity really involves. lt was clear that teachers
(and parents and students) needed a little bit of CLEAR, CONCISE
information, and a lot of practical ideas. I felt sure that this is one paper that
won't just sit on a shelf.
At a time when schools are attempting to replace rote learning with

authentic learning and using activities that enable students to apply skills to
real-life situatiot'ts , why not try seMce learning? When researchers have
been looking for new ideas in schoo! reform, one of the newest ideas is to
look to the

past. Teachers are doing less directing and telling, while adding

more facilitating and guiding. They are looking for ways to make lessons
real for their students. Also, teachers are involving students more often in

the learning process, asking for ideas on curriculum and areas of study.
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Teachers are reaching beyond the classroom to help connect the students
to the community and the world. As a result, students are seeing that they

can make a positive difference. As they enter the adult world, they are more
prepared to become responsible, global citizens.
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Conclusion

This project's focus has changed greatly from its beginnings. The

original intent was to compile and organize information about the service
learning prolects that teachers were doing at Sheridan School. When

teachers were asked about the types of service learning projects that they
were doing, it was immediately clear through the responses that they
needed more information about service learning. The need for additional
information sprang from the fact that they were listing community service
projects and using the term service learning to describe them. So, this
proiect changed to include a Teacher Handbook that focuses on educating
teachers about what real service learning projects are, and giving practical
ideas about implementing service learning at Sheridan School. My hope is
that once teachers become better informed and more confident, they will
begin to incorporate true service learning into the curriculum.
As I look toward this goal, I am excited by some specific oppoftunities for
service learning at Sheridan School. First, the Minneapolis School District is
working with a model of embedded staff development in which teachers at
sites share information with one another. Often this is done in small groups,
but can also be done with an entire staff. Last year,our staff began having

break-out sessions during a portion of our staff meetings. ln these
sessions, staff members from our building would give mini-inservices on a
variety of subjects (internet use, science kits, poetry, peer mediation, etc.

).

On any particular day, four or five break-out sessions would be happening
at one time. Teachers sign up for any one that appeals to them. I see these
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break-out sessions as a fantastic opportunity to provide information about
service learning. Teachers could get maximum information in a short
period of time. Hopefully, we could give staff members copies of the

Teacher Handbook that is part of this project. At a minimum, teachers
would be informed that such a handbook exists and that a copy is in our
Media Center. I would be pleased to facilitate a Service Learning Break-Out
Session for our staff.
Another "painless" way for Sheridan teachers to gain information about
service learning is through student teachers. Sheridan School hosts
student teachers and practicum students from many schools. ln recent
years, most student teachers have had some type of requirement from their
college or university to plan and implement a service learning activity and/or

unit. This provides our staff with a wonderful chance to be involved in
service learning while benefiting from the knowledge that student teachers
have about service learning. Sadly, for many veteran teachers, service
learning was not a part of our educational coursework. Student teachers
and cooperating teachers can work together to plan service learning
activities that will: a) enlighten and inform the classroom teacher, b) fulfill

the student teacher's requirements in a meaningful way, and c) enrich the
curriculum for students. As it happens, I am the person at Sheridan School
who coordinates student teachers. This provides me with the opportunity to
encourage both student teachers and cooperating teachers to take
advantage of each others' expertise and give service learning a try. lt
should also be reassuring to all parties to be reminded that service learning
projects do not have to be overwhelming in time or scope. Small proyects
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are a great way to get started and to build confidence. I am exited to be a

paft of this paftnership and I look forward to seeing what projects will
develop.
ln discussing the future of service learning at Sheridan School, it seems

appropriate to discuss my individual plans as well. Of course, the well-

established projects (nursing home, partnership between 3rd/Sth grade
classes) will continue, but I also look for ways to challenge myself. One goal

that I have for myself is that I plan to have students more involved in the
process of choosing service learning activities. Although current students
clearly enjoy the existing partnerships, these partnerships were established
by former students. Consequently, current students have not had as much

opportunity as I would like to look into the community for genuine needs and

to generate ideas for addressing these needs. ln future service learning,

I

hope to make proiects more student-driven, and less teacher-driven.
It is very interesting to discover at the end a long process such as this

leadership application process, that there remain so many questions. lt
would seem that every facet of seruice learning has been thoroughly
examined, yet lam left with a number of "l wonder........" thoughts. For
example, I wonder if service learning is as valuable to the recipients as it is
to the service providers. For that matter, is it always clear which parties are
the service providers and which parties are the recipients? Should all
parties simply be called service participants? Are "recipients" aware that

theyare also providing a service to the "provide(? Are there times when
service "recipients" feel patronized or belittled as a result of seruice? ls is
possible for well-intentioned service learning projects to perpetuate
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stereotypes about other people? Will a poorly designed service learning
plan affect a student's desire to "get involved" later in life? Does service
learning lose it's value if it is mandated by a school or government? ls it
appropriate for service to be used as a punishment? Are there particular
ages when students gain the most from service learning projects?
These are questions that I am not prepared to fully answer at this point.

I

am delighted to find that the topic of service learning has not been
exhausted, and I look forward to following some of these issues in
discussions with my colleagues, in literature, and in the headlines.
Someone once said the first steps in lifelong learning are to recognize how
much there is to know, and to realize how very tittle we already know. I am a

little surprised to find that I am still passionate about service learning, and

that I am anxious to continue learning, growing, and serving. I definitely
recognize that there is still much to learn.
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(Outline for my first service learning project)

Appendix A

Servuee

lLe ernit mg P[em @f Aeiirion

by Room 305 Sheridan School
Susan Ferrell Edu 518

November 28, 1994

MotinvetIom
Step One
My class is already highly motivated to help other people. From the beginning of
the year, we have been partners with a third grade class. Each student is individually
paired with one or two third grade students. They have developed a bond with, and a
genuine atfection for "their" third grader. We have eaten lunch together at the park and
have read with them several times. We often pass them in the hallway and get to say
hello. We have worked together on fun art projects that require a cooperative effort.
From the onset of this partnership, my class has discussed problems and
concerns.We have prepared ourselves for potential problems and also dealt with
problems that arise at the moment. We brainstormed reading strategies for helping
another reader, we talked about what to do if your partner misbehaves, etc. The fifth
grade students have continuously been aware of the genuine service that they are
performing simply by befriending a younger student and making them feel special and
important. Also, we often spend some time on academics and the fifth graders provide
a tutorial service. The fifth graders (with a few minor exceptions) have treated the third
graders with the utmost respect, acting in a caring a protective manner. Especially
obvious in pairing some of the Hmong students, the fifth graders have been able to
translate directions and help tutor younger Hmong students.
After each partnership time, we spend time as a class reflecting orally and also
journalling about the experience. We often talk about the feeling of our partners and
examine what else we can do to make sure that they are comfortable. The fifth grade
students are aware that they are seen as role-models,and they are very serious about
this responsibility. We continue to build our special relationships with our third grade
friends and it is this partnership that forms the base on which our future service
learning experiences can grow.

Step Two
Since the third grade partnership experience has been so positive, the students

had begun to think about people other than themselves (no small task for early
adolescents). The next step in motivation involved a continued effort to notice and
encourage kind acts among students. We started reading from Flandom Acts of
Kindness , and the students were captivated with the book. You may know that the
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book consists of student-written accounts of a random act of kindness that they
"committed". We began to refer to kind acts toward each other as random acts of
kindness and jokingly talked about being kindness criminals. We, of course, extended
our kindness-awareness by writing about random acts of kindness that we had seen
committed by strangers , or acts of kindness toward family or friends or community.
Everyone had something to share because you could tell about an act of kindness that
you did for another person, or a student could tell about something that someone had
done for them that had been kind. We also included acts of kindness that we simply
knew about, but hadn't actually been a participant. The class talked about random
acts that could be performed for our third graders. Each sharing sessions has to be
held as we go out the door for lunch because students literally can't stop talking about
the "crime" they are planning to commit. We have also developed Random Acts of
Kindness forms, We use these forms for students to write anytime about a kindness
crime that they committed themselves or were a witness another person's kindness
crime. We use these forms weekly for optional extra credit and read them to the class
on Fridays. We also incorporate random acts of kindness into current events
information, by including newspaper articles and news reports about kindness in
society. The students have adopted "What goes around comes around" as our motto,
determined to send around kindness.

Step Three
The last step in the motivation and set- up for this service learning project is really
the beginning of the next phase, the brainstorming. We attempted, through Random
Acts of Kindness to become more aware of the need for human beings to care about
one another-whether we know each other or not. The unfortunate side effect of
becoming more aware and paying closer attention to the news was that we also
became more aware of callousness in the world. We realized that our efforts at
kindness would not solve the world's problems. However, instead of being defeated
by this information, we resolved that we would remain steadfast in our pursuit of
kindness. We reminded ourselves that the efforts of a few, when put together, can

makeahugedifference@aSgreatforthisidea).Ratherthangiveupby

the harshness of reality, the students pulled together and decided to increase their
efforts. This is where our brainstorming began- we knew we wanted to something
beyond our third grade partnership, but what?

Brai nstornni ng Sesslon
As previously stated, this session sprang out of our awareness that reality is not
always kind ( and out of my need to get moving on this assignment). As we did in
class, we listed on the board by category all the problems that we felt existed in the
world. As happened in our class, many of the problems overlapped or fell into more
than one category. After brainstorming problems, we continued (before voting) by to
develop a list of possible solutions to, otarpecific problems. I was hoping that by

seeing how ditficult some problems were to solve, students would be discouraged
from voting for them- resulting in an "easf project for me. The actual result, however,
was that the students brainstormed amazing and innovative solutions to nearly every
problem. When we finally got to the voting, I was confident that the outcome of the vote
didn't matter. I had seen that the students were enthusia$tic and capable of tackling
any of the problems. None of them were too hard, as I imagined them to be. The exact
voting results were attached to my Detective Casebook. The general result was that
we narrowed the voting down to several large categories, such as Homelessness,
Violence, the Environment, and the Elderly. We agreed, at my urging, that for our first
maior service project we would all choose the same service. We further agreed that
choices would be possible in our next project, but to get started we should all work as
a team. There were no objections to this proposal, and we voted, The voting was
close, but a service project for the elderly won. \rVe immediately discovered that a
student's mother worked at a senior day-care facility. Furthermore, the facility is only
about one mile from school. The student, Christina must be credited with getting the
class highly motivated about going to help at the center. She often goes with her
mother in the summer and on release days, so she could answer many of our
questions and give information about the regulars. She told us funny stories about
Joe or Ed or Mary. The students were ready, so now we began another round of
brainstorming. This time we compiled a list of activities that we could do for or with our
senior citizens. (Also included with my Casebook). As we threw out ideas, Christina
was our expert on whether each idea could work or if it should be changed in some
way. For example, someone suggested that we bake or give candy to the seniors for
Christmas. Christina explained that many of the senior citizens are diabetic or on
restricted diets. We adapted the candy idea , and thought of other gifts to give. We
agreed that the next step was to discuss our ideas with Christina's mother and have
her help us choose what would be best and most helpful. The students agreed that
when I talked with Christina's mom, she and I could choose from our list of ideas.

Su,b:l
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For me, the greatest hope in this seruice learning project is to allow students an
opportunity to develop the life skill of caring about others. We must learn how much
our future as a society is dependent upon our ability to accept and appreciate others
who may be very different from ourselves. These students will have been able to help
and interact with younger people and with older people. Hopefully, they will be able to
remember the challenges of being younger, and compassionate about the challenges
of growing older. They may view family members and strangers with an increased
tolerance and understanding. ln addition, students will develop interpersonal skills,
organizational skills, writing and editing skills, note-taking skills, listening skills, and
following direction skills. Students develop the skill of responsibility when they realize
that if they don't complete their card or gift for their partner, that that person wil! be left
empty-handed and hurt. Deadlines must be met with regard to permission slips, jar
collecting, proiect and gift making, and *Jt'nn

Onnemtatfion amd Tna[mnno
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we have been tucky enough to
on-sight informational
source in the form of our Christina. As questions arise about anything, she will either
answer the question herself or take the question home for her rnother and return with
an answer for us. We have also spent several class discussions talking about our
behavior, and especially talking about how we can make our senior citizens enjoy our
visits. After all, we keep reminding ourselves, this is all for them. We have discussed
some of the problems associated with growing old, physical problems as well as social
and emotional problems. The students felt strongly that we could make the difference
between a lonely or a happy holiday season for some of our seniors. We found out
from Christina's mom that there will likely be 1&,20 seniors at the center while we are
there. This provides an opportunity for some more hesitant students to pair up with
someone and plan to meet a senior as a team.
As a bonus, Christina's mother came in at the end of one day and answered
questions that the students had. She ernphasized the fact that many of these seniors
haven't been around children for many years, and that they are apprehensive, too.
She informed the students that many of the seniors only see news reports about kids
their age who are in trouble or have done something wrong. The students came to
see this as a chance for them to change the opinion of elderly people about young
people today. As with the third graders, it became our responsibility to take care of
them and help tlrern.
As the time gets nearer, we will have discussions and instructions about helping
during the Bingo game and about the interview questions that we will ask. For
example, students asked Christina's mom whether it would be appropriate to ask the
age of a senior citizen. (She said that most are proud of their age and readily tell, but
that we should let them volunteer the information.) After we meet our partners in
person, we will surely have ongoing discussions about how things are going and what
we have discovered so far.
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Our classroom contact at the Friendship Center has been very enthusiastic and
receptive to our ideas. We both felt, however, that we should plan two trips to the
center and then r*assess the situation. We both would like to continue into the spring,
but neither of us has done this before and we didn't want to be committed to a project
that simply wasn't working out. Theretore, we chose two days in December, so that the
students can meet and spent time with partners before the holidays.

-

December 7th Sheridan School starts at 9:4O, so we plan to leave at 10.00am. The
transportation is being discussed through our Community Education contact, but the
Friendship Center has also volunteered their bus as a back-up plan. As we arrive at
the center, we be introduced to partners.UAfter a few minutes to chat, we will sit with

partners and help them with the Bingo game that we have devised using holiday
words. Each student has made two Bingo boards, one for themselves and one for
their partner. As we play, students can talk and help partners. We will wrap and
supply some small prizes and the center will also supply some prizes. After Bingo
(about 45 minutes), students and seniors will all sit in a large circle together and
everyone can go around and formally introduce themselves. Students will have
pictures taken with their partners. As seniors introduce themselves , students will take
a few notes so that they can remember details later to include in holiday cards.
Students can also ask a couple questions and write down seniors' responses. We
return to Sheridan about 12:15, because the seniors eat at noon.
December 14th -- This trip we arrive shortly before noon, bringing school bag lunches
with us. We spend about an hour talking, eating, and visiting. Based on the first visit,
we could possibly bring board games to fill this hour-long time period. We then are
invited to a Holiday Sing-Along with the seniors. There are song books for us to share
and many of the seniors need help turning the pages or holding the books. The
singing lasts until about 1:45. At this time, we will present the gifts(decorative jars) and
cards that we have made individually for each senior. Since we know them a little bit
now, the cards can be personalized. The Friendship Center has invited us to stay for
cookies and hot chocolate and then we will leave at 2:00.

Ref I eetuo m Ae'rlnvntn e s
As stated many times, classroom discussions offer an ongoing and immediate
opportunity for feedback about our experiences. As we progress in our adventure, we
will of course discuss/reflect as a class. However, several formal opportunities for
feedback will be otfered and/or provided. As with our third grade partners , we have
done a great deal of writing about our feelings and how to improve our relationships
and solve problems that arise.

1. Before we go to the Friendship Center, we will journal about our predictions a nd
expectations for the upc'oming trips. We will also write about expected problems or
concerns that may arise and possible solutions to them.
2. After the first trip - we will write about our own feelings .

We can describe the sights
and sounds and tell whether or not our original expectations were correct and where
our expectations were not in fact reality. What things made us nervous? What was
fun?

3.

After the first trip- we will write mini-biographies about our partners based on the
information that we wrote down when we talked to them and interviewed them. \rVe
will list the information that we found out ,and also list the Questions that we want to
ask next
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time.

4. We discuss perspective a great deal throughout the year. We will tell about the visit
from the senior citizens' perspective. How do we think that they would describe our
visit if they were telling a friend? What did they like? What didn't they like?

5. ln our classroom,

we keep portfolios that are filled with student selected pieces.
include
Often students
a generic reflection form (included) about any particular
assignment or activity.

6. We publish a weekly newsletter from our classroom, and each student is required to
write a short weekly article . Students can choose to write about anything that is
especially meaningful to them. I am sure many would choose to write about the visit to
the Friendship Center.
7.

We videotape (approximately monthly) an activity called Show What You Know. At
this time, each student spends time researching a subject that is interesting to them.
They become the expert in this subject, preparing a report or a play or making a poster
or doing a demonstration. Using a variety of techniques, students teach the class
about what they have Iearned. The presentations are videotaped and students could
work together or individually to present information about different aspects of senior
citizen life.

8.

As always, we have forms available for students who wish to report a Flandom Act
of Kindness. I plan to encourage students to become more aware of opportunities to
help elderly people in lamilies and in the community. Hopefully students will also
become more aware of the contributions of senior citizens to society and report seniors
as kindness criminals as well.

9.ln the holiday cards that we create for the seniors, student will have the chance to
express their feelings toward the new partnership. Students can tell the seniors what
they remembered being told by them on our previous visit and tell them what they look
forward to in trips to come (We should know by then if there will be rnore trips
planned.)

10. Students will have the opportunity to exchange addresses with their senior
citizens (either at homes or through the center and the school). Some may be
interested in corresponding during winter break.
11. ln class ,we will emphasize and look for reading material that pertains to senior
citizens. At media time, we can look for stories about grandparents or the elderly. I will
plan to read a relevant book to the class at this time. Students will be encouraged to
read and share books that they are reading at home or have found at public libraries
on the subject of the elderly.
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On December 1sth, the dayfollowing our second visit, we will plan a small classroom
celebration. As I fully expect the class to continue with this project, we will hopefully
just be celebrating Stage One of our new partnerships. ln either case, we will have
certificates and treats and lots of clapping and sharing. Since we will have taken
pictures with our partners, we can create a display for other classrooms to see , and
hopefully the principal will also be able to attend the celebration. Assuming that this
project continues, we will need to re-celebrate in the spring ( I'm sure that will be
disappointing news for everyone). Of course, we will keep parents involved and
informed of our efforts though our class newsletter.
DEVELOP. ADAPT. OR USE AN EXISTING P LAN.

1) Letter to parents explaining service learning
Attached.

2) Form for students

to fill out regarding their choice of service
This type of form was not used in this project, since the class agreed to vote and
work on a single project. However, when we plan our next project, I will use a simple
form for voting, based on the service suggestions given. Students will fill out first and
second choices. Possibly after the completion of two visits to the Friendship Center,
students could choose whether to continue with this proiect or to begin another service
project (l'm not sure about this, but l'll think it over.)

3) "Contracf' for service-learners

to sign

Attached.

4)

Recognition ceremony at the end of the service time.
Explained in previous section.

5)

Concrete award for those students successfully completing their service
Students will receive a certificate and a picture of themselves with their partner, plus
cookies and something
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Newsletter

Room 305 News

November 28,1994

Dear Parents
As you know our class has been partnering and doing service learning activities
with Mr. Nolde's 3rd grade class. We have been reading together and we have
worked on art projects with our 3rd grade partners. We went to Logan Park and made
sketches that we used later to make into puzzle pieces, We showed Mr. Nolde's class
our Media tricks videotape and they performed a play for us. As the year continues,
we will also continue our great partnership with our 3rd grade friends. !t has been a
very rewarding and valuable experience for all of us.
We have also decided to expand our service learning activities to reach out to
another group of people. We have planned hffo field trip experiences at the
Friendship Center, a senior citizen day facility on 20th and Central Northeast.
(Christina's mom works there and is helping us arrange these experiences). We felt
as a class that since we already do some work with younger children, it would be nice
if we could help brighten the holiday season for the senior citizens - and hopefully
continue into next year. Our plans are as follows.
Wednesdav, Dec. 7
10:00 am -approx. 12:30pm

Wednesdav,Dec. 14
1 1:30 am-2:30pm

lntroductions (Meet Partners)
Play Holiday Bingo
nterview Partner#Take Pictures

Join Partners for Lunch
Holiday Sing-Along
Give Cards and Gifts

I

Flefreshments

Nlew, w@ neecl

y.o_Uf

heilp wtt'rlh sevcrail tihilngjs!

1
Please sign and return the permission slip on the back of this form so that your
child is sure to be able to attend the field trips.

"

r\'\

1"

Check your calendars to see if you might be able to Gsme along for one or both
trips to the Friendship Center. lf you are not available now, remember that we hope to
plan more visits after the holidays.

Yes, I can accompany the class to the Friendship Center
Trips
_Dec.

14th

7th

-Dec.
s9

-Both

6

SJ tr Please check your house and help us save glass jars (about 12 ounces or
srnaller). We are planning on making gifts for both our 3rd grade partners and our
senior citizen partners. The iars for the seniors will be decorated and used for candles
or candy jars, and the jars for the 3rd graders will be used for pencil holders or candy
containers. Each student in our class will need at least two jars, so please send extras
if you have them. We will also be using tissue paper to decorate the jars, so if you
have scraps of colored tissue paper, please send that along as well.

T

U

for alt your hetp and support. Ptease sign and
As atways,
h n k=y@
return the permission slip portion of this form.

e
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Appendix A

RATUDOIIII ACTS
Of KINDI\TESS
Person or People Who Gommitted the Act:

The Act of Kindness:

Reported By:

Date

:
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Appendix A

Scrvncc Leatrmlrir E Gomrtvact
Name

Date

Proiect

1. I agree to treat all other people with respeGt, as I

would like to be treated.
2. I agree to do my seruice project to the best of my
ability.
3. I agree to be responsible by finishing projects and
gifts on time.
4. I agree to be thoughtful and remember to think of
ways to be kind to others.
5. I agree to write and reflect in my iournal about my
feelings and things that I have learned during my
service project. .
6. I agree to keep a positive attitude.

Student Signature
Teacher Signature
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Appendix B

Service Learning Surve v
October 9, 1996
Dear Staff,
As a part of my thesis application project for my masters program at
Augsburg, I have chosen to work on a Handbook for Service Learning. This
handbook will include Sheridan-specific information about a variety of
service learning projects, I am asking for input from staff, parents, and
students. I expect the handbook to include the following:
-ideas for and descriptions of service learning projects that
are happening at Sheridan (teacher names, organizations, contacts,etc.)
-reflections/reactions by students about service leaming projects
(AT SOME POINT, I MAY WANT TO INTEHVIEW SOME OF YOUR
STUDENTS.)
-information to give parents about seruice leaming
-input from parents about the value of service learning projects

Thanks a lot--Sue Ferrell

1. What would you like to see in this manual? What else
would make it useful to you?

2. Would you be willing to talk to me individually about your
projects and ideas?

YES

NO

Good days/times
66

(your name)

Appen,Jix C

Com mun ity Service/Service Learn ing

lnformation Sheet
collecting information about what types of service learning projects
students at Sheridan have been involved in. I am also interested in finding
out your opinions about different types of projects that you have heard
about and/or participated in. This information is for a college paper that I
am writing. Thanks for your help!!
I am

1. What kinds of projects have you participated in through

Sheridan School?

(All class projects, school-wide proiects, or individual projects) This can
include tutoring, recycling, cleaning, helping others in some way, writing
letters, etc.
Grade of Teacher

Project/Activity

(List as many as you can remember)

2.

What was you opinion about these proiects? Which ones did you
like the most or the least? Why? What did you like or dislike? What were
your feelings?
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Teacher
Handbook

for
Senrice Learnlng

"Cornt to tfrE edge,"
olt's too friflfr*"
"CorfiE to tfrE e[ge."
o'l,fe *Wfrt

foff."

"Coffie to tfrE e[ge."

f,rrd tfr*y cfi;rn*.
f,rtd tfi*y jwrlpe[.
f,rud tfr*y f[u*.

f,poffiruaire

Teacher Handhook Contents

I. Background Information

Page
3

History of this Teacher Handbook
Motivation
Process

l{hat is Service

Learning?

Research

Definitions and Terms
Outcomes of Senrice Learning
for Students
for Teachers

II. Planning and Organizing

18

Brainstorming
coming up with project ideas

Making Service Learning Interdisciplinary
links to cumiculum
Tools

organizational ideas

ilI.

Reflection

36

Reflection as a Part of Service Learning
What is reflection?
Reflection and Higher-l-evel Thinking Skills
Types of Journals

Journal Topics and Activities

IV. Examples and units
My Personal Example (My First Try)
General Examples
Grade-Level Specific Examples

Kindergarten-Grade

2

54
56
67

7?
73

Developmental Levels
Project Ideas

Grades

3-5

S

2

Developmental Levels
Project Ideas

Grades

6-8

94

Developmental Levels
Project Ideas

Resources

102

lVelcome Teachers!!
Seruice learning?
Have you taken any classes to learn about strategies for
implementing programs in your classroom? Have you made a
point to read articles about senrice learning that appear in your
professional journals? Do you feel equipped to explain service
learning progmms to parentsT Do you have a clear vision of
ways to integrate service learning into existing curriculum?
If your answers are ro, and you would like to begin service
learning in you classroffi, read on....

Seryice learning?
Would you like clear, simple definitions of what service
learning is? Would you like to know the positive effects of service
learning on students? Could you use some forms for organizing,
brainstorming, plannirg, and generating student ideas? Would
you like to see sample plans for service learning projects at your
own grade level? Would you like some ideas for iruplementing
journals and reflection?
If your answers are yes.....go ahead, take a riskll!
This handbook is specifically designed for us - teachers
interested in senrice learning. It is meant to provide both the
information and the confidence necessary to implement service
learning projects in our classrooms. As you know, there is a
mountain of research and information available about selwice
learning, but really, who has the time to study all the literature
before starting a project? It's enough to make anyone stick to a
textbook.
Some of that mountain of information has been sorted
through for you. The background information, organizers and
examples that follow are a starting place for teachers with an
interest in service learning.
t

2

Background

Informatlon

Everyone can be great because everyone can serve.
You don't have to have a college degree to serve.
You don't have to make your subject and verb agree
to serve...You only need-a heart full of grace, A Eoul
generated by love.

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Background Information
Motivation and Process
When this project began, I expected to produce a document
that would be available for teachers at Sheridan School. t needed
to feel that this project would be useful to real teachers in real
classrooms. There seemed to be a fair number of teachers that
were interested when I initiated discussions about senrice
learning. Despite all of the interest and enthusiasm, there was a
lack of time for teachers to collaborate and share ideas for service
learning projects. I saw a need for teachers to have some type of
clearinghouse for setwice learning information. My vision was to
create a handbook that would serue as a repository of
information and ideas. As a result, the handbook would contain
information collected directly from the Sheridan staff about
Sheridan projects. Teachers could learn from one another and
share tips and ideas.
I started to collect information for this handbook by
interviewing teachers and sending out sunreys. The teachers
and the students described numerous community senrice
activifies. My initial reaction was to feel disappointed. I felt a
handbook that simply cataloged and described community
service activities wouldn't be enough for my colleagues. In that
form, I was sure that I would be producing a dust-catching book
to sit on the Media Center shelf.
So I went back to the teachers with more questions. As
teachers recounted lists of community senrice projects, I gently
prodded them for more information. Had they ever done any
writing about the proiects? Had they looked for ways to
incorporate community service projects into the classroom
curriculum? Had students been allowed to be a part of the
decision-making when projecT were chosen? Had they kept
3

journals? All the answers were no. Teacher$ were surprised,
and very interested, to find out that academics and reflection
play a major role in service learning. They were enthusiastic
about discussing ways to improve community senrice projects
and turn them into service learning projects.
Finally, I realized what my handbook was missing. I was
never going to get responses from teachers about service
learning because they only knew about community service.
The reason that they kept describing community senrice
projects to me is that the terms community service and service
learning were synonymous in their minds. Teachers needed
clear definitions and inforuration because they were hungry for
information, but short on time. Teachers indicated that if they
had more confidence in their own knowledge about senrice
learning,that they would be more willing to uly projects in their
classrooms. Therefore, relevant literature would have be
studied aand highlighted to inform teachers.
At this point, I bectlme very motivated. I was anxious to take
on the task of reviewing literature, not for the pu{pose of getting
a grade, but for the purpose of doing something that would be
valuable in REAL LIFE!
I felt Like I was writing something that my friends and colleagues
would actually use. By adding this informational portion to the
handbooh the existing sections took on more significance. The
sections about getting started, organization, resources, and
sample projects would be much more useful to a teacher who
knew more about service learning. \Mith little extra effort on the
part of teachers community service projects could be upgraded
to service learniflg, increasing the satisfaction level for teachers,
students and recipients. Service learning adds a warm, human
element to lessons. Service learning give students real-life
lessons and experiences, while helping develop strong academic
skills and study habits.
It is my hope that by creating this handbook for teachers, I
have first rededicated myself to the ideals of service learning. At
+

every opportunity, I have looked for ways to incorporate senrice
learning into my own classroom. I would also hope that this
handbook would prove to be useful for teachers, that the ideas
will be specific and practical enough so that others teachers in
my building will feel empowered to take steps toward
implementing serwice learning projects into their own
classrooms. I feel cefiain that my colleagues have always had the
will to explore service learning, and I am proud to have helped
them find the way.
My hope is that the information set forth in this paper will be
a foundation that I can build on as I continue my personal
journey into service learning. I would also like the Sheridan
fatnilies and community to become more aware of the service
learning philosophy and to embrace service learning as an
essentiat element in a well-rounded curriculum. My goal is that
sections ( or all ) of this project will be used by members of the
Sheridan School staff to familiarize themselves with service
learnitrE, gain insights, get ideas, make contacts, and begin!

5

Educntion is not the
frl ling of o psil ,
but the lighting of n fire.
William Butler Yeats

What is service learning?
This is the place to start when learning about service
Iearning. The pages in this section are clear and concise. Each
page is copy-ready and could be reproduced for parents that
have questions or concerns about service learning projects. The
first page includes only the most basic information, but it
includes a student-oriented definition as well as an adult version.
Each of the following pages hold information that becomes
slightly more complex. The second and third pages are reprinted
from the l.{ational Youth Service Council, and the third page
gives a brief historical view of service learning. The Core
Elements page is a great visual representation of what senrice
learning is all abouL All three elements are necessary in order
for a project to be successful. The page with Key Definitions will
help readers distinguish service learning from other methods
and activities. Readers will have a clearer understanding of what
real service learning is, as opposed to activities are not true
service learning projects. The last page in this section gives a
graphic view of the similarities and differences in several
educational methods or activities.
When read, this section will give teachers a basic
understanding of what service learning is and is not. Teachers
will be ready with information to provide for parents. Hopefully,
many questions will be answered.
Is Service Learning Beneficial?
Any teacher will understand the time crunch to "get
everything in" each day. In order for a teacher to implement
service learning into his/her classroom, that teacher must be
convinced of the positive effects. In addition, parents might
question whether some subjects are being left out if service
learning is being put in. The first page in this section documents
6

positive outcomes not only for students, but for teachers, schools
and communities. The article that follows gives more detailed
information about the effects of service learning. The last page,
noting the professional development effects on teachers is more
evidence that service learning can positively affect all who are
involved. As in the previous section, all pages are easily
reproducible for parents.
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Resporuibilides:

.

rnvrcr

RTTLECTToN

\urh),?

Are programs designed
around real communiry

acnral service work

needs?

Informarion on rhe
individrrels to be

schooUagency conucr
people significandy

Informadon about

involved in defining and
designing fie service

sociaUconrercrual

experiencei

.

Informarion about
(agrncyischool/
communiry)
Problem-solving
around difficuit
situarions fiat may

'

arise

Groupbuilding
among participants

'

"RealirF check" guard against
reinfo rcin g inaccurate

served

ro rhe

'

percepdons/biases

. Are the srudenu and dre

the servicc site

.

Mu sr P novr o r :

Questions:

service

.

s

how to perform the

issues related

.

INC

E

.

Problem-solving for
spccific siruadons,
issues, etc.

'

Are the schooUagency
conucm committed ro
r}e program goals and
willing to wor[< in
partnership to achiare
themi

On-going education on general issues
related to the service
(e.g.

familf, socio-

economic, crossculrural and

dwelopmenul issues
in cross-age mentoring
ProSruns

[s the service work
engaging, challenging and

.

Clarifring values - as

meaningful to rhe

srudenrs confronr new

snrdent?

siruatioru

Do *re schooUagency
conurcrs work effectively

'

Inrcgration - ofservicc
and relared learning to

wirh rhe snrdentsi

t}re rest of one's life

.

Communiry building
- among pandcipants
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Leadusltip Ooutrcil

VOTUNTEERI9M

ost people are familiar with the
tenn rrolunteerism. We typkally use
to rder to PeoPle who of their
otvn free will and without pay, perfmns
rome serrrke or good urort ($ch u with
charitable irutitutions or community
aqencies). ManY of You maY hate
vilunteered while growing up through
ScouUng, 4-H, church Youth groups, or

I

other organizations.

COAAAAUNITY 5ERVICE
StricUy defined, community service simply

meani rmlunteering done in the community.
lf students are saki to be doing community
service, this connotes that they are
volunteering som6^/here outside of the
regular school campus. ln reality, many
cohmunity service proiects occur within the
school itself (peer tutoring, asisting
immigrant students, etc.).

COAAMUN ITY-BA5ED

LEARNIN6

f ommunity$ued leaming is a term for
whk{t occurs
I any leamirg experience
\rin the communitY (it does not
nressarity invohe service). Common forms
of community-bued leaming are intenrships
and apprendcestrlp, which, althottgh they
trare no formal seryke purpose. offer

important experiences for students to master
skills within a real life sening.

STUDY SERVICE
who do service'leaming
prog.ms think that the term does not
sound academic enough, so they use
the term study gervice (which is popular in

1n ome people

\
rf

England).

KEY

SERVICE-LEARN I NG

DEFINITIONS:

f
\
J

ervice-Leaming is initially a difficult
concept for people to underutand. That
is because p€ople have many perrcnal
experiences with and prirx knowledge about
cornmunity serrrice and volunteerism, whklr
str€ss ftrvice. Ttrey immediatdy think of
serviceJeaming u rclunteerism (and get
excited Cbout the darelopmental benefits of
such a program+rnPathy, an ethic of
service, moral development, etc.). lf there is
one thing which you take away from the
entire institute, it shoutd be the distinction
between community service and servicelearning.

(

)

COMAAONLY
USED TERAA9 IN
TH E SERVICE
FI ELD

)
{

1 t fhat most people miss is that
of
\ /\ / service-leaming is the blending
Y Y both service and learning goals in
such a way that both occur and are enriched
by each other. Serv'rceJeaming proiects
emphasizes both seu of outcomes - the
service and the leamirq - and design the
proiects according ly. Most prominently,
programs that emphasize leaming alway:

irrlude a strong reflrtive comPonent where
students utillze higher order thinking skills to
make sense of and extend the formal
leaming from the swice experience'
For instance, the elemenury schools in
Wuhington sbrted the adopt+-$ream
mo\iement in the t 970+ htlptrq to reclaim
lome of that statel most imPorunt
erwironmental giftr. At the same time, their
service invohed mastering a great deal of
scientific kno,vledge (stream habita[
rology), language aru (writing public
information trECts, writing to the city
council), social studies (getting community
support for their proiect), geography, critical
thinking, and practical arts (building a fish
ladder, a weir, etc.).

YOUTH SERVICE
A

f

I

service is the umbrella or genenl
tiUe for all of the above programs- lt

/outh

can include community'service, peer
helping, service-leaming, etc. When people
talk about the 'puth service movemenL'
they are refening to all approaches which
utilize youth as resources.

Iort*s ond Pomch fmk O

Notirrol Yarth
Cwncil, 1992
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The chart bclow summarizes roles in rhe educational process, showing that serviceJeaming
requires snrdents and communiry members

as

well

as teachers

to ulce responsibiliryfor learning.

CHellG ING EnucertoNAt Rorrs rHRouGH
C,onrrcntional

Education
. Strucnrred
. I-cctures
. Tests
. Tmrbook-bascd

Class

fqreriential
Education*

.
.
.

Fluiblc

use

S

rnyrcr-Lrnnx rNG

Volunteerism** Senrice-Isnring
.

of dme

Acriviry-based

.

Activier ukes placc
outsidc of dass

.
.
.

Reflecion on action

Class is responsible

for communiry
Flcx.ible use of dme

Reflection on action
Activiqv in and out
of dass

.
.
.

Tcachcr

Direcrs
Makcs decisions
Prcsenm knowlodge

.
.
.

Organizes

'Worla

wir-h snrdena

.
.

Organizcs
Makcs dccisions

.
.

Helps snrdenrs lcam

i.
.
.
.

Follo*, direcrions
Lisrcru passivelv
Rcceivcs knowlaCge
Prepares for rhe

.
.
.
.

fururc

Direcrs

sdf

Rcfmts on actions

.
.

Discoven lmowledgE
Prepares

Parrncrs with rhc

communiry

.
.
Snrdent

lrads

Follows dirc,ctions
Meets roday's

communiry needs

for rhc

furure

lUflorks

with srudenr

Hdps snrdenrs lcarn

. I+ads
. Dirccs sclf
. Reflccts on actions
" Discovers knowledge
. Meets today's
communiry needs

C.ommuniry "

Has no dircrr roie

.

.
.

Providcs sire for

learning

.
Psson

i.

.
.

Tcasher

I

Rcsponsible

Defincs nccds

Teacher

iluarion"

wirh snrdenrs

and ceachcrs
a

No one

Srudcnr

.
.
.

Srudenr
Teacher

Communiry

incfudcsfield tips, simuktions, harninggames, €tc. In this conwt it doa not includc sazite.

** In tltis context, 'Yolsnusrism" indica*s

{'s Natiortnl Yonlt

Addrcsses unmet
needs

[s the objecr of srudy

for I-carning

* *fupticnnal

.

Dirccg volunrcers

stntice acpoicnccs uthich

Oounril
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ta* mumtred rfierion

or linhs to the

anriailum.
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P RIAfu{RY OUTCoMES oF
S ERVICE- LrnRhrrNG
DECADES OF EXPERIENCE, AS \XIEII AS A GRO\ilNG
body of research indicates that the outcomes below are possible from an
effecdve service-leaming program:
l,ea.rners derrelop:

'

A capaciry for action

'

A

'

Citizenship skills
thev develop a connecdon ro, and responsibiliry for leadership in
schooland communir.v.

.

sense

of selFwofth

firy

-

they make a difference;

-

rhry dorelop moral and humane values.

mcer real needs.

-

Improved academic skills
they rhink crid.aUy, and rhey gain and apply academic skills
and knowledge tirough snrdy of communiry problems.

-

Educators gain:

.

Srudens modvated ro learn.

.

R*gnidon from colleagues, parenu

.

Oppomrnides for professional dwelopment.

and communiry.

Schools dwelop:

(From Growing Hope:

A

Sourcebook on Intryrating Yoath

'
.
'

Engaged learners who are motivated and responsible for rheir leaming.

Smtice

luru
Coll"gral suff, srudenrs, communiry
Educarional exccllence

frr""gh

-

inn tht

School

Kielsmeicr. Sr.

all are parrners.

Cufia+

Ed. Rich Caim and Jim

PauI I{}LC,

199r.)

an enhanced climate, enriched curriculum and perfor-

mance-based sraluation.

(The Minncsora Dcpanmenr of
Education has prodi red Moful
barn n Ou rcona r Yo u t h Co m maniry Stnticc( I 992). It is avail-

fi

C-ommunities receine:

able for.$8.00 ro

.

valuable service when unmer needs are addressed

'

Engaged citizens when srudents become active srakeholders, now and

-

often uniquely.

in r],e furure.

non-Minnesoa

residenrc ($5.50 in stare) from
M i nn esora C urricul um S erviccs
Center, 70 Wcsr Counrv Rd.
82, Limle C^anada" tvtt.t
t tZ

i:

(612) 483 4142. Order#L74t.
Add $2.50 for handling.)

&) Nnrionnl Youilt

Council
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RESEARCH OVERVIEW

EFFECT' OF

WHATWE KNOWAND
'ERVICE-IEARNING
WHAT WE NEED TO KNOW
by

Peter C. Sco/es, Ph.D. ond Dole

A. Blyth,

Ph.D.

I f service-learning

is to become a core
I teaching strategy in schools, it is important
I to align the expectations, knowledge and
practice of service-learning, according to a
1995 Service-Learning Summit of
researchers, practitioners, funders and
policymakers (Blyth and Kroenke, 1996). At
one end of the spectrum are exaggerated
expectations about possible performance,
citizenshiplsocial development, and personal
development outcomes. At the other end
are exaggerated claims about the lack of
speciflc data on these very outcomes.
Consequently, some argue we have very
little conclusive statistics about the impact
service-learning has or could have, and what
outcomes we can expect from servicelearning programs, regardless of the positive
effects these programs do appear to
demonstrate. ln part because expectations
are often too optimistic and assessment of
our programs too pessimistic, general
understanding and practice of servicelearning varies widely. fu a result, we are
unable to deliver clear messages on what
kinds of service-Jearning programs stimulate
specific types of outcomes.

More accurate observations on the current
state of servic+leaming are:
1) a moderate amount of research exists on
service-leami ng specifica lly, and

2) a large amount of research exists on
experiential ed ucation, a nd service-learn in g
is one component within this body of
research. Cenerally, research results support
the hypothesis that service-leaming can
have a variety of positive impacts, but
available statistia demonstrating these
impacts vary in strength and consistency of
results.

QUALITY OF PBEVIOU'
RESEARCH
Much of the previous research on servicelearning has not adequately met high quality
research standards.

.
r

ON YOUTH:

The research designs used have often
lacked appropriati control or comparison
groups, had sample sizes too small or
have studied students for too brief a time.
A variety of research measures have

been used, many of questionable
reliability and validity.

6ENERATOR.WINTER 1997

.

.
r

Few attempts have been made to
determine whether the individual
programs studied meet accepted
standards for good service-learni ng
practice; consequently, summary results
can include very good programs that
might make an impact alongside poor
programs that do not make an impact,
thus diluting any possible findings.

High school and college students are most
frequently studied, therefore, less is known
about the effects of service-learning on
middle school and elementary students.
Most importantly, few studies have
reported that the primary purpose of the
service-learning programs which have been
researched has been to improve students'
academic performance consistently. These
programs may have successfully reached
other intended goals but are counted,
perhaps inaccurately, as having been
"unsuccessful" in affecting academic aoals.

The last point is critical because it shows an

apparent gap beh^reen necessary research
and practice. Participants at the 1995 ServiceLearning Summit felt that, to make the case
for service-learning, the highest priority of
research should be to focus on how servicelearning affects intellectual development and
academic success. ln contrast, most serviceleaming practitioners seem to focus on
citizenship or social development and
personal development goals.

ctTrzENtH r PltocrAt
DEVELOPAAENT
At least six studies using control groups, and
several other less well-designed studies, have

reported service-learni ng pignificantly
improves various dimensions of citizenship
anil personal developmerlt. Among the
reported effects are imprdvements in sense
of social responsibility for others, attitudes
towards being active in the community,
connection to others (decreased isolation),
concern for social welfare, sense that one's
political actions can be useful and awareness
of societal problems.

NTETTECTUAL
DEVELOPAAENT/
ACADETvtIC SUCCESS
I

At least l3 studies using control groups have
reported service-learni ng i m proves various
dimensions of intellectual
development/academ ic success:

.

more opportunities for higher-order
thinking, than students in control groups.

.

Similarly, previous research has yielded more
indications of service-learning's effects on the
personal development and citizenship
dimensions too, although there are also
indications of impact on intellectual
development.

.

PER'ONAt
DEVELOPAAENT
At least six studies using control groups, and
several other Jess-well-designed studies, have
reported service-learning signif icantly
improves various dimensions of personal
development.' Among the reported effects
are improvement in students' self-esteem,
psychological maturity, sense of personal
competence, self-efficacy, sense of
performing to one's abilities, attitudes toward
adults, planning skills, self-disclosure and the
maturity of one's interpersonal relationships.

15

Several studies show students who are
exposed to service-learning increase the
complexity, empathy and moral reasoning
level of their own problem-solving skills,
feel able to apply principles learned in the
classroom to new situations and have

Six studies show service-learning is
associated with greater student
engagement with school, as indicated by
improved attitudes towards school and
school curriculum, greater sense that
school improves one's opportunities for
the future, better attendance and fewer
discipline and behavior problems.

Studies have repofted mixed results on
improvement in grades and subject
matter achievement for students in
service-learning programs. Several studies
reported improved grades. When studies
on youth acting as tutors are included,
more than 30 show math and reading

achievement gains for tutors. Several
other studies, however report neither
grade nor achievement gains. ln most
studies grades or sub;ect matter
achievement have not been measured.

RESEARCH OVERVIEW
Continued

Dewsbury-White noted the more students
felt service validated their sense that their
own actions had value in the communi$,
the greater the impact of the experience"

dealing with having a connection to the real
world, a value beyond school. Servicelearning is one way of providing authentic
instruction to students. O'Connell's (1983)

Perhaps, according to Krug's (1991)
literature review, this is why studies tend to
show the greatest impact of service-learning
occurring among "at-risk" and minority
youth. lf these youth often experience
school as a frustrating place where they fail
and where no one cares for them, then an
opportunity to feel more connections and a
sense of contribution--especially an
extensive opportunity well.connected to
their academic studies--ought to have great
potential to affect how they feel about
schooland schoolwork.

4O-year follow-u p of service-learning
students found much the same dynamic at
work: Students were more likely as adults to
have positive values about civic engagement
and to participate in community lifb ii the
reason for their service so long ago had been
to improve their communities than if it had
been to gain work experience. Contributing
to something beyond the self, a larger
community to which one is connected, may
have had more long-lasting positive impact
than the desire simply to improve oneself.

These three elements-<onnectedness,

contribution, and reflection-are linked. ln a
study of 369 students in l0 different
programs, Blyth and Saito ('1996) found
relationships, leadenhip opportunities, and
reflection were the "best practices" most
associated with positive student changes over
time. Students involved in good servicelearning experiences have articulated two
distinct feelings. One is their awareness of
their contribution to a process, for example:
helping to design the program, pick a site, or
figure out what kind of service they
personally can provide. The other is their
awareness of contribution to outcome: being
able to observe one's actions having a
positive effect on a person, group, or
institution. Neither of these observations is
likely to occur in isolation. lt is the connection
with others-those served. peers also
engaged in servic+that is most often at the
heart of what youth find most appealing in
service activities. Finally, reflection helps
young people name the experiences they are

having, enables them to think about their
experiences deeply enough to articulate their
impact on self and others and helps them
make sense of how their studies in school
relate to real world experiences.

AUTH ENTIC
IN'TRUCTION
The dimensions of connectedness,
contribution, and reflection may be more
likely to arise from a service.learning
experience, but service-learning is not the
only practice that can stimulate them. Marks
(1995) looked at 24 elementary, middle,
and high schools across the country and

compared student engagement in schools
that were either traditional or more
progressive in their organization, curriculum
and instruction. She found even if a school
was essentially traditional, students could
achieve if they were doing authentic
academic work, characterized in part by the
issues, content and activities they were

B
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THE RETATIONSHIP
AAAONG DIAAEN'ION5
OF 9TUDENT
DEVETOP/YtENT
The research suggests reasons for optimism.
Even lumping together good and bad
programs, intensive and superficial ones,
seruice-learning programs have shown fairly
consistent positive results on personal
development/citizenship, and, to a lesser
extent intellectual development/academic
success. Perhaps the key to strengthening
these programs is for practitioners,
researchers, funders and policymakers to
acknowledge how each of these dimensions
of adolescent development ls inextricably
internvined with the others.
Of course, it is certainly true if practitioners
wish to have more impact on academic
success, and researchers wish to document
that success, they will have to be intentional
about that goal,

ones on which they were tested. Yates and
Youniss (1966) point out in their literature
review that, too often, research measures of
achievement are very general, such as
grades and broad subject tesg and yet what
is learned in the service-learning program is
very specific and often personal. Roberts and
Moon (1995) made the same point, saying it

probably would be more usefulfor
researchers to look, not at how servicelearning affects the acquisition of new
content, but how it might affect higherorder thinking with content students already
know. The participants of the ServiceLearning Summit agreed, suggesting that
critical thinking, problem-solving skills, and
engagement in learning were probably more
valid measures of the impact of servicelearning (Blyth & Kroenke 1996).
ln our understandable eagerness to discover
how service-learning might affect academic
success, we should be wary of setting up
false dlvisions among intellectual, personal
and social deveiopment. Service-learning
appears to work because it promotes
'l
) developmentally responsive autonomy,
2) a sense in students of their value and
competence, 3) a sense that one is
contributing to something larger than
oneself, and 4) connectedness to others,
between school and the rest of the
community, and between the subject matter
studenu are studying and the real world in
which they live. Thinking service-learning
could affect intellectual development
without also affecting personal and social
development would be an unfortunate
distortion of how service-learning might
work, as well as of how young people
mature. A

both in
curriculum and
research.

fu

Conrad and
Hedin repofted
in a review of
the literature
(1991), serviceleaming
students show
gains in factual
knowledge
when the tests
measure what
they actually
encountered in
their field
experiences.
Similarly, they
improved on

problem-solving
measures if they
faced problems
in the field
similar to the

Relationship development, often
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o

key

to

positive outcornes.

Profeeeloual DeveloPncnt Effecte
on ClasBroom Teachcra Partlclpattng tn Actton Reeearch

I.

Acqufring neur }crowledge concernlng effectlve teachLeg, learning,
and schoolileg

2. Acqulring

3.

neur knourledge concernlng research processes

Changes in thinking skilIs, habits, or styles (e.g. problern-solving

skllls, cognltive complexity or flexibility, level or cognitive
development)

4.

Changes in atLltudes toward t}emselves as teachers (e.8. beliefs
concerrrlng ttreir owrr professiorral efficary)

5. Changes in attltudes toward the need for on-going

professional

development for themselrres as teachers

6.

Changes

in attitudes toward research and its usefulness for

ttremselves as teachers

7.

Changes in attitudes toward ttre process of change

8.
9.

Clunges in patterns of commr:rrication and collegialtty
Development of new theories of action concerning their work as
classroom teachers

in actual teaeher practlces in either the classroom
and/or school

10. Changes

I 1. Changes in student knowledge, behavior, or attitudes
classrcom and/or school

in

the

radc{rrcd ln: Slmr=ons. J.M. {1985. April}. sl.lorllng tfic rclotlonsl4p bcar:n rcscarch Gr practlce: Thc lmpiarct oI
crrunlag_tte rptc of o^alot trre;itt-hlr li ottc'i orun clcstuon. Paper prcsentEc at t5e annual rreeun[ of the

Amerlcan Educatlonal Rescarch Assoclatlon. Chleago. ERIC Document No. ED. 266 I10.
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We all rernember much
better what we have
discovered and said
ourselves than what others
have told us
Training for Transformation
Zimbabwe

Plannlng
and
0rganuaing
Brainstorming
Interdisciplinary Approach
Organizational Tools

f,,ctiorL
+

ts
efoquertce.

Wi{tiam Sfiafospeare

Brainstorming
Ffqi.+ptgrmine: These pages give teachers ideas from basic to

complex for beginning the brainstorming process with their
classes" The pages could be reproduced for students comments,
or the pages can selve as templates to be used in a whole-class
discussion. Students that are engaged from the start of a project
are more likely to remain motivated and committed.
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INFU'IN6

THREE QUESTIONS TO GENERATE
ID)EA5 FOR INFUSING SERVICE INTO

fHE

{

CURRICULUTvt

)

I f you are attempting to find opportunities to integrate

a seruice
I c6mponent into your regular academic progftuil, here are three
I quCItions by which you can explore possible connections around
any unit of instruction.

1.

SERVICE INTO
THE
CURRI(UTUAA

{

TEACH OTHERS
Could students teach what they hove learned (skills or
knowledge) to others?

2

a

PRODUCT OR

PE

RFORAAANCE

Could the results of the students' effort be contributed or
presented

3.

to someone?

ADDRESS COtvtA UNITY
NEEDS/ I55UE5
Could the clossroom leorning be opplied to provide
or to help solve o reol concern in the scfrool or the
communitY?

o

service

Pro|ert Servra-{codenh P ond

Ihr Hotbnol Iouth
Leadenhip Cancil,

?1

l99l

itgrrrs

ACTIOH PLAH
I

$chml/Communtty

) Vtsion: ( the bEst you ctn imqine)

s):

2)

Coal(

3)

Kaf Playrers to Enge:

(

speclflc & measuraDle)

4) Actlvitles:

what's necsssary to
the pol? )
(

6

) Potential

I

) Resource Alternatlves: ( ttme, mons/,

Bar r

5) Timetable ( whnt's to ba mmpllshd

reilh

when? )

7)

lers to Achlerement:

Alternative

I 0) llemures of Achievement:
Ilinimum -

people)

Satlsfmtory

9)

Evlrhnce of Achtwement: ( Xmv wlll you
knotY rf rt's bmn successful?)
Excellenca

CELEBRATEI ( Decr6

ResPooses:

when, hcnt, End wtth which plryers)
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Indisciplinary Approach

I+[erdisc,ip-lin4fy Apprq+-cb: The best service learning
projects are very interdisciplinary. The students learn through
the real-life work that they do on a service learning project, The
first page is a very simple web showing a unit on relationships.
Atl subject areas a,re includ€d, but there is an emphasis on
composting as a service projecl Several other examples are
shown to reassure teachers that service learning can be
integrated into the regular classroom activities.
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ERVICE-LEARN I NG I NTERDI 5CI PtI NARY

PLANNING FOR/V\

RACTICAT ARTS

TH E/v\E
PRO'ECT

Organizational Tools
Orsanizational Tools: The last pages in this section are blank
forms and reproducibiles to help teachers plan and organize as
they prepare service learning proiects. An interdisciplinary web
is included, two types of action plars, a service learning contract
for students, a pennission form, a sample certificate for
celebration, and a how-to guide for senrice givers.
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.,I-EARN

CTION
PrnNr
WORIffHEET

I

NC t}Y C IVI NC"

Snrdent Preparation

Snrdent Ownership /I*eadership

Refection Crcmponents

Snrdent Product(s)

Celebration/Renewal

Evaluation

29
It')

Nttiottil Yotilt Lt:rulushi (.'otttrril

,,tEARNINC IIYCIVINC"

AcrroN PrnNr WoRKSHEET
(Quesdons on rhis worlsheet are fleshed our on r}re prwioru page.)

General Ideas
will be served?

'Who

How will

service and leaming be linked?

Vision/Rationale

Specific

linls to orher educational initiarives:

Proj ected Academic Outcomes

Cnmmuniry Nerds Assessment

Plan
\Y'ho I s l{csnonsi

i'rlc?

Role(s)

Obiectiye/Task

30
(t')

Nrtionnl Youtlt

Oouncil

Deadline

..LEARNING

I}Y

CIVINC"

G) SrRVrcE PnolECr CoNTRACT
Schoolr

Grade:

Nasre:

Time:

Project staning datc:

Pmiet ending date

Job descriptionr

Responsibilities:

Treining Plan:

C.ontrast:

Contracnral egreementr

I understand *y responsibilides and assignments and agree to complere them all.

(Srudent's signarure)

(Dare)

(Teacher's signarure)

(Dare)

O Nntiowtl Youtlt

Couucil

31

Servlcc Lea:nlrag Gomti rae
Name

IJ
t\

Date

Project

1. I agree to treat all other people with respect, as I
would Iike to be treated.
2. I agree to do my service project to the best of my
ability.
3. I agree to be responsible by finishing projects and
gifts on time.
4. I agree to be thoughtful and remember to think of
ways to be kind to others.
5. I agree to write and reflect in my iournal about my
feelings and things that I have learned during my
service project.
6. I agree to keep a positive attitude.

Student Signature

Teacher Signature
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"[.[:AItN I NC I]Y (; IVl NC"

F) PERfuTISSION FORfuI
Date:
Srudent name:

Cirl"

Address:

frp,

Telcphone number:
Parent(s) /G uardian (s)

In

case

:

of emergcncy, please contact:

Telephone number (if different from above):

Dear Parenm,

Service-lrarning Program is an orcitinB pan of our curriculum
in which snrdents will be able to use their classroom learning to help meet real needs. Your child will be sharing ercciting
laming orperienccs with vou soon.

Our

On

fu

we

a part ofirhe curricu]um, smdenu

Iwouidlike

will begin rhe program when snrdenu will:

will:

toparticipatein*re

program.

Signeturc ofsnrdcnu

Yourchildwill

Datc:

be supervised

brt

-

Phone number:

Dap and hours:
Merhod of transponadon

:

My son/daughrcr has my pcrmission to participerc in

th*

Service-l-earning P rogram.
Please conract me about volunreering to help with this Program.
Signarurc

o

f Parent/G uardien

Date

(r )

102
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-d--F

"Thp timg

U

helpifrU EI'lrlrtl-r*t' ig rlPi,"Fr
v,rasted tirne. "

OU 3:pFI'rd

SERYICE LEAE,T{II-IG
EECOGITITIOII
(name)

fuur seruice rrui

ec ]

is rec,lgni=ed and
to
from
tppreciated ! Ee proud 0f U our contributiorr.
\t'e selute U ou. \f e thank U ou.

(tea,:her)

(principal)

f0u.

(n.**)
/

CtLhv-^ . o

P^t T^,

(classroom teac'her)

' mEkE ff dif ferentrE!
E,n a

Printed on Reercled Paper
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UNITY INYO LVEMENT
PRIHCIPLES OF HELPING (HHS Students, Dec. 1993)
CO hlM

A FERSOH

AN B ETTE HH ELP O THERS WHEH

Th*y respect ttre other person. &, help builrd their oHr.r respect
Tii,-r" r*':r llutt ir'-r'gi,
t r'_+
ie.ith rn l:h+ I:i+tEC,rr, +rt{trtlrat+ ih+m. ti+il:i tli*tt.i hir,,t+ Ei,.tTt+ ia.iih
I

Tiiri. il;r ','r [-i::i iir rit:+ , ir t + w1l!

i

n,; l+

ifi l:li*ttt

m(iT+ ;rl lh+ ir

i::,;:r.L* r, ri

lvr:ri'i: ii uE tt irrtl is

li[i+ ::t:.liin,:-i [h+ii'ie n+l c:k].

i,"iil iir.tr rrElly'r*+1, in:+id+. ilialiliey,lr-E gir,ecialyuu ccfftt'rtut'rlcelg thattu
'r'iti+i'i
Ll--

-

!-tl?tf

i

il+trr+','nt]+rlh+]i;rrH a [-]+tE+r't t]o, with th+:iam* unrleruErrrdinrls, t++lings, +tc. as
t/i.il.j fI-:'i*
l-i'it ::f!-'+r-[-,+'?i r r++! imt]+m:'t:. i**f llt+ii::rtE nlot'f tha.n
lr-rslan +ld man q +r
litl+ ktrti -'tvfitr:h r,r;)u drt partllr try iusth'eing nic+ to them, be [h+irrri+nd.

1"..'1i1F:,+

There's a genuine relationship
'tillt

cj;iri i'+la.l* lt:

th+rr tlrfl 11. nmte h+ri+s[ mor+ p+rs,]nal l+vel.

Fi+;rii'r'[i;'r'i trrd et+n[;q-rsi

i,"ltt+rt
ir:=

tr

l:i.i

wha.lth+tl le+les

\i,:,r.t :tl'r.:rti, Etint+l-hin':I

t'i,:.1! ;1

,'i',j '':i-i[.-l

ll.j

"1.,.'+ll

a.u whatth+11 say.

personal - wheth+r som+thing you own or your own

i.J*"t.:

ii

h+t**e+n ]iLlu a.nrJ l:h+trt.,to lhinm
rjiljlli+r'ri rrrr::l: tuetsh.nd atOund an,J [:+ Lh+ E+SS1

lii+i'

.i',:f

l.i'r+ i:ligfr].n,--+

rtfllh+m. be l:her+

;i.r'r ,. ;iitiiirHhl*

'j;lh,i,:-:'l
=t:iilf-i

rnouqh tiirJ+lfr+r-l+ tu.lh ebiiut impc;ftant thirrgs inot just
;inii ihoiy int+i'+st in 'yTnat lh+ri iari

Reallv rocus on the other Derson
Thit'iir i:[:r-:r.illlte per::r:''j'1, l;r.ke a deep rnt*re.il in f:h+m - an-d show it
r,i,i[i;t-;'.'-,u ,'.iC,ii lllgiLi+ it-is

tiiu'i[tl+l

p*lE,-,1'r, i.:rto.rr

th+ir h+aft.

Li:-l+i-i ;r-i;:i-il:lr,r, ii,''f lLiil-'r,r,hgl-,r.ilurl l:h+ir :ra.'i h'ut l:h+ .:.[n+iph+r+,

atitud+ b,ehind it

;tr. I I

.-ir.l=i

i:'t illtr;_- iu,r lti+fri. iigt+ri, dcrri't lUilqe. COri'tli.,/Otr} abr-:Ut:il1ii tfie the right thing
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Reflection
Senrice is not just giving out, it as also gaining insights. There will be joy

and satisfaction, and pain and frustration, too.

In any event, if students are to be educationally affected by senrice, they
should be asked to comment on their experience and explore with a mentor
and fellow students how the experience is related to what they have been
studying in school...
The goal is to help students consider the connection between what they
learn and how they live.

(Ernest Boyer, Seruing to Learn,Learning to Serue, p.61)

Quotes on REFLECTION
From Lighf One Csnd/e; Quofes for Hope ond Acfion
Published by the Compus Outreoch Opportunity Leogue

Work is love mode visible.
KnHut GtsnnF,l

Study without reflection is o woste of tirne; reflection without study
dongerous.

is

CoNructus

A cynicol young person is olmost the soddest sight to see becouse it meons
thot he or she hos gone from knowing nothing to believing in nothing.
Mnvn Aruortou

It is not

enough to be busy; so ore the onts. The question

is:

whot ore we busy

obout?
Hrruav Dnvto Tnonrnu

I sholl

ollow no mon to belittle my soul by moking me hote him.
Boorrn T. WnsnlNGToN

An individuol hos not storted living until he con rise obove the norrow confines
of his individuolistic concerns to the brooder concerns of oll humonity.
MnRrru LurHen Krr'rc Jn.
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Reflection
Reflection is the act of reviewing events with an eye to
extracting meaning. It is a quintessentially human activity,
grounded in the idea that our actions are guided by free will
and that our experiences can and should be mined for
information, both factual and emotional, that we can use to
shape our future actions, goals, and beliefs.
(Goldsmith ,I996,p.1)

In any situation, the purpose of reflection is the same. It is
an opportunity for people to examine their thoughts, feelings,
and insights related to a particular experience or series of
experiences. The term reflection evokes an image of a person
staring into a mirror, looking for answers. As it happen, this
image it quite accurate. The act of reflection is introspective and
personal. In this section we will focus on reflection in the form of
journal writing, and specifically note its importance in serice
learning programs. In the best service learning programs,
students have the opportunity to reflect as well as to sere. It is
a basic principle of experiential education that learning comes
with reflections upon significant actions. It is crucial that service
toward the common good be combined with reflective learning to
assure that senrice progra.ms of high qualiry can be created and
sustained over time, and to help individuals appreciate how
senrice can be a significant and ongoing part of life.
Service learning experiences create a wide variety of
emotional reactions from students/participants. These feelings
need to be acknowledged and expressed. A classroom discussion
37

time should be made available for students, but often there isn't
adequate time for all students to completely share their feelings.
Also, service learning often requires a student to confront
difficult situations involving pain, sadness, or injustice. Many
students would not feel comfortable sharing these emotions in
front of others. A journal offers a chance to explore the reason
behind the feelings, for students to analyze the appropriateness
and effectiveness of one's responses to these feelings, to imagine
and test possible ways of responding in the future. When
service participants take the time to examine their service
experiences closely, they gain a deeper and more thorough
understanding and accounting of the events than when they
simply perforun the task without reflection. Recognizing one's
own growth and increase in knowledge provides encouragement
to continue on that path. Recognizing one's own mistakes makes
it easy to learn from them.
Reflective writing also helps senrice participants evaluate the
projects of which they are a part. Maybe they see ways the
proiect can be improved.
Although the primary focus of journal writing is on reflection,
many educators find it to be an effective way to improve reading
and writing skills. "Writing may itself be seen a a form of
experiential education; the journal -keepers learn to be writers
by writing rather than by studying writing. They benefit from
practicing their writing skills without fear of evaluation"
(Goldsmith, 1996, p.5).
Service builds citizenship, often by fostering feelings of pride,
love, and effectiveness that the seruer will want to experience
again and again. The journal gives the the service participant a
chance to acknowledge, embrace and explore these feelings, to
record them, and to go back and remember them and are reignited (Goldsmith, 1996 , p.7). It rewards good citizenship by
making sure that is is not forgotten by the most important
person of all: the server himself.
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Getting Started With Journals
Attitudes toward journal-keeping will reflect the way it is
introduced and viewed by students as integral to the senrice
project. Students will take the task as seriously as the teacher
does, and will follow suit with teacher attitudes about journal

writing.
As a class begins a service project, begin the journal process.
Some tips for getting started:
Start Early - Capture the initial emotions, the first
memories and reactions to a project. These can provide topics

1.

and inspiration for reflection later on
2. Explain the Benefits Let students know the purposes of
the journal and how it will be used. Explain that is a storehouse
for their thoughts and feelings. Explain that reflection will help
them examine their actions, and to make informed choices in the

future.
3. Provide Examples Ideally, have a former student read
from his/her journal, or share passages from a published
journal
4. Start with some Fun Exercises - Fun activities show
students that writing can be enjoyable and encourages them to
overcome initial resistance to journal writing.
5. Encourage oBuy-in" Give students adequate time for
writing, ask students to take responsibility and to show
commitment
6. Show Your Commitment - Keep your own journal, "walk
the talk", give students consistent time for writing, be seen
writing, show enthusiasrn
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Type of Journals

There are several good and appropriate choices for journal
writing. Each type of journat fills a different need, and produces
a different type of response and growth.

Personal Iournals
The personal journal is the most common approach to journal
writing. Each student keeps his/her own book in which to record
activities, observations, thoughts, feelings and questions. There
is no particular format, and the writer is in control of the journal
contents. In this Rpe of journal, the teacher would not read the
student writing.

Dialosue Iournals
In this type of journal two people engage in a written
conversation on a regular, continuing basis. This writing can
take place between two service learning students, a server and a
person e or she is senrirg, teacher and student. This type of
journal builds relationships, allows servers to receive feedback,
and for both parties to freely express themselves.

Team Iourn als

A tearn journal is a cooperative reflection project that allows
an entire group of service participants to take turns recording
shared and individual serice experiences, reactions and
obsenrations, and to respond to one another's entries. A team
journal fosters team spirit and increases awareness of the
feelings of other students.

Collection Iournals
A collection journal is similar to a scrapbook. It is a good way
to remember events by collecting artifacts and mementos.
Collection itself does not constitute journaling, but explaining the
meaning of the items transforms the scrapbook into a journal.
+o

Samples and Ideas
The following pages begin with reproducible information on
reflection. These pages can serve as handy reminders for
teachers or can be given to parents. They also show that
reflection can take place in many forms and through many
different mediums. Reflection also urges students to use higher
order thinking skills.
The last portion includes suggestions and ideas for journal
writing. The prompts are specific to senrice learning themes and
require students to look for deeper meaning. The last two pages
are a complete outline for an eight week journaling project that
would be a part of an ongoing senrice learning project.
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REFLECTION
IS THE PROCESS OF GAIMNG MEAhIII\IG
and undersmnding from experience. Research indicates that rhoughdu[y
E y m stncadal xpnierrced-based pmgrams. (See the
planned reflecrio"
;E*p*ri.ntial Educadon- Cydd' page 8 for a firrther discussion of the place of

REFLECXON

I

reflection in service-learning activities.

See

Biblio#aphypage 246forresearch references.)

Reflection helps snrdenrs identify rheir own values, assess penond skills, deirelop empathy for
orhers, and compare their assumprions ro real world enperience. Young people are challenged to
ans\Men

. Vfhat happntd to me?
diffnenr did I mahc?
' tffhat
. ,ffhat dnes this upnicnct mrun fir me! For my community?
. tff'hat haw I harned rela*d to the acadtmit areai I am snrdying!
Reflesrion also gives srudenu an oppomrniry ro organize, compare, classify, enaluate, summarize,
o<perienc.. k can help snrdcnm deepen fieir undersunding oferrenE, as well
and/or
ei<periences can
as glve meaning to and make sense ofenperiences. Reflection on serviceJeaming
abilirywill help
This
from
experience.
lessons
and
applying
ofgaining
hjp roch rn d-.rrrs the skill

*dpL

fiem *r-roughout fieir formal education and the

for
issrtcs

spontutneous

rest of thcir lives.

Trps FoR FosuruNc REFLEcTIoN

at the time that

ar*e.

These

"teathablt momenr"
,rtm create the most
lcarning

\trilonhwhile reflecdon acrivities require careful planning

as

well

as

dme.

. Schedule regular dme periods for discussion and other reflecdon activiries.
. Tr,v to integrare timcs for reflesdve rechniques rhroughour the orperience.
"teachable mo' A[o* for rponrrrreorrs reflecdon at rhe time rhat issues arise. These
.
.

ments" often create r}re most profound leaming.
Offer srudents opdons fo, rerponditg. (See list of possible reflection techniques.)

Link reflecdon wirh o*rer reading, wridng, discrrssion, projects, erc- assignmenrs so snr-

.

dcnts can relate service enperiences ro academic skills.
Allow time forroporrro. Rcsearch shows fiat a few extra seconds helps most people

.
.

organize what theY went ro say.
Keep the same individuals from monopolizing the conversation.
Make sure et/eryone rakes a nun ,pokirrg, but ry not to put srudenrs on
srudenrc to "pass" on a round of discussion.

fie spot. Allow

(For add.itional ideas on enhancing srudenr participadon, see rhe "Talking Cirde" activiryon page

216.)

O Nttiouil Yontlt
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Council

.,LEA

RN I NG I}Y C ]VI

N(;''

SprffsNc:
.
.
.
.
.

WruING:
.

onc-on-one conferences wirh

essay, experr paper, research paper,

teacher/leader

final paper

.
.

class/groupdiscussions
small gpoup discussion
oral reports ro group

project reporr
learning log - kept daily, weelcly or
after each service enperience

.

di.scussions wirh communiry

narrative for a video, film or slide

show

members or er(pefts on an

.
.
.

'
.

issue

public speaking on project
teach material ro younger
snrdents

g,rid. for furure volunteers/
panicipana
self-enaluation or evaltration

of

program

'

tcsdmony before policy-

newspaper, magazine and odrer

published anides

making bodies

OPTToNS FoR
REFLECTIoN
AcrrvrrrES:
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

MUntMEDIA,/
PrnroRlvrrNc Anrs:

analysis and problem solving

informadon garhering needed ro
or understand projecr
planning neav furure projecs

.

phoro, slide or video essay

allocaring progrem budger

'

scrap book

recruidng peers to serve
recognition and celebradon

.

tnteracuve comPuters

serve

Programs

. paintinp, drawinp, collagcs, ctc.

simuladon or role plavinB games
surve),s or field based research
conferencc or workshop

.

presentarions

training other studenrs,
program leaders

O National Youtlt

dance, music or fieater

presenmdons

4t

Corutcil
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WRTTIHG:

SPEAHIHG:

r essalr erp€rt

e one<)n{ne mnferences

.
.
.

with

teacher/leader
whole class discussion
small grouP disnrssion
oral reports to group

. discusiioru wi[h community

PaPer, research PaPer,

final paper
r irurnal'or-log - kePt daily, weekly
or after each service exPerience

.

case studlr,

'

guide for future

hi$ory

. special proie$ rePort
. rurrative for a video, film or

meurbers

slide show

or oq€rts on an issue
. public s'peaking on proiect - for parenB,
teachirs, schml board, etcr teach material to YounPr studmts
r testimony beforeirli.y making bodies

'

volunteers / ParticiPant s
evaluation of

. self+'naluationor
.

.

Program

neirrsPaper, magaeine and other
published articles

pnrtfolio

GENER ATING
REFLECTION
we help students to

How do
devel op new un derstnding,
slr ills, and kn owled ge
from thei r Servlce
a

experience?

ACTIVITIES:
.

gather information needed to senre

-

AAULTIAAEDIA:

or understand a ProFrt

r surveys or field based research
. sisrulation or mle plaFng
. conference or workshop

r photo, slide or video essay

. pninting,,

Prcsentations

. plin a training

.

session for other

students, program leaders
recotnrtion and celebration

.

drawings, collages, etc.

dance, music or theater
prcserrtations

Proglams

. plan new future propcts
. rerruite p€ers to senre
. allocate propam budget

Copl'right O National Youth ltadership Co'ncil,1991.
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o F a U E 5T I o N 5
o R R E F L E CT I o N
I E RA RC H Y

(

)
)

onvo lesce nt H ome

nowledge

FOR

REFIECTION

t

om Ple a uestions for a Student H elping tn o

HIERARCHY OF
QUE5TION'

{

What were your first
impressions of the nursing
home?

omprehension

How was this nursing home
similar or different from what
you expected?

pplication

How has volunteering at the
senior home changed your
perspective on your own
grandparents?

nalysis

What parts of the experience
have been most challenging to
you?

ynthesis

What have you personally
learned about yourself from the
placement site?

valuation

What changes would you
recommend in how your
service site operates?

Cqyrght A hnet ond
Pamelo Toole, 1990.
Composs lnstitute, P.O. 8ox
8A07, St. Poul, MN 55108
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Suggestions for o Doily Journol
From Retlection: The Key to Service Learning
The National Helpers Nenrork

This journal is basically for you. It is a place to try out ideas, to make sense of what you are
doing and how you are feeling. It's a place to practice writing and do some deep thinking. Set
aside a special notebook for this journal. Don't use it for anything else. At least once a week,
or whenever you have been at the placement site, write a paragraph describing your
experiences. You might also want to write about the feelings and ideas that have been triggered
by them. The questions below suggest some things you might write about, but are certainly not
the only things. On any one day you might write on one or two, but by the end of the project
you should have written at least once on nearly every one of them.

+

What was the best thing that happened to you this week? Was it something someone said
or did, something you said or did, a feeling, an insight, a goal accomplished?

o

What new skill did you learn?

+

What did you do in your work thar was frur or satisfuing?

t

Did you get an idea that would improve your work? This program? The world?

+

what did you do that helped you get along and work with others?

o

what criticisms did you receive and how did you respond to them?

+

what compliments were you given and what did they mean to you?

+

What happened that made you feel uncomfortable or unhappy?

+

What did you do today that made you feel proud? Why?

+

What were some of the things you wanted to say today and did not?

+

What did you discover about other people?

+

How did your feelings about any person change as a result of today's activities?

Journol Reflection: A Resource Guide
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Suggestions for o Doily Journol
From A HortrTo Guide to Reflection
The Pennsylvania Institute for Environmental and
Communify Servic e-Learning

About Your Work
What do you do on a typical day at your placement?

How has this changed since you first began there (different activities, more or less
responsibilities, etc.) ?
Tell about the best thing that happened this week; something someone said or did,
something you said or did, a feeling, an insight, a goal accomplished.
What's the most difficult part of your week?
What thing (or things) did you dislike most this week? Why?

If you were in charge of the place where you volunteer, what would you do to
improve it?
If you were the supervisor, would you have the volunteers do anythit g diJferent
from what you are doing? Would you treat them differently?
Tell about a person there who you find interesting or challenging to be with. Explain
why.
What do you feel is your main contribution?

If a time warp ptaced you back at the first duy of the program, what would you do
differently the second time around?

About You
How do people see you there? As a staff member? a friend?
feel like when vou're there?
What did someone say that surprised you? Why?
Journol Reflection: A Resource Guide
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a student?...

What do you

What compliments have been given and what did
they mean to you? How did you
react? 141hat about criticisms and your reaction
to them?

Did you take (or avoid taking) some risk this week? were
there things you wanted to
say or do that you didn't?
\Artrat happened that made you feel you
career?

would (or would not) like to do this as a

What kind of person does it take to be successful at the
kind of work you do (as
volunteer, as a career)?

what did you do this week that made you proud? \a/hy?
What feeling or idea about yourself seemed especially
sfrong today?
I4Ihat insights haye-you gained into people (what
makes them huppy or sad,
successful or failures, pleasant oiunpluu=urlt, healthy
or sick, itl.lr

How similar is your impression of yourself to the impression
others seem to have of
you?
Tell about something you Iearned as a result of
a disappointment or even failure.

Think back on a moment when you felt especially huppy
or satisfied. l4lhat does that
tell you about yourself?

Americon Allionce for Rights & Responsibilities
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Name

LOOK

ING AT YOUR ENVIRONI\IENT

is test could be applied to any structu re r roon r or even neighborhood. The
are your opinions. The QUESTIONS are leads for looking at things a
and in so doing to SEE them in fresh ways and to TEARN
ittle differently
ew things a'bout them.
SWERS

a

The entrance to

)
)
c)
d)
e)

1s

a
b

inviting

t,hreatening
intr iguing
confusing
other
(own word)

2.

The dominant color is

?

The dominant sound is

4.

It smelIs like
Ihe most numerous things I see in this environment are
The most obvious object I see in this environment i
The purpose of t.his environnent appears to be (if you didnre
iE rras )
The most pouerful object or force in this environnent is-.
Something that seems out of place in this environment i s
Something I would like r-o add to this environment is

6.
'l

.

8.
q

10.

a

t

knoe, what
.

11. This environment is similar to

(an animal) because

12. This environment is similar to

(a machine) because:

13. The humor within this environment is evidenced
14. Th is envi r onment appear

s t,o eat

15. This environment discharges as vraste
49

by

3

Name

AN OBSERVATION

POEI.I

The chief purpose of this exercise is to cause you to ntune inn to your
environment. rt probably wonrt produce great poetry but then again it
might I

it,e each of the seven lines of the
directions:

Wr

I.INE

I

Somet,h

Some

to the forlowing

ing you see ref er r ing to at least one color

tINE 2 A movement you see or
tINE 3

poem according

sense

texture

tINE 4 An odor
t

LINE

5 An obvious sound

LINE

6 A subtle, quiet sound

LINE 7 Something you feel
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oor o!
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ttars oldt
l. Ey brlt frtod su
U. W trvorl,tr Est utl
3a

a

a

I thorrr[t the brrt E14 of chl yrrr rrr

a

t

4. IcouldartrrodctltrndrfurprruP!
5. I looLrd lorurrd to tta tt^rt rhcr

.

I Eot acrad a*rt7 tlr I
fr proplr oE ry btoc}' ultl
Ilhet I t{Lrd brtt ebout cclrool ru
Ilbrt I ll,Lrd lmrt ebout echool trs,s ,
10. I rp.Et rct of trt d{f
. ,.
-

6.
7.
8.
9.

.

.

--
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An Eight-Week Journol Scenorio
From the Joint Educational Project of the College of Letters, Arts & Sciences
University of Southern California

This is your journal. We encourage you to freely discuss things that you feel are
important even if they are not part of the weekly guide below.
Week One - The Setting
What are your most vivid first impressions of the site? Describe settings, people,
actions, and positive or negative feelings you are having.
Week Two - Players in the Drama
Describe who you work with, their lives, their views, their goals in life. Include some
personal reaction to the individual or individuals you are working with.

Week Three - The PIot
What are some activities you have been doing with the person(s) with whom you are
working? Describe your relationship.
Week Four - The Plot (Cont.)
Describe the types of reactions the person(s) you are working with have towards you.
Cite specific examples. Describe your emotional response to their reaction.

Week Five - The Action
Describe how your presence in the cornmunity is having an impact on the person(s)
you are workir,g with. You may want to illustrate your point with a special
experience you have had. If you feel you are having no impact, describe the reason(s)
why that seerns to be the case.

Week Six - The Script
Describe in some detail your service session including bits of conversation or, if you
are working in a school, a sample of work that you and the kids have been involved
in. Be creative. What is the significance of the selection you have made?
Journol Reflection: A Resource Guide
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Week Seven - Analysis

After being in the colrununiry for several weeks now, how have your initial
impressions been altered? If they have not changed, describe observations that
confirmed your initial impressions.
Week Eight - Critique

Write

your eight weeks. \Alhat was learned by both you and the
you
worked
with? Include any special experiences or highlights you might
Person(s)
have had. (Thit question may be expanded into an Lnd-of-term pup*rlif you like,
integrating concepts learned in class with observations made in the corrununity.)
a surrunEuy on

Americon Allionce for Rights & Responsibilities

tre

\JLJ

Examples
and

Units

Examples and Units
Mv First Trv: This section documents my first service learning
project, from its beginning to now. Unlike the samples that
follow, this one is accompanied with narration about the process.
This unit gives insights into student and teacher feelihgs, arrd a
first-hand accounting of difficulties and joys.
General Sam 1e In these pages from the National Youth
Service Council, many projects have been outlined very briefly.
The summaries are categorized according to the hItsLC's eleven
Essential Elements of Effective Service Learning. These examples
might be used by a teacher who feels comfortable with the
serice learning process and is looking for good ideas. The
specifics of each project are not fleshed out in the document, hut
that also provides for creativity on the part of the teacher.
Grade-Level Specific Samples: The service learning projects in
this section are extremely well-documented. Each grade level
section begins with a description of the developmental
characteristics of children in that age range. This information
would help teacher design projects that would be appropriate for
the skills and curiosities of each age. Each grade level section also
includes an age specific list of ideas for service learning projects.
The remaining pages in each section consist of detailed
information on sample projects. This section may be too
confining for some teachers, but will provide others with a solid
framework on which to start a service learning project.
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My First Try:
Servnoe iLe ernumg Plen
by Room 305 Sheridan School
Susan Ferrell Edu 518

CIf

Aetion
November 28, 1994

Motuvetron
Step One
My class is already highly motivated to help other people. From the beginning of
the year, we have been partners with a third grade class. Each student is individually
paired with one or two third grade students. They have developed a bond with, and a
genuine attection for "theii' third grader. We have eaten lunch together at the park and
have read with them several times. We often pass them in the hallway and get to say
hello. We have worked together on fun aft prgects that require a cooperative effort.
From the onset of this partnership, my class has discussed problems and
concerns.We have prepared ourselves for potential problems and also dealt with
problems that arise at the moment. We brainstormed reading strategies for helping
another reader, we talked about what to do if your partner misbehaves, etc. The fifth
grade students have continuously been aware of the genuine service that they are
pefforming simply by befriending a younger student and making them feel special and
important. Also, w€ often spend some time on academics and the fafth graders provide
a tutorial service. The fifth graders (with a few minor exceptions) have treated the third
graders with the utmost respect, acting in a caring a protective manner. Especially
obvious in pairing some of the Hmong students, the fifth graders have been able to
translate directions and help tutor younger Hmong students.
After each partnership time, we spend time as a class reflecting orally and also
journaling about the experience. We often talk about the feeling of our partners and
examine what else we can do to make sure that they are comfortable. The fifth grade
students are aware that they are seen as role-models,and they are very serious about
this responsibility. We continue to build our special relationships with our third grade
friends and it is this partnership that forms the base on which our future service
learning experiences can grow.

Step Two
Since the third grade partnership experience has been so positive, the students
had begun to think about people other than themselves (no small task for early
adolescents). The next step in motivation involved a continued etfort to notice and
encourage t<ind acts among students. We started reading from Random Acts of
Kindness , and the students were captivated with the book. You may know that the
book consists of student-written accounts of a random act of kindness that they
"committed". We began to refer to kind acts toward each other as random acts of
kindness and jokingly talked about being kindness criminals. We, of course, extended
our kindness-awareness by writing about random acts of kindness that we had seen
committed by strangers , or acts of kindness toward family or friends or community.
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Everyone had sornething to share because you could tell about an act of kindness that
you did for another person, or a student could tell about something that someone had
done for them that had been kind. We also included acts of kindness that we simply
knew about, but hadn't actually been a participant. The class talked about random
acts that coutd be peilormed for our third graders. Each sharing sessions has to be
held as we go out the door for lunch because students literally can't stop talking about
the'crime'they are planning to commit. We have also developed Random Acts of
Kindness forms. We use these forms for students to write anytime about a kindness
crime that they committed themselves or were a witness another person's kindness
crime. We use these forms weekly for optional extra credit and read them to the class
on Fridays. We also incorporate random acts of kindness into current events
information, by including newspaper articles and news repoils about kindness in
society. The students have adopted "What goes around comes around' as our motto,
determined to send around kindness.

Step Three
The last step in the motivation and set- up for this service learning project is really
the beginning of the next phase, the brainstorming. We attempted, through Flandom
Acts of Kindness to become more aware of the need for human beings to care about
one another-whether we know each other or not. The unlortunate side etfect of
becoming more aware and paying closer attention to the news was that we also
became more aware of callousness in the world. We realized that our etfoils at
kindness would not solve the world's problems. However, instead of being defeated
by this information, we resolved that we would remain steadfast in our pursuit of
kindness. We reminded ourselves that the etforts of a few, when put together, can
make a huge difference (Kid Hg.lqeS-was great for this idea). Rather than give up by
the harshness of reality, the students pulled together and decided to increase their
ettorts. This is where our brainstorming began- we knew we wanted to something
beyond our third grade partnership, but what?

Brannstornroung Sessuem
As previously stated, this session sprang out of our awareness that reality is not
always kind ( and out of my need to get moving on this assignment). As we did in
class, we listed on the board by category all the problems that we felt existed in the
world. As happened in our class, many of the problems overlapped or fell into more
than one category. Atter brainstorming problems, we continued (before voting) by to
develop a list of possible solutions for our specific problems. I was hoping that by
seeing how difficult some problems were to solve, students would be discouraged
from voting for them- resulting in an "Basy" project for me. The actual result, however,
was that the sludents brainstormed amazing and innovative solutions to nearly every
problem. When we linally got to the voting, I was confident that the outcome of the vote
didn't matter. I had seen that the students were enthusiastic and capable ol tackling
any of the probtems. None of them were too hard, as I imagined them to be. The exact
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voting results were attached to my Detective Casebook. The general resutt was that
we nirrowed the voting down to several large categories, such as Homelessness,
Molence, the Environment, and the Elderly. We agreed, at my urging, that for our first
major service project we would all choose the same service. We fufiher agreed that
choices would be possible in our next proiect, but to get stailed we should all work as
a team. There were no objections to this proposal, and we voted. The voting was
close, but a service project lor the elderly won. We immediately discovered that a
student's mother worked at a senior day-care facility. Furthermore, the facility is only
about one mile lrom school. The student, Christina must be credited with getting the
class highly motivated about going to help at the center. She otten goes with her
mother in the summer and on retease days, so she could answer many of our
questions and give information about the regulars. She told us funny stories about
joe or Ed or Miry. The students were ready, so now we began another round of
brainstorming. firis time we compiled a list of activities that we could do for or with our
senior c1penl. (Also included with my Casebook). As we threw out ideas, Christina
was our expeft on whether each idea could work or if it should be changed in some
way. For example, someone suggested that we bake or give candy to the seniors for
Christmas. Christina explained that many of the senior citizens are diabetic or on
restricted diets. We adapted the candy idea , and thought of other gifts to give. We
agreed that the next step was to discuss our ideas with Christina's mother and have
her help us choose what would be best and most helpfut. The students agreed that
when I tallred with Christina's mom, she and I could choose from our list of ideas.

Subleot er Sku[[ to be Leermed
project to allow students an

is
For me, the greatest hope in this service learning
must learn how much
We
opportunity to d-evelop the iite skill of caring about others.
our future as a society is dependent upon our ability to accept and appreciate others
who may be very ditferent from ourselves. These students will have been able to help
and interact with younger people and with older people. Hopefully, they will be able to
remember the cnAtenges of being younger, and compassionate about the challenges
of growing older. Thei may view family members and strangers with an increased
tolerance and understanding. tn addition, students will develop interpersola] skills,
organizational skills, writing and editing skilts, note-taking skitls, listening skills, and
toilowing direction skitls. Students develop the skill of responsibility when thgy realize
that if thLy don't complete their card or gitt tor their pailner, that that person w_ill be lett
jar
empty-hahOeO and hurt. Deadlines muit be met with regard to permission slips,
collecting, project and gift making, and writing.

Oruemtatuon end Trafinnmg
We have been tucky enough to have a knowledgeable on-sight informational
source in the form of our Christina. As questions arise about anything, she will either
with
answer the question hersell or take the question home for her mother and retum
our
an answer lor us. We have also spent several class discussions talking about
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behavior, and especialty talking about how we can make our senior citizens enioy our
visits. After att, we keei reminding ourselves, this is all for them. We have discussed
some of the problems associated with growing otd, physical problems as well as social
and emotional problems. The students felt strongly that we could make the ditference
between a lonely or a happy holiday season for some of our seniors. We lound out
from Christina's mom that there will likely be 16-20 seniors at the center while we are
there. This provides an opporlunity for some more hesitant students to pair up with
someone and plan to meet a senior as a team.
As a bonus, Christina's mother came in at the end of one day and answered
questions that the students had. She emphasized the fact that many of these seniors
haven't been around children for many years, and that they are apprehensive, too.
She informed the students that many of the seniors only see news reports about kids
their age who are in trouble or have done something wrong. The students came to
see this as a chance for them to change the opinion ol elderly people about young
people today. As with the third graders, it became our responsibility to take care of
them and help them.
As the time gets nearer, we will have discussions and instructions about helping
during the Bingo game and about the interview questions that we will ask. For
exampte, students asked Christina's mom whether it would be appropriate to ask the
age oi a senior citizen. (She said that most are proud of their age and readily tell, but
that we should let them volunteer the information.) Atter we meet our partners in
person, we wiil surely have ongoing discussions about how things are going and what
we have discovered so far.

Trnne L[me
Our classroom contact at the Friendship Center has been very enthusiastic and
receptive to our ideas. We both felt, however, that we should plan two trips to the
center and then re-assess the situation. We both would like to continue into the spring,
but neither of us has done this before and we didn't want to be committed to a proiect
that simply wasn't working out. Therefore, we chose two days in December, so that the
students can meet and spent time with partners belore the holidays.
December 7th -- Sheridan School starts at 9:40, so we planto leave at 10:00am. The
transportation is being discussed through our Community Education contac't, but the
Friendship Center hai also volunteered their bus as a back-up plan. As we arrive at
the center, we be introduced to partners. After a lew minutes to chat, we will sit with
partners and help them with the Bingo game that we have devised using holiday
words. Each student has made two Bingo boards, one for themselves and one for
their partner. As we play, students can talk and help partners W.e will wrap and
suppiy some small prizes and the center will also supply some prizes. Atter Bingo
together and
taUogt 45 minutes), students and seniors will all sit in a large circle
everyone can go around and formally introduce themselves. Students will have
pictuies taken witn their paftners. As seniors introduce themselves , students will take
a lew notes so that they can remember details later to include in holiday cards.

5+

Students can also ask a couple questions and write down seniors' responses. We
return to Sheridan about 12:15, because the seniors eat at noon.

December 14th -- This trip we arrive shortly before noon, bringing school bag lunches
with us. We spend about an hour talking, eating, and visiting. Based on the first visit,
we could possibly bring board games to fill this hour-long time period. We then are
invited to a Holiday Sing-Along with the seniors. There are song books for us to share
and many of the seniors need help turning the pages or holding the books. The
singing lasts until about 1:45. At this time, we will present the gifts(decorative jars) and
cards that we have made individually for each senior. Since we know them a little bit
now, the cards can be personalized. The Friendship Center has invited us to stay lor
cookies and hot chocolate and then we will leave at 2:00.

Ref[eotfien Aetuvutfies
As stated many times, classroom discussions otfer an ongoing and immediate
opportunity for feedback about our experiences. As we progress in our adventure, we
will of course discuss/reflect as a class. However, several formal opportunities for
feedbac]< will be otfered and/or provided. As with our third grade partners , we have
done a great deal ol writing about our feelings and how to improve our relationships
and solve problems that arise.
Before we go to the Friendship Center, we will journal about our predictions and
expectations for the upcoming trips. We will also write about expected problems or
concerns that may arise and possible solutions to them.

1.

After the lirst trip - we will write about our own feelings . We can describe the sights
and sounds and tell whether or not our original expectations were correct and where
our expectations were not in fact reality. What things made us nervous? What was
fun?

?.

B. Atter the first trip- we will write mini-biographies about our paftners based on the
information that we wrote down when we talked to them and interviewed thern. We
will list the information that we found out ,and also list the questions that we want to
ask next time.
We discuss perspective a great deal throughout the year. We will tell about the visit
from the senior citizens' perspective. How do we think that they would describe our
visit if they urere telling a friend? What did they like? What didn't they like?

4.

S. ln our classroom, we keep portfolios that are filled with student selected pieces.
Otten students include a generic rellection form (included) about any particular
assignment or activitY.

6.

We publish a weekly newsletterfrom our classroom, and each student is required to
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write a short weekly article . Students can choose to write about anything that is
especially meaningtul to them. I am sure many would choose to write about the visit to
the Friendship Center.

7.

We videotape (approximately monthly) an activity called Show What You Know. At
this time, each student spends time researching a subject that is interesting to them.
They become the expert in this subject, preparing a report or a play or making a poster
or doing a demonstration. Using a variety of techniques, students teach the class
about what they have learned. The presentations are videotaped and students could
work together or individually to present information about ditferent aspects of senior
citizen life.
As always, we have forms available for students who wish to report a Flandom Act
of Kindness. I plan to encourage students to become more aware of opportunities to
help elderly people in families and in the community. Hopelully students will also
become more aware of the contributions ol senior citizens to society and report seniors
as kindness criminals as well.

8.

Lln the holiday cardsthat we createforthe seniors, student will have the chance to
express their feelings toward the new pailnership. Students can tell the seniors what
they remembered being told by them on our previous visit and tell them what they look
forward to in trips to come (We should know by then if there will be more trips
planned.)

10. Students will have the opportunity to exchange addresses with their senior
citizens (either at homes or through the center and the school). Some may be
interested in corresponding during winter break.

11. ln class ,we will emphasize and look for reading material that pertains to senior

citizens. At media time, we can look for stories about grandparents or the elderly. I will
plan to read a relevant book to the class at this time. Students will be encouraged to
read and share books that they are reading at home or have found at public libraries
on the subject ol the elderly.

Recog

m

rtr@

m

[GeIcbretne

m

On December 1sth, the day following our second visit, we will plan a small classroom
celebration. As I fully expect the class to continue with this project, we will hopefully
iust be celebrating Stage One of our new paftnerships. ln either case, we will have
certificates and treats and lots of clapping and sharing. Since we will have talten
pictures with our paftners, we can create a display for other classrooms to see , and
hopelully the principal will also be able to attend the celebration. Assuming that this
prolect continues, we will need to re-celebrate in the spring ( I'm sure that will be
disappointing news for everyone). Of course, we will keep parents involved and
informed of our etforls though our class newsletter.
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pEVELOP. ADAPT. OR USE AN EXISTING PI-AN:

1) Letter to parents explaining service learning
Attached.

2)' Form lor students to fill out regarding their choice of service

This type of form was not used in this proiect, since the class agreed to vote and
work on a single project. However, when we plan our next proiect, I will use a simple
form for voting, Uased on the service suggestions given. Students will fill out first and
second choices. Possibly after the completion of two visits to the Friendship Center,
students could choose whether to continue with this project or to begin another service
project (l'm not sure about this, but I'll think it over.)

3)

"Contract" for service-learners to sign
Attached.

4)

Recognition ceremony at the end of the service time.
Explained in previous section.

Concrete award lor those students successfully completing their service
Students will receive a certiticate and a picture of themselves with their partner, plus
cookies and something

5)

Newsletter
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Floom 305 News

November 28, 1994

Dear Parents
As you know our class has been partnering and doing seruice learning activities
with Mr. Nolde's 3rd grade class. We have been reading together and we have
worked on art projects with our 3rd grade partners. We went to Logan Park and made
sketches that we used later to make into puzzle pieces. We showed Mr. Nolde's class
our Media tricks videotape and they pefformed a play for us. As the year continues,
we will also continue our great partnership with our 3rd grade friends. lt has been a
very rewarding and valuable experience for all of us.
We have also decided to expand our service learning activities to reach out to
another group of people. We have planned two field trip experiences at the
Friendship Center, a senior citizen day facility on 20th and Central Northeast.
(Christina's mom works there and is helping us arrange these experiences). We felt
as a class that since we already do some work with younger children, it would be nice
if we could help brighten the holiday season for the senior citizens - and hopefully
continue into next year. Our plans are as follows:
Wednesday. Dec-. .1_4
11:30 am-2:30pm

Wednesdav. Dec. 7
10:00 am -approx. 12:30pm

Join Paftners for Lunch
Holiday Sing-Along
Give Cards and Gitts

lntroductions (M eet Pailners)
Play Holiday Bingo
lnterview PartnerdTake Pic'tures

Hefreshments

N@w, w@ mccd y@ur heflp Mrflth s@vcrafl th[ng]s!
fl " Please sign and return the permission slip on the back of this form so that your
child is sure to be able to attend the field trips.

2,

Check your calendars to see if you might be able to come along for one or both
trips to the Friendship Center. lf you are not available now, remember that we hope to
plan more visits after the holidays.

_

Yes,

I can accompany
Dec.

7th

the class to the Friendship Center
Trips
Dec.

14th _Both

=@V@F=
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6

U

check your house and help us save glass jars (about 12 ounces or
smaller). We are planning on making gitts for both our 3rd grade partners and our
senior citizen pailners. The jars for the seniors will be decorated and used for candles
or candy jars, and the jars for the 3rd graders will be used for pencil holders or candy
containers. Each student in our class will need at least two jars, so please send extras
if you have them. We will also be using tissue paper to decorate the jars, so if you
have scraps of colored tissue paper, please send that along as wel!.
tr Please

Th e k=y0 U

ror alt your hetp and support. Ptease sign and
As always, I
m
return the permission slip portion ol this form.

ffi

RATVDOilII ACTS
Of KINDIUESS
Person or People Who Commltted the Act:

The Act of Klndness:

Beported By:

Date i---
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Setrvfiee Leermfimg Gomtreet

Name

Date

Project

1. I agree to treat all other people with respeGt, as I
woulil like to be treated.
2. I agree to do my service proiect to the best of my
ability.
3, I agree to be responsible by finishing proiects and
gifts on time.
4. I agree to be thoughtful and remember to think of
ways to be kind to others.
S. i agree to write and reflect in my iopr-nal about my
feelinfis and things that I have learned during my
service proiect.
6. I agrde tb keep a positive attitude.

Student Signature
Teacher Signature.
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Grade-Level
Specific
Examples

A RrvrEW: GRADES I+2
DEVELoPMENTAL LTvELS
CnnnncruRlsrrcs:
Pfurical

.
.
.
.

growth slows down compared ro the fint five years
gpin control over body/self regulation
need to be afiive
darelop bemer coordinadon

Emotional/Int€ltectual

'
.
.
.
.
.
'
'

nccd to

ercpress

newly acquired power and control, dorelop self-confidence' try our new

rolcs
ex(pression of power and

conrol help esrablish

self-esreem

moving awey from egocenrrism
have trouble taking another's poinr ofview

beginning inreractive conversadon; conrmunicadve
becoming inrercsted in peers; becoming social
devdoping moral values and more acflrate understanding ofmrrhs and falsehoods
derrcloping awareness of consequences for behavior and actions, and rules for

game-plrying

'
EACHTn Ttps:

) Be aware that children
firsr language is not En-

may have some difficulry
conceptsendval-

fiat

are not of particular
intheirculrure. You
need ro adapt marerial ro

.
.
.
.
o
.
.
'

Hback and reinforcemenr for posidve
behavior
beginning auronomours drought and munral rcspect
still tend to wanr to take retribution
undersmdirg of rules tends to be fixed and inflocible
dareloping logical operadons and abiliry to solve problcms
carl remember sequences, narnes of objecrs
bqlinning to form rhe basis for number concep$, evaluate argumens
percepdons at times sdll dominate reasoning abiliry
condnue to assimilate and accofiunodare experiencc inro cogrutive schemes or problemsolving patterrrs
need first succcsscs and immediate

t syrnbols,

words, and
rhar incorporate their
Put aside English ver-

skills for now.

Resource:
NadonalAssociation for the Educarion of,Young Children: DarehpmomllyAppropriatc Practict
in furly Childhood Programs (Bir-th n Age 8),by Sue Bredekamp, Wash. DC.

Children who are develop
disabled may only be

in panrcular areas; fie,v
need to focus on one area

of

acdviry for longer periods of
and may need exrra sup-
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I+2 PnolEcr InEAS
Pnolrcr [orn Srnnruns:
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Visit senior citizens.
BeBin friendship dubs.
'Wrire ro pen pals.
Create rh^dy arci$ on school or corununiry grounds.
Make posrers explaining why school is good for you.
Begin a "Stay-In-School" campaign.
Adopt a zoo animal.
Colleff sruffed animals to donare ro children in a homeless shelter.
Hold a coaE or mitten drive
Promote healthy dicts.
Hold a food drive for rhe homeless.
Create a children's park design.
Paint communiry fences.
fuk the communiry what ir needs.

=frt==t- 5{d-^A

IXTTCRATE SERVICE-LEARNINC INTo THESE ACADEMTC AREAs:
alphabet

scrence er(Penments

numbers

geography

dap of the week

culures of the world

months/seasons

ancient hisrory and culrures

handwriting

memorizing

spelling

songs

speaking

Bames

reading

poetry: reading and composing
basic computer skills
science experimenm

cooperation
organizarion: smrdng
completing projecrs

dancing
an projecrs
holidav arr projecrs
costlunes, puppets for
performances

script-wridng

Ec

TrncHrn Trp:
Present issues rlar have resolutions; don't bogyoung children

down wifi the rmponsibiliry of
many problems to solve alone.
Children can easily feel overwhelmed. I-et rhem decide what

fi.y'd like ro do. Keep the o<perience meaningful and fun.

O Natioual Youtlt
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ENERAI

HELPING Hnr.rDS
Gneors: I+2

DrscRrPTroN:
Snrdenr become awere rlrat hdping others is desirable and appreciated and that hdpi"S others
is something we can do oreryday. Snrdents recognizc u*ren and what doirg god decds/hdping
Ioola like by g"ing people paper hands or hand nmklaces when they do Br.d dceds, and by
k .pirg rrack of helpers on graph.

SunJrcrs AonRESSED:
arithmetic spelling arr, social snrdies, general snrdies

Sn-rnENT OurcoMES:
Students will be able

to...

OurcoMES FoR Sunlrms:
Spelling

.
'

LIse correfi spdling.
Use vocabulary

words: 'gord" *dced' *graplt,"

"fi*d"

nltelptr'- to ocplain

urhen

someone did somerhing helpful.

Arithmetic

'

Mcasure wi*r ruIer and pencil to consrruct a graph 17" x 17" long, (or design using computer software).

Art
. Dorelop eye/hand coordinadon ro cur paper.
. Draw, rrace, pasrc, crsrre hands our of cardboard, beads and paste.
Sociat Snrfies

'
'

Gain a$rareness of a social agency historical badrground and organizadon.
Make a general connection bemreen idend&ing problems and waln orhers work to
solve rhem.

General Snrdies

'

Memorize sequendal da1,s of rhe week, number rhe days of the weelc, spell the name
*re month corrertly, and idcntify *re rime of year.

PrnsorqAl GRowrH OurcoMES:

. Discriminare ben*,een helpful and unhclpful acrs of orhers.
. Recognize when someone needs help.
. Offer help without being asked.
. Chooses ro be helpfuI under appropriare siruadons.
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Co,r,t rnuN ITy Ourco&tEs

.
.

Perform a variery of hdpful acs.
Recognizc and encourage hdpful

acEs

amorg

:

peers.

fusEssMENT:

.
.
'

Snrdens produce Saph; correuly plac. words on it.
Snrdenr identifyweys rc help others; help orhers.
srudenu list and discrrss we)6 peers havc hcrped orhers.

TnerrvrNc

:

Coopcrative gune ro encouregE hclping beheviors

Ttrrte Lrrur:
Sweral in-class scssioru, then duing arr dme, rhen ongoing for
one monrh

MnrrRrALS:
Blunr-end scissors for "lefties" and "righdes", butcher paper for
graph, cardboard for necklace
hands, Poster PaPer for graph hands, masking BPe,Sluesdclc,
Elmer' sglue
for necklace hends, magic markers, cra),tlns, rhick colorful
)e.rn for necklaccs, staplers, pieces of fabric, felt, bcads, old buttons,
glirer, sdckcrs

OPTION

a Lassit motic or any W
iltotl that can danonrtrdu hdy
Shout

1) lrurnoDucrroN: GET
[r.rvol\trD!

o*hud ngethrany

"Snug On A Rug" (see page 83) is a cooperadve
game rhar asks childrcn ro help
each orher ro achieve a group goal.

Fxamples:

attittda onethows when hdpt"S
andfurtha drrt* * ofhilpr"g.
You can adapt thercptoccduret to
any show or mouir.

[ ^cqie is a friend ro Timmy. She lisrens to Timmy talk
She rcsponds
to Timmy wirh hcr ryes, and by barking, licking, ungging her rail.
I rqqie does good deeds bv rescuing orhers, uxaming
Tirnmy, watching Timmy so he
docsn't ger hun.
I aqsie

picla rhinp up.
ro know .igh, from wrong.

Lassie appears

Someumss I -'1scig is conccrned about rJre environrnenr and rries ro prorcrt
it.

lorNrrFy lssuEs ANo

PnoBLEMs;

After 8arnc, relate a brief anecdote about someone in rhe school who has done
a good decd
Brairutorm ideas of dmes people need hdpers. Drawon snrdens' personal op.ri.rft.
Lisr for
all to see. (See charr nem page.)

*) Nntional Yourlt

time l^asic

or Titnmy do somcrhingforfirrrtonc eke. Afwuardt ulh about thc

MorrverroNAl Acrrvrry:

-

Ift*

ingawudes.
thou a upd
Le,sit thow, atfr rhe goap n point

Council
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s:

[,ook more closeh at some ofr]rese needs. fuk snrdens ro conribute ideas for wap
fukwhat theywould want somcone to do iftheywere in fiat situradon. Ust these

m help ot]rers.
soluti-ons nerct

to the problems they have idendfied.

ExerrnplEs oF pRoBLEMS AND possIBLE
Problems

.

solunoNs:

Solutions

Somcone is sick and can'r

gfi our of

.

bed.

Makc rca and roast, ansri/er phonc or be quict, scnd ger
well card.

.

Mom and/or Dad need help wirh
housc dcaning and yard

.

.

Help dusr, warer planr, pick up shocs, fold dorhes, etc.

.

Cerefully selecr clothcs and assisr in d-ressing, bunoning

work

Smallcr sibling needs help getting drcssed,
eadng, or gening to slcep.

shins, ndng shoes, combing hair gendy, brushing reeth,
washing hands.

.

Rock other child ro sleep; sing a lullabp read or tcll
bedrime srory,;

jr.rsr be

a

wirh thcm.

Srrrm Orue [ssur WrrH
PnoposED SolurroN:
fuk

snrdents to identifr rhe issues rhey feel rhey could help solve right now as well as ones *rey
would need help solving. List on board in rwo €rqlories: "CAI.[ DO NO\Ufl" and "NFFD HELP

TO DO."
fuk

snrdenrs to idenrifr wa),rs thgv could recognize a helper for their help doing fiese

frirp.

Ansners could indude anphing from a simple "rhank you" ro an award. Fxplore ideas ofpraise,
h.S, Pars on the back, cenificates, sayrng "r-hank lou," giving a srar or a hand rc recognize a
"helping hand," and silent sarisfacdon in self-knowledge fiat you made a

OPTION
Ifyour studtnt

difference.
haue

a

bms

sageition, lou ma! with to
adapt tlte smtice aniuity.

In this case, the teacher decides the activiry. Tell rhe group ,h.y *ill makc
six "hclping hands" necklaces [o pass our ro people over a one-month
period for those they feel deserve to be recognized for helping orhers widrout
being asked.

OPTION
Ifsndend cdn'r wrire, a* parcrtts to be resporuibhfir lismting
and utriting the dted on the

handfir

the srudmt.

8) Nntional Youtlt
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rHE Pnoltcr/CounsE oF AmroNr:

Snrdenm wiil make and decorarc hand nccklaces ro glve to others to srmbolize
that a person was a "helper" and to give them public recognidon for their effons.

Additiond smaller hands will serve as markers on a monrlJong individual
saph with a wrimen description of rhe qpe ofhelp a person g*.,.Ln the hand

OPTION
I

I /2

hounfird

minatt
afirutard

mouie, I 5

rflt cti o nldis ats i

s o

n

using assigned vocabulary spelling words when appropriate.
F-:rample: She was a friend because she......

TrncHER Trp:

Turnr LrNr ro AccoMplrsH Tnsrs:

Be sure you make a hand for

Twenry minutes to do an initiative Balne, ten minute reflecdon/discr.rssion afterward, rhen
ongoing for an hour for each dme the acriviry is set up during regular periods of spelling,

each person so ar the end of the

aridrmetic, art, social snrdies, and general study.

acdviry when odren have accrrmulated hands, you are ahle ro
make sure a/eryone gffs a hand.

It

mighr be helpful ro write a
fie back of the

special note on

2) BncKGRoTJND:

hand.

fusEARCH YouR IssuE
Co,r,tr,ruNlTy HrsroRy oF PnogLEM
Urirg Resources (in and out of school):
Invite a suffPerson or volunteer from a corununiw organization ro come ralk to the group about
how and why rlrcir organization was created. Ask them ro describe r}re ways rheir organization
helps people and how their volunteers receive recognidon for doing god deeds.

3) TnnrNrNG:
Grr WHAr [r

TnKESI

[orNrrFy I(NowLEDGE, SKTLLS AND ExrrruENCE SruorNrs
Nmn ro GEr Srnnnn:
Ncd

to know fie alphabet, days of r}re weck, numbers up ro 3I, how ro rfirce, how ro cut wirl
scissors, Paste' measuremenrofa l2" rulcr,when togivea "helpinghand" toorhersforrhemselves
and to oriers in recognirion for their efforu, and informadon about a social service organizadon.
Necd awareness of helping organizatioru.

CURRENT

SruurNT KNowLEDGE AND

SKTLLs:

Need concepnral knowledge ofwhat it means to help someone, eyelhand coordination (srudens
will ler you know what rhey can do).

List these skills on the board.

(r) Nntianrrl Youtlt
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Ion DrscruPrroNs:
Students make and award necklaces, keeping uack of good deeds on graph. Parcns help wrire
on hands for greph, and listen to their children recite the da1,s ofrhe weeh counr ro 3 I , spell words,
andshare good deeds. The adminisrradon allows snrdents to wearhand necklaces for one mon*r
on specifi.d d"y=. The cotnmunity organization agrees to come to dass to spealc and answer
quesdons.

lnrnrrrFy WHAr Sn-rnrNrs Wrrr Br AnLE ro Do
Rrsun or Srnucr-LrnnurNc AcrnnrrEs:

As

A

Rsniew learner outcomes listed at rhe beginning of this activiry.

OPTION
Darhp lfu of harner onftomes.
What da you need
be

n

abh n help

hnow or do m

Pnrnrryrs rrE TnmNrrNG AcrnnrrEs:
Practice measuring, uacing, cutting, coloring and gluing. Practice graphing.

peoph?

4) STRVICE AcrrvrrY:
|usr Do Irl
DrscRrPTroN oF AcrnnrY:

OPTION
Studms may wuh m

rnahe morc

Snrdents help at home and school. Srudents mcasure and create a large greph
space for good deed categories; trace and cur our small ptain hands to paste
on graph laten rrace hand on cardboard, cut out and decorate hand necklaccs
to give awav when identifying helpers. S rudents dis trib ute hands fo r one monrh.

wi*r

hands to dae ou1

RrrlrcrroN:
Set aside 15-20 minutes each day for snrdenrs to share when *rey saw someone helping in a
siruadon or thry conributed by lcnding a helping hand. The teacher may poinr out ways people
share at school daily.

Questions may include
l#hat

is a good deedl

How do you know someone is a helperl
How did it feel to help anodrer person?

\flhat

was

fieir reacdonl

How did ir feel to you ro make rhat choice?
How did ir feel to give someone a helping hand

'What

was

ficir

necklace?

reacdon?

G)
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CrrrnnerroN:
Teacher awards everyone a helping hand necklace wirh specid nore on back

fusrssMENT:

Sndenx tour d smirc otgani,za.tion. Pkn a cff€fion! ltonoing
th t p amcip anx. O R s imp ly th anfr
th em

Relare ro specific projemed ourcomes. Observe snrdenu making graph.

Hold

a vocabulary/spelling quiz by asking ricm ro place words on graph. Have
snrdenm narne and share informadon about a communiry service organizadon.

\flhat

OPTION

does r}rat organization do? Have snrdenu identify and discuss urays

idta

fi r th cir h

e

lp (cmp haiz* th e

th* hrbr"S

is

a routiw, not

necesaily always rrcognized).

fiey

can help orhers.

OPTION
,4sh recipienn af studant'smict

EUruCHMENT

&

fu,rnEDhTIoN

:

Rcadappropriatestories aboutways famous and ordinarypeoplehave helped orhcrs orhave been
hdped by ofiers. Have those rvho did not (or could not) make a graph or hand necklace tape
record wavs r}rey have been helped over one week Give these srudents more time to complete
this projecr; ask rwo orhers ro assist during free periods.

FunrH

ER S E RVrcE AcnoNr s:
Arrange to participate widt a service organization by singing songs ro people who are lonely, or
by collecdng and distributing dot}res, food, and roys to people in need. Recognizc who in the
communiry doesn't Bet recognidon for their help. PIan waln ro recognize *rem.

@ National Youtlt

Council
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to utrite thanh yofi notcr or to
dtstibe how thE wre helped

Leslie Pawlak, Preschool Special Education Teacher, Dewey Center, Detroit, MI
SERYTCE LEARI{ING

ACfiON RESEARCE

WEE CARE GIFT BAGS

Lrsley Pawlak
Kelly Harris
The goals of tiis service project were m have sudents identiff the names of
basic toiletries. demonsrarc or describe their appropriate uses and son similar ircms
into sets. It is to be hoped that, snrdents would develop positive feelings towards
helping others as they understood these items were soned and put mgether for needy
people at the Detroit Rescue Mission.
Procedure

1.

A graph using smiley faces was made during circle time indicuing what
made us happy or sad and whu kinds of things we do that can make us feel good.
Children's responses were recorded. We then talked about how doing something nice
for others can make us feel good. We discussed preparing the gift baskers with the
soaps, brushes, etc. and how we might feel happy about helping others. Snden$ were
also encouraged to describe something that made them feel good or happy. Their
comments were written down.

2-

A wide assonment of personal toiletries was placed in baskets on the
uble. Snrdents were asked if they knew what the items were and what they were used
for. The imrns included sap, toothpaste, toothbrushes, combs, shampoos, nail clippers
and powders. We talked about who rnight use these items. Snrdents were then asked
ro pur all of the like items into separate piles, i.e., the soaps in a pile and the powders
in another pile. We talked about how the people would feel happy when they received
these bags.
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A RrvrEW: GRADES 3-5
DEVELoPMENTAL LTvELS
CnnnncrERrsrrcs:
Pnvsrcnr
.
.
.

r
t

lr a
a-.

l.lrr
:-la

a

?
t

ar

E

acdve and energedc

able to

qre for self

ercperiencing growth spurrs

ptou o NrAr-/

Ium

u ECTUAL:

a

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

hero worshipers; idealisdc

tcnd to interpret evenr in terms of "right" or "wrong"
competitive
worriers
shon-tempcred
sPontaneo!,rs

curious, inquisitive
fanciful, like make believe
pr'rzle-solvers: like to malce up jokes, warch carroons, solve mysreries
havc sarrre-se( friends
seek

*best"

friend

"acf out" if therc are problems at home
developing concem for ofiers
developing self-reliance
cerl predict consequences

dweloping bener reasoning skills
able to organize informadon
beginning to undersund qrmbolism and abstract conceprs
ablc to subsdnrre words and ideas for concrete obiects

Resource:
National Associarion for fie Educadon ofiYoung Children: DarhpmnullyAppropriaa Praoice
in furly Childhood Programs (Binh to Age 8),by Sue Bredekamp, Wash. DC.
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3-5 PnolECr InEAS
PnolECT
.
.
'
'
.
'
.
.
.
'
.
.

Inrn Sr,+nrERS:

Show orhers how to care for pets.
Investigate endangered species.
Fund raise for zoo and raise awareness of endangered animals.
Perform Plrlo and skits depicting communiry problems and rheir soludons.

Hold

'Write

healfi fair to raise awareness of dieq disease, and orercise.
inviations; address letters; make awareness posrers.

a

Hold Feed-rhe-Homeless food drive
Collecr clorhes, ro1n, shoes for needy counuies.
Hold birycle-repair clinics.
Hold safe roller-blading, skateboard and all-rcrrain bikc clinics.

Hold babpitring clinia.
Befriend elders.

IUTTGRATE SERVICE-LEARNTNG WITH THESE
ACADEMICAREAS:

rJ

J*4.:'*

arithmetic
math
algebra conceprc

using celcularors

compurer basics for word processing
banking procedurs
social srudies

-#
+ini

politics, voting righr, in-school mock
elertions
space uavel
astronomy
biology
chemistry
orienteering

!

lifle skills

history
geography
science

al

Q Nntionnl Yontlt

Conudl
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TTLEFnTEND

lNrrncENERATroNAr

Gnnnrs: 3-5

DEscRrPTroN:
Students dwelop a friendship rirough scheduled phone conversadons wirh a nursing home
residcnt, a senior citizcn, or an invalid. Srudens learn about corrrmon needs so r}rat both
parties suppon each other.

Undmstand and rrLpreir
*rdt frr loue, belnnging
cnrnprffiioruhip, and
twpect ofanothr

indiuidml and

Sunyrcrs AonRESSED:

thwruelus tbtuagh sstior
citi*en tel+iffids.

social srudies, language ans, health

SrunENr OurcoMES:
Snrdents

will

be able

to...

OurcoMES FoR Sunlrcrs:
Social Stufies

'
.
'

Demonsrate undcntanding of issucs relared to aging and senior citizcns.
Interview senior cidzcn to dwelop a sense of history.
Recognizc and undersrand rhe rdadonship berween various human needs.

hguage Arts
' Demonstftne appropriate telephone edquene, speaking and lisrening skills.
' Consolidate and organize rhoughts through concise wrimen sratemcnr to another
individual in

'

a

simulated former such

as a

relegram.

Use appropriate words in telegrams and during phone sessions: "companion(ship),"
"polite," "sefiior," "respect," "inuali/" "frimd(ship),"'lneb ofneeds,'"xpression,'',,trb-

phone, "tehgram, " "silpport, " "belong(ind, - "confned".

Health

'

Through appropriate corununication and response, dcmonsuare awareness of *re
human life cycle and phpicaUemodonal needs of *re rclefriend.

PsnsoruAl GRowrH OurcoMES:
' Understand and express needs for love, belonging, companionship,
another individual and *remselves firough senior cidzen relefriends.

O Nntional Youtlt
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and respect

of

#ft

Com,rnuNrrY OurcoMES:
'
'

Conrribure to fie personal emodonal and menul well-being of senior cidzens.
Provide regular check-in on r}re healdr and needs of isolated senior cidzeru.

fusrssMENT:
' Snrdenrc demonsuate intervi*irg skills, write up resulrs of inrerviews.
' Snrdents mainain an accurate log book of calls maden noting special evenm, needs.

TnmNING:
Srudenm develop speaking skills for phone conversations, research senior healdr issues such
dependence on hearing aides, frail bones, disabilities due ro suokes, Alzheimers, etc.

as

Site Supervisor(s) must be aware that elemenary snrdents will initiate phone mnversadoru
and leners. Theyshould also be willing to match seniors wirh srudenrc, Hlkwirh seniors about
how to interact wirh elemenrsry srudenm and orienr srudents to work with seniors.

Ttptr

LrruE:

Two 45-minute scssions for set-up, followed by 15 minutes each week or mondr per srudent
for phone time with telefiriends; 15 minures for wriring relegrams to relefriends once a weelc
or rwice a montJr.

Merrzuru-s:
Identifv an organizadon that can pair srudents wi*r senior citizens living at home or in a
nursing home(s). (Contacr senior cidzen centers or organizarions, neighborhood organizations, churches or orier organizations.) Obnin phone numbers and addresses of seniors,
paper, pencil and possibly a story abour a senior citizen. (For children's' srories, see Suggested
Bool<s bv Issue Area", page 239.)

o[ka] is a nadonal organiza-

which seeks to improve
qualiry of life for senior
Thry offer many
t resource materids on
acuuues.

mct BiFolkei Productions,
809 Mlliamson St.,
WI 53703 or.all

)251-2818.
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1) Ir*rrRoDUCTroN:
GEr lruvolvrnl
MorrvnrroNArAcrnnry:
Engage students in the gtroup inidative "Star Studenrc" (See page 87) to build on self-esteem and
introduce the concept oflevels ofneeds. Use r}re activityto demonstrarewhyit is easier ro saynice

thingr tootherswhenourbasicneeds forfoodandshelteraremetandwefeelgoodaboutourselrrer.
Discuss a simplified version of Maslow's hierarchy of needs 6c motivadon:
1) physical needs for food, shelter urd heakh;

2) safery and prorecdon issuesl
3) love and belongns

4) self-esteem and respefi;
5

) selFundersrandingispirirualiry.

You mavwish to o<plore the primary needs and lump all oriers into asecondarycaregor),; no need
ro ger rechnical regarding Maslow's five levels: i.e.
l) phfical needs and need for saferp
2) need for love, respefi and self-undersmnding.

fuksrudenm to rhinkabout riemselves, their fricnds and fr.mily. $flharsons ofneeds do rleyfocus
on? Write down sugestions for both primary and secondarf needs. What prer/en6 or allows
peoplc ro think bryond food and shelter? Is one person bemer than anorfier becar:se hdshc worries
more abour self-undersranding fian food? 'Why or why notl

InrrurrFY lssuEs AND PnoBLEMs:
Brainsrorm a lisr of srengths and needs of older people.

BnnrNsroRM Possr

BLE

TracHrR Trr,:

SolurroNs:

Idendfu a soludon for each unmet need. Be sure rhe idea of loneliness or having friends is on rIe
list of problems, as it will be *re focus for fie project. If you are working wi*Lseniors who live
ar home, a daily check in on fieir hea]fi may be a need srudenrs can address.

Srum Onrr lssur WrrH

PnoposED SolurroN:

Selecr an issue that relates to helpingelders develop new friends. Thegroup mayinidare rhcirown
soludon or you mav suggest they become "relefriends".

proleo ntat be an idtal way
, "ktch kE" child and a

This

fi,
a

fuily che*-in. Ifthis it a purpoi€

ofthe p rogram, bt sure

bo rh pames
hnow the sittntion. furh ofthmt
should haut a prucas nfrllnw and

phone numbm n call ifthoe is no

awwer to the apeacd call

Puq.'r'r

rHE PnolECT/CouRsE oF Acrroru:

Research senior services nerworks and find our how ro march up wirh seniors. (Make a couple
ofcalls before vou suggest rhe proiect to srudens to find what rhe needs ofseniors really are. For

example, it mav be more appropriare for srudcnrs ro mecr primary needs by collecting food or
clorhing.) Give srudena freedom to organize how ro accomplish fie project. You maywish ro
provide a copy of rJre srudenr planning grid (See page 101 ) for each person. Sruden6 musr figrr.

outa time each of rhem can regularlv call their telefriend. Decide ifparent helpers rre n..d.J [o,
activities.

A Nntional
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Tlrnr Luqr ro AccoMplrsH Tnsrs:
Several sessions to set-up, then

ongoing. Strucnrre in a rerminarion dare for rhe prograrn. Snrdenm
may continue crlls after that dme, but r}re program musr have closure. It is unacccpable for

contafi merely to rail off.

2) BncKGRouND:
RTsEARCH

YouR lssuE

Corvr,r,tuNlTy H tsroRy oF Pnonu,,rn
Using Resources (in and out of school);
Snrdenr invesrigate organizations that deal wirl basic primary

needs lilce food and shelter. Invite
speakers to class who represenr organizations that deal wifi rlese basic human needs to ocplain
how thfl/ succeed or don't. They should explain how and why fiey were created.

fuk

the school nurse to give background and hisrory of heakh care for seniors or of the nursing

profession.

3) TnntNrNG:

Grr \MHAI Ir

TnrcES!

IprrurrFy KNowLEDGE, SKTLLs AND ExpETENCE SruntNTS
Nrro ro Grr Srnnmn:
Develop srudent concepr of emparhv by designing a pracdce session for srudents to feel whar it
is like to have a disabiliqv, be dependent on orhers ro bring food, or be confined ro bed ,ll d^y.

Cunmrqr STuDENT Kr{owLEDGE AND Srulm:
fuk

srudenrs to talk about rheir own grandparens or or]rer senior cirizcns *rey know. How do
speak wirh them? \flhat have drqv observed abour the needs and strengths ofsenior citizens?
Some srudenrs will certainly have lou ofgood suggestions forwap ro communicatewirh scniors.

thw

Ios DrscruPTroNS:
Snrdcnm wrire and/or call to introduce rhemselves. They mustbeconsisrent in

fieir contact wirh

their telefriend. Depending upon r}rewaythe program is ser up, rhe telefriend maytrulydepend
upon rhe regular conrec for emodonal or even phpical needs.
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lnrNrlrv Wnnr SrunrNrs Wtrr Br AnLE ro Do
Rrsum

As A

or SERVTcE-LEnnNrrNG ExprruENCEs:

Dwelop list of learner outcomes. What do srudenm need to leam in order ro supporr rle needs
ofsenior cidzeru?

Pnrruql

rs

rrE Tnerru rNG AcrnruTrEs:

with rleir rclcfriends and arrange a visit ro their homes/nursing home(s). Practice
interviewing' conversation and listening skills. Investigate corunon problems ofsenior citizens
Pair snrdenrs

suchas impairedhearingandsight,

shon-termmemoryloss, special diita"f needs, etc. Emphasize
that sn:denLs must learn to see and respond to the person fim and not the disability.

4) SrRVrcE Acrrvrry:
|usr Do Irl
Acrrorul DrscruprroN

oF

AcrMry:

Inuoducc rie srudenm to rheir telefriends. You maywish to allow dme for srudenrc ro charwitl
fieir telefriend-to-be. This may be a good time to conduct interviews and "break rhe ice."

lnterview questions could indude:
Iilflhat is your firll name?

bc a painful subjecr for neglcced or lonesome seniors.)

Whar

is your favorire food? Animal? Colori Spon? BoolC
did you do for fun when you were my age?
To whom do you write leners?
when do you remember firsr having a relephone or telerdsion?
How did you communicate wirl people before the telephone?
Have vou svcr reccived a telegram or sent one?
How did people rrse telegrams when you were growing up?

'Whar

A Nntional

fie telefriend

Youtlt

an
agrced upon timc(s) n
talh on telqltorwfor the

Prasentationfrr the
senion.

S€nd 'telqrams" as an
oTtgo tttg u:riting miuiry
tlrroughoat the mofith.
Thry can be "hopF!
grams", or updates ort
how school it Sor"g.
Remmtbs bolidays,
binhdays, and dowt
times.

Do you have a nicknamel
VIhere did your narne originate? Is ilrere a story rhat goes wi*r how you gor your namei
'What
do you enjoy abour vour family? (Encourage snrdens ro be sensidve sincc rhis can

The srudent and

taffiinrdsetup

Studtn* rnil! wish to
ploo a musical or othw

Snrdenrs should find out ahead of dme r}e abilides of *re seniors, rheir reading, hearing, and
amention sPans. Thryshould coordinate times ro call elders, especially during dmi ,t .y*,tt mosr
lilaly be alone, miss fieir families, or need special amendon.

.
.
.
'
.
.
.

ser

and tlte

nffitfeur months. &t an
ffiding date.

Ifpossible, srudenm should visir dre nursing home(s) oftheir friends to increase their r:nderstanding of rieir new friends, and to have a visual i*.g. for funuc phone crll.s. lf5rudens are working
with seniors who live at home, dris may be more problemadc, yet still desirabte.

.
.
'
'

The studnrt

up an agreed upon dmc(s) to ulk on telephones for rhe nert

Council
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The snrdenr and the telefriend set up an agrccd upon dme(s) ro talk on telephones for rhe norr
few months. Set an ending date.
Snrdenm maywish to plan a mr:sical or

seniorc to help

their recolle*ion

ofier presenradon for the seniors.

Send "telegrams" es an ongoing wridng acdviry *roughout tIe monrh. They can be "h*ppy
grams", or updates on how school is going. Remember holidal,s, binhdaln, and down rimcs.

eusnfr,

charanrirtis of
or

othr

histoiral
lrfrotlu, and
ofthe times as
atny to mrich the smdy
Seniorc ,nily
abh tu fiitor or help
with thdr

RErrrcrroN:
Share resulr

of the intervielus and impressions of the rclefriend after any visit or

phone

conversation.

Snrdens may need to orplore ideas with each orler on how ro be more comfortable with their
tclefriend or how rc help *reir telefriend be more comforable wir} *rem. Identify ways the
nursing home arends to elders' needs and encourage snrdents to continue ro thinlcofweys thcy
can make rheir telefriend a linle more comfomable.

CErrnnnrroN:
Srudenm write leners ro rhe editor of rhe local newspaper that describe rheir pmise and conccms
about nursing homes.
rilflatch

a

video about

a

yourl

and an elder such *s

Rculn ofTbe Blach Sullhn (Mickey Rooney

play= an elderly horsc rrainer.)

Plan a parrf in dass, ar a nursing home or senior center berween rhe srudens and thqir telefriends.
Presenr ccrdficates of paniciparion to each relefriend.

fusrssMENT:
Relate to specific projecred ourcomes.
. Obsenre srudenrc using phone skills when ulking wirh senion.
' Examine "telegrams" before thry are senr for legibiliw, conrenr, and usage.
' Obscrve who seems to be having rouble and inrervene wirh a helpmate.
' fuk srudenrc to write an in-class peper on what nceds are, why nursing is an irnponanr
profession for men and women, what nursing homes are like now, and how dreywant

'

drcm to be when t}ey are as old as rhcir relefricnds.
they can work no\r/ ro make nursing homes bener for the fu-

fuk rhem to explain how
nrre.
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zucHMENT &. Rr,rnED TATIoN :

' fuk seniors to help erplain

their recollecdon of historical even6, personal characerisdcs of
presidents or other imponanr historical figures, lifesryles, and problems of the dmes as a
way to enrich the srudy of hisrory. Seniors may be able ro ruror or help srudens with

'

dreir homework
Telefriends agree to teach each other somerhing new when theyvisit. Young people
could teach their telefriend to fold origamr paper cranes, or do it for them.

Funrn ER S ERVTcE AcroNr s :
' compile a corununiry hisrory based on seniors' remembranc€s.
' Involve telefriends with srudens as communiry service parmers on an issue of *reir
choice.

'

Create a job banl( berween srudents and seniors including such irems as: rutoring household chores, gardening, lener writing, reading or relling irories, et .

job banh
betareen studm* dfid
s utio rs incfud.ing s"w Ij
i*'ms as: ttttoing
Create

a

household chores,

gardming lctter uriting
ieading or telling sto'ics,
etc.
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PH.OGRAU
TIIIH,N GR.[.DE SERVICE-TEARTII]IG
Jzi
ilhor
rL
flitd€apilrg
t
au.f eb
i tzc ne* 3/rt t?t

I}ITRODUCED XO:[CEP[ OF SERYICE
1

.

A

t-.

rith t eechers eJrd other adult s t'd.thin our school
about ::elr needs arrd hovr third graders might be of service.
I(gao Tte .'rrt end the El ephant b y Bill Peet arrd di-scussed
Checrec

friencshlp and service,
3. Brai.nstonned w'ith class on 1-'ays to be of service j.n our
schooi.

CIITI}i]:: A CHOICE
1. l{ade e list of aveilable service projects in our school .
?; Gave stucents a choicen
Br to participate or not
b. to sel ect 3 pro.i ect s theyr d like to do.
sE[ uP sc;3i'-l[E, oRrSI[TAIIOiI A:ID TRATII-MG
1. Scheiriec children. wlth one of their three cholces (or

GAVE

2.
3.

esked :i theyr C cousld.er another)
OrLetrteted studenis es to my ex-Dectations
Learrrer.

of a Servlce-

IIad ini.ividual teachers do oa-the-job training urith their

lervice-iearrrers.
4. Requirei ell Se::l'ice-leeraers to .weer aJl I C3IJ IIAKE A DIFEERENCE
button :;hea golng to ead doing their servlce project.
CONDUCTED

1.
2.
3.

REFIECTIO:T

":EI(IY
ueekiy writlng topics for their iournals.
I'asi6aei
Had opportunity for students to share their Joui'nals (optlo'ai).
IIad stui.ents color pictures about their Serrrlce-leeralag :''
project, role play problems aad solutlons,
and vrrite a coumerclal about theLr selvice project.

CETEBRAIED SUCSESSES A"{D RECOG}IIZED SERVICE-IEARIIEBS'

to the Service-Lee.rners
from th.e supervlsing teacher ( played tape at our celebration),
2. Iavitei principal to celebration to hand out Service-learning
certiflcates (the certificate had e photograph of the stuqent
at their Service-Learning proj ect) .
3. IIade e he1l bulletln board. lrith their certificates, r?Titings

1. Recorcei a personalized

message

s,nd dralrinqs.

Pfinted on Recycled Paper
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Lisa Billops, 4ttr Grade Teacher, Dewey Center for Urban Education, Detroit, MI

trIOGR PHITS
By Lisa Billops, Tetcher
Dewey Center for Urban Education
Detroit, Michigan

Hypothesps:

L

*Snrdents' senior citizen biographies will show evidence of
academic improvement over their initial peer biographies with
higher writing scores as a result of service learning.

a,
3t

*Srudents' anitude surveys will show evidence cf affective
improvement from December to March as a result of
service learning.

Academie Ohjectives:
*Students

will model interviewing

seniors.
*Strrdents

lvili

skills for both peers and

be able to dernonstrate rvriting published copies
through the usage of the writing process.
*Students r+'ill apply sequence and organizarional skills in their

writing.
*Students rvill show an improvement in the sequential development in writing.

92

*snrdents rvill edit their papers and begin making the necessary
revisions.
*snrdents rvill share the biographies with their partners to proofread.

tstudents will edit their final revisions and rvrite their
published copies.
*snrdents will discuss the activities and write reflections in their
journals.
*Three teachers will read and score the anonymously written
biographies using a scoring rubric.

lVeek Three
#snrdents

will

repeat the process of hrainstormins questions

for their senior citizen interviews.
*Teacher and students will formulate
questions for senior citizens.

a

final set of interuiew

*students will discuss the activities and write reflections in their
journals.

lYeek F'our
*students rvill complete an attinrde survey that reflects their
feelings about senior citizens before they visit and interview
them.
*students rvill visit the seniors, team with partners and conduct
the interviews.
*students rvill begin writing the senior biographies.
*students rvill edit the first drafts and make revisions.
*The sErme student partners will assist with the revisions.
*Published copies will be completed.
*The sarne three teachers will read and score the senior bio93

6-8 D EVELoPMENTAL LTvELS
CHenncrERIsrlCS:
Pnvsrcnr
.
'
.
.
E

rapid physical growth and development
wide range of developmental differences
coordination improving

higtly energedc and active

ptono NAr,/ [ NIrr L LEcruAL
.
.

preoccupation with appearance
self-esreem issues for girls (This is the time young women tend to drop marh and
science which research shows will tend to lower fieir income earning power and
choices for employment unless thry make it up later.)

. do not went to stand out
' tendenry to conform to peer group standards of dress
. value acceptance by peer group
' tcndency to be intolerant of those who are "different"
. have emotional ourbursrs; feelinp are on r}re surFace
. idealisdc
. want to be heard
. egocenuic
. need to look beyond self
. introspective
' need to develop inrrospection and sense o[responsibiliry
' need to challenge the snnrs quo and aurhoriry
. see selves as adults, but frusrrated by lack of choices for eutonomy
. have abiliry to be cmpafiedc
. have fleelings of inepmess
' want to be socially engaged, to make a difference, to give hop.
. value exploradon
' dweloping likes and dislikes, attiudes
. need ro be allowed to make mistakes and try again
' doreloping problem-solving skills
. beginning to be aware of frrture carecr and life-planning issues
. loyal to friends and peer Broup
. have abiliry ro fiink abstracdy
. have derire for social action and responsibiliry

Q Nttiottal
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6-8 PnolEcr [nEAs
PnolECr

lnrn

SrHnrERs:

. Hold muld-culrural, gender-fair, disabiliry-aware c:rreer and life-planning fair.
. Plan intergenerational culrural exchanges.
. Gafier oral hisrories.
. Ger training for peer helping, rutoring, conflict resoludon.
. Make an AIDS quilt and give awareness presenmdons.
. Hold SADD (Srudents Against Drunk Driving) fund raising el/enm.
. Give cardio-pulmonary resusciation 6r first aid training.
. De',relop warer qualiry projecu.
. Plan and execute environmenal protecdon and awareness campaigru.
. Volunteer at soup kitchens, nursing homes and day ciue centers.
. Volunteer at hospitds and/or for the Red Cross.
. Help with lircracy and vorer registradon campaigns.
. Serye on boards for non-profits *rat affect youfi issues.
. Research handicap issues.
. Do a communiry needs assessment survey.
I NITTG RATE S ERVTCE- LEARN ING

WITH THESE ACADEMTC

rtL.GE
a--EE'!

math

politics

algebra

eafih science

geomerry

consumer survival

computer assisted presentations

first aid

wridng

art hisrcry

grarnmar

philosophy

reading

srudio art

literature

physical educadon Er
recreational srudies

socid srudies

human ecology

history

ciueer planning

geography
j':i
-

ARFAS:

civics

I i.l,
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NVIRONMENT,
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Rnrr.r FoREsr CnUNCH
Gnnors: 6-8

DrscRrPTroN:
Snrdents idendfy resourccs and culnrres riat are endangered due to deforestadon pracdces
around rhe globe. Snrdents relate *reir personal concem for rhe preservation of forests by

idendfying and plandng uees locally. Srudents write lemers to encourage preseruadon ofthe
endangered forests of the world.

Sunlrcrs AnnREssED:
q

geography, social snrdies, science, language arrs

;re*-^._

SrunENT OurcoMES:
Snrdents will be able

to,..

LrnnruER OurcoMES FoR

Encn Sunyrcr:

Geography

'
'
.
'

Construct condnenul maps depicting rerrain and wearJrer of endangered
forcsts around fie world.
C-alculate dismnces and sizes of endangered forests.
Idendfr ladmde and longimde on a globe.
Idendfr rhc larirude and longinrde of the loca] communiry. Describe irs
indigenous trees, *re local terrain and dimate.

Social Studies

.
.

Determine the polidcal and economic reasons forests are disappearing.
Discover the name and culrural characteristics of indigenous people who live

.
.
.

in endangered foresrs.
Invesdgare who uses the producs of the rain forest.
Assess which country is *re largesr consruner of endangered forest producrs.
Identify forest uses r}rat are sustainable over dme.

Science

.
.
.

Research medicinal values of endangered forests.

Ident&

treesr planm and insects that are indigenous to these forests.

Collect evidence abour

rJre

impacr of the loss of riese forest on global human

life.

Ingrrage Arts

.

.
.

Idendfy ideas, uke nores, and organizc marerial collecred from various readings
on endangered foresrs.
Read an artide on deforesrarion and write a one-page srurunar/.
'Write
a persrresive business letter to a government represenmtive asking ro
preserve an endangered florest. Use evidence flor opinions as support.

96
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M-ainuin daily learning log enuies describing droughs and feelins on
"lariirde,"

endangered foress incorporadngvocabularywords: "endangered,"

"deforestation," "longitude," "biologist," "represenrative," '?nedicinal value,,'

"landform".

PrzuoNAL GnowrH OurcoturEs:
' Translate concern for global environmental problems into mngible local acdon.
' Support opinions wirh well researched and thoughr-our facrs and argumenrs.

c orvuvtuN ITY OUTCOA^E S :
.
'
'

Plant and numrre Eees.
Encourage comm.nirF ro preserve rheir indigeno,s trees.
Encourage r}c global communirF to preserve indigenous foresrc and peoples.

fusrssMENT:

. Snrdcnm plan and carry our rree plandng project.
. Srudents research and write persuasive lemers.
. Srudenrs maintain learning logs.
. Snrdenrc write reporr on their research findings.
' snrdenrs produce maps and charrs to illustrate fieir findings.

TnmrvrNG:
I mapmaking,

RrsouRCE
research skills, leaer-wridng, group reiun work

fiilo*i"S
. 'Worldrilflildlift Federation ar

Tu*r Lrrur:

I-800-CALL lilflIilfF to rceive

five to seven class periods

informadon on rain forests and
inquire as ro how ro buya piece

Memruels:

ofa rarn forest.

The Grear l{apoh Tree, bv Lynne Cherry, Gulliver Press (1990), the rexrbook World
Gmgrapln, HoldReinhardr (1991), "Brazil's Vanishing Fronrier," by Naomi S.frl in the

April 1991

issue of

You may wish to contatt thc

. Clrildren's

Rain Forest, P. O.
Box 936, Lrwiston, ME 04240,

(207178+t069, or (207)

JuniorScholasdcmagazine.

7n-

1370 to find our morc abour rhe

Srudenrs needworld maps, shovels,30 youngseedlinp, soil, acccss ro warer, uash bags, and
nrlers. Conuct your local Park depa:tment or school disrict physical plant office ,o di..,*
opdons for plantings. Usean indigenous species oftree. Contact your srate Dept. oFNanrral
Resources or a universiry foresry depanmenr about gening seedlings.

Costa Rican rain fore*s.
. Rain ForestAction Networlq

501 Broadway, Suirc A, San
Francisco, CA94 I 33 (4 I 5) 3984404 or FAX 415-395-2732.

. CulruralSuryiml, l l Diviniry
St., Cambridge, MA 02138 for
information on issues affecting
indigenou peoples.

O Nationnl Yontlt
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1) InrrRoDUCrroN:
GET

ll.rvolvrnl

MorrvnrroNAlAcrnnry:
Engage srudents in inidative Barne, "Srug On A R,rg" (see page 83) to inuoduce rhe concept of
cooperation during dmes ofdwindling resources. Emphasize howpower issues ofthe "haves" and
"heve no ts " come into play when someo ne does n' t feel like cooperating or when

OPTION

sharing becomes impossible. Compare how the snrdents uear each other to r}re
behavior of First and Third'World countries toward each orher. AIso coruider

Chdnge the name of the garne to

*re way's rhat majoriry populations treat minoriry populadons.

*Suruiual!"for

this age group artd

atiuity and mahe up a story related to a life rafi orfnod

'

Read the book The Ctrcat l{apoh Treeto the group. C-onsider
th5fo{owing questions for a reflective sessioi o. ihe meaning
of the boolc
[n what ways does the narura] cnvironmenr influence d're cusroms and belieft ofthe
people who live in the forest?

Think ofsome narural fearures in your e nvironmenr rhat influence your idendry and
culrural belieft as much as fie Kapok rree.
. How do drese beliefs connecr us ro nanrrei
' What happens to a culnrre when fiese narr:ral fearures disappear or ere uken avay?
. How did r}re creanrres of fie jungle help rhe boy learni

'

OPTION

lorrulry

,Addiriorul political issws and,
auntues to xpbrt might includc

why this

the

.

frllowng

questions:

How do people or nadons
with mort refiur€es ffe*t
othm withow resourcesl

. Wat are some things natioru
.

wanrfom

each

othel

WhEt probbms a*e when
one narion wanm rhe
resources of another?

Gencrate

a

lssuEs AND PnosLEMS:

list describing what happens when

a

foresr is desroyed. Dcscribe

problem, or forwhom it is a problem. (See resources listed under
"materials" above as well as the bibliography, prg. 246 for addidonal
badrground informarion.) Give all sides ofian issue a hearing.
is a

B nm NSToRrvr PossrBLE
Invent as manysoludoru
prodously.

as

SolurroNs:

possible to each

offie

issues and problems lisred

F-xamples could indude:

.

Buy a piece of rhe Amazon rain forest to ensure who has rhe power
ro decide what ro do wirh ir.

'

Recycle all

fie

paper used at school.

fuk thar the school

r:se

only posr- consurncr

waste recvded paper.

. Stop using producu creared ar rhe e:(pense of rhe rain forest.
'Write
a ietter to the President, Congress, rhe Unired Nations, etc. asking for posirive
'
'
'

intervendon.
Publicize fie names of businesses that refiue ro reduce or srop sales of products
damaging ro the rain fiorest.
Generate and publicizc a list of medicines thatwill no longer be available iffie rain
f,orest isn'r protected.
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Publicize culn*es affected by fie loss of their rain forest.
Research susrainable uses of forest producs that could preserve foresrc and jobs.
Plant uees as a recovery and public ffirmadon projecr in your communiry.

snrcr or*rr Issur wrrH PnoposED sorurroN:
Srudents plant trees as an act expressing concern about endangered resources. They also write
ro the u. s. President or to their congressional delegation.

Iemers

Pmrq rHE Pnoyrcr/CounsE oF Acnoru:
Determine dre qpc of treesthat grow in your area- Research where to plant seedlings and how
ro obain ree seedlings to plant. Get permission ro plann Collect tool, to planr.
* a plan
ro warcr and care for dre trees after rhry are planred.

il4

Trmr Lrnrr:
Several sessions

2) BncKGRouND:
RESEARCH

YouR [ssuE

Corutr,tuNrry HtsroRy oF Pnogrrl
Using Resorrrces (in and out of school):

l)

Conduct research using World Gngraplry as a rexr book resource and "Brazil's
Vanishing Frontier" in Junior Scholasdc magazine ro locate endangered foresrs.
(Emphasize thar rain forests appear in Nonh America as well as So.rthAmerica
or
fie Amazon.) Make a map indicating these foresrs. Show their latirude and
longirude wiri graph lines drawn lighdy in pencil.

2) Draw picnrres ofvarious rypes ofendangered rrees and plants for each rain forcst.

3) Invire one or more of the following people ro clrqs or ro lead fie group on a field
*iPt local boranist, biologisr, ciry gardener, carpenrer, lawyer,logg.r, lumber
comPany rePresenradve, park ranger, foresr service rcpresentadve, or the polirical
figure in your communiry who has done fie most work on behalf of
preserving d:e environmenr. fuk the speaker(s) to ulk abour the
OPTION
indigenous planrs and rrees in vour area, indicating where *rey tend ro
be tlrearened and why.
Organrze afeld tlrp to uitit trch a
site or area. Phongraph and dommcnt the

fip by uriting a pupn

that d*sribes uthat it mtans tu
lou
to sdue this area

(t

) N*iounl

Yourlt
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3) TnnrNrNG:
Grr WHAr Ir Tnr<rsl
InrNrrrv KNowLEDcr, SKTLLS AND ExTruENCE SruorNTs
Nrrn ro Acr:
Snrdents must be able to: research and document cr.se for preserving rain foresm; undermand the
biology, ecolory, and culrure of rain foresr cornmunities; planr and talce care of Eecs; wrirc
persrtasive lerters; work in teams.

CunnrNT STuDENT KNowLEDGE AND Srurs:
How many srudents have planted uees? How many know somerhing about the rain foresrs or
othcr foresrsi \flhat research skills/c:<perience do they havei

Ion DtscruprroNs:
Research. Plant and take care of rrees. Identify responsible public officials.

OPTION
Dadop

list of leanter oatcomes.

\Wat do *udrnn hnow about resurching and doatmmting the
cast for cnuironmenul actionl

\ffritc letters.

InrrurrFy WHAr SnrnrNrs Wrn Br AnrE To
Do As A Rrsum oF SERVTcE-Lrnnr.rrNG
ExpTTENCES:
See

first page of this acdviry.

What da thry need to hnow?
Prerequisite TrainingActivitiesr Team work will be imporranr as will research
abiliry. Building confidence in exisdng research abilides may also be needed.

4) SrRvrcE Acrrvrry:
fusr Do Irl
Acrror*tl DrscruprroN

oF

AcrMTy:

1) Srudenrs organize themselves to locate resources and develop a plan ro plant
scedlingr at a firearened site.

2) Snrdenrc research and write leners on behalf of preserving
communiry or an endangered foresr.
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RrrurcrroN:
'
'

Srudents record impressions and research in personal learning logs.
Srudenm share impressions and assumpdons about dre intenrlo*ta symparhies
of political fiS.o rhey conact

OPTION

CrrrnnerroN:
Plan a Parry' recognition ccremony, or ask political figuro conracted
to send.
snrdents an official certificate of civic recognidon listing rheir names, school,

andJor dcmonstrate f.re fghting
equipmatt and ulh about rtSho
ingfrrestfires.

and date of *re prorect.

fusrssMENT:
Relatetospecificprojecedoutcomes. Preparedisplaysandchansofsrud.entwork observegroup
cooperadon and discussion Panerns. Rerriew the learning lo5. Comect and
display l.*o..

ETrucHMENT
'
'
'
.

d wnttat trrt

& RrrutEDrATroN:

on hnowbdge ofthe

rlat do not

Snrdenm make papier-mache insecr, animal, or masks recognizinB
rhe inhabimnts

influenced by a forest environment.

FunrH ER S ERyrcE Actous :
. Develop a rerycling cenrer at school.
' Develop an endangered forest awareness campaign
the communitv'

.

onri

aror1nd or are

for vounger srudenr, paren6,

Dsign and build public informadon riarerials for
io,.r,g.,

srudents, or perhaps for a local narure cenrer.
Research fie best options for use of rerycled and non-bleached papers in
rhe school
districr. Make a presenadon ro rhe board
of educadon recorrrmending an environ-

menrally sound poliry for rhe disrim.
Research environmenul impacr and rhe
best pracrices for rhe use ofor}rer producm
in rhe districr and communiry (e.g. fuel
used bv school vehicles, headng and cooling rechnology, srudenr rransportarion to
school). Be sure srudents collect dara

from a//sides of r}re issues, or fieir

will

be

weak

cases

-.G|.s+r

-E
-r

(t-)

their research,)

uadition that connecrs people to r}te environmens and reinforccs their idendry.
Srudenrc idendfy produca in rheir home and/or local businesses that
come from an
endangercd forest.
Srudenm conducr research on sustainable foresr products (i.e. thosc
desuoy r}e forcsr).

rainfir-

est. (Sndnrt could prepart
questioru fir tath otltn fiom

Snrdenm locate, read, and surnmarizc in r,nritingone sroryrhat is based on
a culrural

or tradidons associated with people whose culrural bcliefr

'

OPTION

Nrtiortnl Yontlt
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Resources

Uouldn't lt be

nlce lf schools
had all the
moneu theu
needed and the
Pentagon had to
hold bake sales?
Anonymous

RESEAR(H RESOURCES

ADDITIONAT

OF INFORMATION AND

'OURCE'
RESEARCH ON
A''I'TANCE FOR
by

Compiled

'ERVICE.TEARNING*

Alon 5. Watermon, Ph.D.

ERICAN

E

DU(ATIONAI RE'EARCH

IATION-EXPERI ENTIAL. SE RVICE AN D
ITY-BA'ED TEARN I NG'PECIAI I NTEBEST
ROUP
he goal of the Expenentr,al, SeMce and Community-Ba5ed Leaming Special lntemit

6rwp

(516) is to sponsor research pr€lentations on intemships and practice, servic+
leaming and other typ6 of community-based leaming at AERA's annual conference.
SlG publishes a neffihtter that andudes rEfources in servic+leaming, rwiars of reent
rcseardt and discrssions of uends and isues in experiential haming research. Dr. Norrlla
Xeith, Ternple University, is 199t1997 5lG Chair. Dr. Peter Munill, Northwestem Uniirersity,
Arry Fhillaps, Wh€elock Coll€ge, are Progranr Chairs for the 1997 AER{ Conference"
lndividuab interested in research on servic*leaming are invited to ioin the SIG

Dr. Susan Rmt, Alma Colhgc, OcFarumnt of Education
Alrna,

463-7202

E-rnail:

FAX: $1n4$-72?7

root@alma.edu

THE (ENTER FOR EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION AND
RVI(E.LEARN I HC (CE ESU
'E
/FEESL

is a centerat the DeparEnent of Worh Community and Famiiy Education wtrich
pert of the college of Education at the university of Minnesota. cEESt fiafl ronduct
UstuOies on rcwic+haming, national and stat€ scryice and other work and community.
bared haming initiatives. Thry harc developed materials on setfdirected study and $rork
thrwgh colhbontin, mponsirre. primarily qualitati're methods for mearch on a variety of
to;ics and isues.

t

as

Dr. Gary Ledtc rnd Dr. famrs C. Kielrncicr, C+Dirtctorr
D€prftmcflt of Vocational Edxation Univtcity of Minncsota
R-460 VoTech Building, 1954 Brrford Avrnu€
SL Paul, MN 55108{197
Tehphone:
Ftu\: (612)625{277
E-mait: gle*eO0I@maroon.tcumn.edu

(612)624.4.VSE

E-mail:

Dr. feffrey Howard, Edltor, M/CJI.
of Community Service Leaming

ffice

Uniwrsity of Mldtigan
530 South State Strcet Ann Arbor, Ml 48]09-1349
Telephone: (313)

763-3548

kiels00'l@rraroon.tc.umn.edu

f
\
vf

LLO6G

TE

RVICE.LEARN

I

N6 RE'EARCH

N ETWORK

earch Instttute, thrurgh a small grant from the W. K. Xellogg Foundatron, has b€gun to

e*ptorr the $taUishm€nt ol a SenrceLeamrng Research Network. This Net'arork ol
researchen and araluatos state their misrxrn as a dedication "to imprwng the practrce
o{ K-I2 rervic+leaming progntms and documentrng their impact through high quality
ref€arch and divene araluatton approaches". Netnrcrk membaship is open to arerlrcne wtro
agreu wtth the Netururt's pnnoples. The Netrtrrk is not intended to replice +€tral intertst
groups or the efforts of others in this area, but raher, to estiblish a srnall group willing to do
collaboratm rcJ€arch and posrbty a larger, looss knit nehmrk lor sharing isues and
infornation.

Ml

Candycc Kromkr

E-rnail:

376-8955

FAx

(612) 3768956

lrd.lCHlGAN IOURNAL OF CO*rtyrUNlTY
,ERVICE-LEARNING
Thi, natronal, peer-rwia,vrd foumal wrth a 24-member dttorial board is published by
I the Unnenity of Michigan. lti two pnmary goals are to provide a vEnur to:
I intell*tualty stimutate educatoft around Or isues pert nent to rervl(e. haming, and
pubtish arttcles specifically lor a remc+leamrng audtence. lt atms to wrden the communrty ol

intellrtual

vrgor in this community, to eflcorrrage

re*arch and pedagogtcal scholarrhip around *wr(ehaming and ultrmately. to incrcase the
number of ,tudents who have a chance to expen€flce the nch leamrng benefits of scnric+

6ENERATOR.WINTER

RVICE.LEARN I N6 CENTE R

Th.
II

Peer

Consulunt Netwo* has been established by the Center.

Mr. Stella Raudenbush, heflrtive Diructor
Mkhlgnn K-12 Service-Lceming Center, Michigan State Uniy€rlity
253 Erickson Hall, East lanring, Ml 48824-1034
Telcphonr: (514

432-2940

F,tu\: (51I) 432-2352

NATIONAL'E BVlCE-[EARN I N6 AN D
AttEtSr\AENT NETWORK
I I A drancing the field of servic+leaming natlonwide through
I{
,

a netuork focusing on

assessment of knortedge and *ills achieved through a strategy that links servrce

land

leaming" is the goal of a State of Vermont grant. A natronal collaborativr of
formed involvtng both local study groups and a nauonal study group. Theie
group$ arE committed to deueloping product and proress tools to assess leaming through
senrice, citEenship and social responsibility. These tools will provide the basis ior ctetermrning
outcomes and effrtrvrness of the Leam and Serve Amenca Program. They will be made
arailaUe to other interested partfts.
is breing

Mr. lhcila Bailry
Statt of Vermon[ Depirtment of Eduotion
'120

State Stre€L Montpeher,

Telephone: (802)

Emaih

W

05620-2501

E2&5405

FAX:

(802) 828-3146

$ailqr@oe.strte.vtus

NATI ONAL'E RVI CE-LEARN I N6 CTEARI N6HOU'

CKroenke@SearEh-lnsutute.org

senriceleaming €duutors, to surtarn the

I6AN K-1}'E

Michigan K-I2 SeMc+Leaming Center conducts wortshops designed ro me€t the
needs of teachen seeking to deepen their insurrctronal skills through the
implementaton of seMceleaming in their clasroom. One forus of this wo* is "Actjon
Research for Serviceleaming Pnctrtionen". This program is designed for K-l 2 teachers and
other interested partia wtro wish to conduct research on student academic and prosocial
performance in the servic+leaming context, Participantr discuss and plan wap to document
studeflt performance. Technical asistarrce is provided regarding action-research design. A

(Nrro

Scrvke'Lerming Reserrch Hetrtort
Scrrdr lnrtihrtr
Threher Squart WerL Suite 210
700 Sot th Third Street Minneapolis, MN 55415
Telephone: (612)

(3'13) 9369345

Homepage http://www. umich.edu/ocsl/MlC5U

stat$

I(E

F$t

E-mail; iphomml(tumich.edu

AAICH

Ml4880l

Telephone: (517)

leaming. The M/CSI has and will continue to publish papers that pertain to theory, practice,
pedagogy and/or research of academically-based servic+leaming primarily in higher
education. Contributing authors are associated with a wide range of academic disciplines,
lnformation about the lwmol, past issuef, subscriptionl editorial board member:, and
guidelinu lor authors is listed belo*,.

Natronal ServiceLeaming Cleannghouse prwrdes a database of published and
Th. unpublished
II planning literature pertaining to all arpects ol servrce-leaming, induding program
and derlopmenl, cumculum, administratton, policy, s/aluatton and
rcrcarch. lt tunently has caulogued over 1000 titles. Approximatety one-third ot these
addms the nuts-and-bolts of planning and implementrng servrceJeamrng programs. Wth
rEsp€d to re*arch, the NSLC has caulogued over 160 titles in the folloring categones:
bm*s, ;oumal anrcles. doctoral disertations. maste/s theses and unpublistred repont. NSLC
lnformation Specialists take requests lor informatron on pertinent topici, then preparc and
send a databare record to the caller. The library record prwides bibliographic information, an
abrtract ol each rEiource (if arailabh) and informatron about hore to obtiin the vanous
Items; but do€l not distribute or circulate the actual reiources to callcn.

Dr. fiobcrt Shumer,

Dirxtor

National lnformation Centrr for ServireLeaming Departmcnt oI Vocational Education,
Uniwrsity of Minnerota
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